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Abstract

This thesis examines the role and impact of Taiwan’s Democratic Progressive Party 

upon the constitutional reforms of 1991 to 2005 with a view to asking to what extent 

these reforms either strengthened or weakened the Taiwanese sovereignty the party 

aspired to establish and consolidate within a wholly Taiwanese national polity.  The 

party’s ability to influence the course of reforms are placed in the broader context of 

ROC constitutional history and foreign influence upon the status of Taiwan.  The 

research focusses on the party’s linking of the ROC constitution and question of 

Taiwanese sovereignty, and the negotiated choices it made both during the period of 

democratisation in Taiwan and when it was in power.  This thesis will argue that the 

need to enact significant institutional change and meet electoral goals whilst lacking a 

clear legislative majority largely constrained the DPP’s ability to achieve substantive 

rather than symbolic reform.  The ROC constitution remains in force and, though 

amended, it signifies to the world that Taiwan is officially a Chinese nation whose 

sovereignty belongs to the ROC state. Yet, in practice, Taiwanese also exercise a 

popular and practical national democratic sovereignty and a clear de facto 

independence of national self-determination.  That the KMT and DPP both used the 

reform of the apparatus of the ROC state to advance the building of their respective 

visions of what nation Taiwan would be, has led to the question of Taiwan’s 

sovereignty ultimately remaining unresolved and her independence insecure. The 

DPP’s role in the constitutional reform process was a major contributor to this 

outcome. 

        

Keywords: Taiwan, sovereignty, ROC, constitution, nation, nationalism, narrative, 

DPP, reforms, democratisation
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Taiwan is an island of twenty three million people situated about 110 miles from the 

People’s Republic of China and less than 100 miles from the nearest of Japan’s most 

outlying islands.  Since the arrival of Dutch forces in 1624, the land of Taiwan and the 

sea around it have been the site of hegemonic geo-strategic struggles by expansionist 

states to either secure their borders or prevent other states from gaining influence over 

their own.  In terms of sovereignty, Taiwan and Taiwanese had, from 1624 until 1996, 

been unable to create the conditions for lasting and meaningful self-determination 

owing to the influence of, or occupation by, other rising nation-states who saw in 

claims upon Taiwan a means to ensure their own geopolitical security.  It would be 

historically accurate therefore to say that before 1624 Taiwan’s sovereignty was a 

non-issue (it was ‘ruled’ by a myriad of Aboriginal groups whose language and 

culture were quite distinct from that which had developed in the Asian mainland), it 

was determined without the consent of native inhabitants by a foreign Kingdom in 

1885 (as a province of the Qing dynasty) and then 1895 (it had none as it then 

belonged to the Japanese empire) and finally emerged again as an unsolved question 

following the end of the Second World War.  From 1945 to 1971 and the expulsion of 

the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek from the United Nations, the question of 

Taiwan’s sovereignty was regarded as in practice a question of the sovereignty of the 

Republic of China on Taiwan.  Without the means or desire to effect a change to the 

situation and with the ROC retaining a seat at the United Nations, only the Peoples 

Republic of China (then unrepresented) sought to challenge the status of the island 

chain now operating provisionally as a nation, albeit under the invited military 

occupation of Chinese Nationalist forces as trustees on behalf of Allied Powers (Chen 

& Reisman 1972, 611).  However, the resignation of the ROC from the United 

Nations significantly changed two dynamics: the PRC’s ability to better pressure the 

1
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international community into accepting a narrative that conflated Taiwan within its 

own historical arc of national development, and it severely undermined, in the eyes of 

the Taiwanese public, the legitimacy of Chinese Nationalist Party’s rule on Taiwan, 

which up to that point had been enforced through Martial Law and bolstered by the 

premise that the Nationalist forces would someday retake ‘mainland China’ from the 

forces of the Chinese Communist Party.  The impact of these two dynamics was to 

lead to US de-recognition of the ROC in 1979 and to calls within Taiwan for a 

realignment of national political priorities beginning with moving toward ending 

Martial Law and instituting full democratic representative elections and constitutional 

reform.  The end of ROC membership of the United Nations set in motion a series of 

events that re-elevated the debate over Taiwan’s sovereignty and pushed it to the front 

of the Taiwanese political agenda.  Since that time, Taiwan’s sovereignty has become 

yet again a site of severe contestation between groups within Taiwan (chiefly The 

Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) and the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)) and 

outside of Taiwan (The USA and PRC).   From the late 1980’s onwards, the DPP 

worked to achieve constitutional reforms that would ‘localise’ the ROC as a purely 

Taiwan-centric sovereign polity evidenced through democratic participation and the 

practice of elections contained solely within the area of practical ROC jurisdiction.  

This thesis aims to examine the impact and role of the DPP during the process of 

constitutional reform, to determine the effects of that reform upon the issue of Taiwan 

sovereignty.

1.1 - Rationale and Significance

The primary significance of this proposed thesis is that, after an extensive but not 

exhaustive literature search, it represents one of the few papers to examine 

specifically the DPP role and impact in constitutional change from the perspective of 

Taiwan’s sovereignty.  As such it aims to contribute to existing literature on the 

development of the DPP and analysis of the success or otherwise of its agendas. The 

2
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thesis also looks to examine DPP impact in a wider context of the problems multi-

national societies have in resolving the difficulties in accommodating those nations 

that seek emergence from within existing constitutional orders, as a result of foreign 

conquest or the imposition of a national identity that was not locally derived.    

Adjacent to this rationale for conducting this research lie two broader reasons why 

this thesis addresses a relevant and contemporary topic for analysis.  Firstly, a number 

of ethnic groups have attempted to (re)emerge into full nations in the last 50 years 

posing deep problems to the Governments which control the territory in which this 

process has taken place.  Discussion of the validity of the claims to sovereignty of 

these sub-state societies and comparative analysis of the role of political parties in 

constitutional development is necessary if academics are to better understand how and 

why this phenomenon occurs, the conditions in which it is likely to succeed or fail, 

the contingent political ramifications of the outcomes of challenges to the traditional 

nation state model, and the impact of this on both the populations that affected by it 

and the authority and legitimacy of the states attempting to respond to it.  Connected 

intimately to this rationale is the second reason why this research is timely; namely a 

need for further analysis of conflict arising from contestation for political sovereignty 

between existing constitutional orders and rising ‘sub-state national societies’ , and 

the ways in which that conflict is either avoided, neutralised or aggravated by the 

agencies involved and the strategies they choose to either defend their interests or 

further their long term objectives.

1.2 - Research Questions

This study aims to better understand and evaluate the DPP’s role and impact upon 

constitutional reform in terms of their goal of realising an independent and 

internationally recognised Taiwanese sovereignty, with the focus being on how this 

goal has been attained or unfulfilled through the party’s engagement with the process 

of constitutional reform.    Advocates for the sovereign and democratic self-

3
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determination of Taiwan have in the past fifty years worked to protect and raise 

national consciousness at the cultural level (Chu & Lin 2001; Muyard 2005; Schubert 

1999; Lynch 2004), implement democratic reforms that raise accountability of 

Government and sought to engineer constitutional change at the political / legal level.  

A key strategic choice of the DPP in this process has been to campaign for 

sovereignty ‘from within’ the ROC constitutional order and electoral system that they 

ultimately have sought to secede from.   This indicates that the DPP has put a 

premium on the constitutional path (Chen 2003) as a key means to achieve their goals, 

in contrast to the physical resistance and revolt that has been the hallmark of similar 

struggles in Northern Ireland and Sri Lanka.  This thesis aims to find out if DPP 

‘engagement’  with the issue of constitutional reform have or haven’t moved Taiwan 

closer to substantial constitutional change in lieu of de jure self-determination and 

internationally recognised sovereignty, and if not, why.   This study seeks answers to 

the following research questions:

a) Why has constitutional reform been so important to the DPP? 

b) What was the relationship for the DPP between constitutional reform and 

Taiwanese sovereignty?

c) What role did the DPP play in the constitutional reform process?

 

d) What was the impact of the DPP upon the eventual outcomes of constitutional 

reform? 

e) To what extent has the DPP’s role in constitutional reform moved the DPP closer 

to, or further from, its ultimate long term goal of establishing a Taiwanese de jure 

sovereignty?  

4
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1.3 - Motivation

My motivation for carrying out this research stems from a deep personal interest in 

nation-states and their myriad political systems, how and why they are built, operate 

and collapse.  Nation states have been a feature of modern political organisation for 

well over two hundred years.  Yet, the nation state faces a number of contemporary 

challenges that are questioning its’ core function and utility as a form of political 

organisation.  Of these challenges three are predominant. First, a ‘globalised’ era of 

vastly increased communication and, compared with just fifty years ago, high 

mobility of capital, finance and populations means that the nation-states face 

increased problems in ensuring national security and integrity of border controls, 

traditionally a key indicator of the level of a state’s self-determination.  Second, the 

rise of the multi-national and supra-national corporations has threatened the economic 

sovereignty of nations by forcing them to engage in an investment ‘race to the 

bottom’1.  Additionally, political institutions such as the European Union, NAFTA, 

WTO, G20, UN and ASEAN have had a deep impact upon the ability of nation-states 

to unilaterally determine their own economic and social policies, thereby impacting 

the sovereignty those states claim. Finally, a number of nation-states have had to deal 

with long running divisions in ethnic and national identity that are either ‘unsolved 

historical questions’ and /or the direct result of national partitioning that has taken 

place, particularly since the founding of first the League of Nations in 1920 and the 

United Nations in 1945.   This last challenge to the nation-state is one of the most 

contentious as it often involves debate about the legitimacy of claims by different 

ethnic groups to ‘national’ identity, relying to a large part on reference to linguistic, 

historical and cultural claims of ‘distinctiveness’ and ‘separateness’.  The cases of 

aboriginals in Australia and Native peoples in the US, the Palestinians in Israel, the 

5

1 Where states which agree to meet corporate needs are more likely to attract inward investment than 
those which don’t.  Multi-national corporations tend to demand low labour regulations and protections, 
low taxes and limited environmental restrictions yet they are not required to equally share the cost of 
the contingent social, economic and environmental outcomes of their operations.   For example, 
Formosa Plastic Group in Taiwan enjoys significant tax breaks and low utility rates which are 
subsidised by the public but they do not share their profits nor contribute significantly to the cost of 
dealing with the contingent environmental and health impacts that their methods of production cause.
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Irish in Northern Ireland, the Quebecois in Canada and the Scottish in the UK are all 

examples of sub-state national ethnic societies which have ‘emerged’ as a direct result 

of the expansion of colonial forces into territories that they had previously not 

administered, including attempts to consolidate new national borders and assimilate 

pre-existing populations within new rubrics of citizenship, identity and belonging.  It 

is my contention that there are substantive parallels which can be drawn between the 

examples provided above and the situation of the Taiwanese.   For example, whilst the 

Scottish case presents us with a model of peaceful negotiated autonomy between the 

‘periphery‘ and the ‘centre’ conducted through the institutions, legal and other 

processes of the centre, the case of the Palestinians (or the Irish for a united Ireland) 

has been the almost the opposite - marked by intense and bloody struggle.  Yet the 

outcomes of these seemingly divergent cases are similar in that whilst Hamas in Gaza 

continues to employ conflictual strategies, Fatah has taken a different path in the West 

Bank, seeking to consolidate upon ‘gains’ from negotiation that partitioned the 

Palestinian Authority as separate from Israel and delivered a degree of autonomy to 

Palestinians on a nation-state basis.  The ‘reward’ for Fatah has been the willingness 

of international power-brokers in the region to recognise Fatah’s legitimacy and enter 

into negotiations, providing Fatah with domestic and international political capital.  

Hamas has, as yet, failed to gain this recognition or a mutuality of authority in 

negotiations.  In Northern Ireland, strategies of negotiation, compromise and 

accommodation by both the UK and authorities in Northern ireland has led to the end 

of the IRA’s physical resistance and to their embrace of a full legally and 

democratically sanctioned role in Government of the region, as well as acceptance of 

the need to work within the existing rule of law and institutional framework.  The case 

of Taiwan is especially complex since a number of national narratives of identity seem 

to exist alongside each other and the debate over the identity of the state a far from 

resolved question.   As a ten year inhabitant of Taiwan’s environment, I have come to 

develop a keen interest in the development of Taiwanese politics - a process that 

inevitable forces one to seek answers to questions such as “Who are the Taiwanese?”, 

6
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“What are the priorities and key demands of Taiwanese people?”, “Is Taiwan a 

nation?” and “Is Taiwan’s constitutional democracy stable and sustainable?”.  This 

thesis was written with the intent to at least scratch at the surface, in a meaningful and 

empirical way, of these essential questions.   

1.4 - Chapter Outlines

Chapter 2 will form the literature review, methodologies and lay out the hypotheses of 

this thesis.  It will examine what we mean when we use the words ‘nation’, ‘state’, 

‘nationalism’,‘sovereignty’ and ‘constitution’ and it will provide a short historical 

overview of the birth and development of the ROC constitution.    

Chapter 3 provides a historical account of the development of the ROC constitution 

and elucidates some of the reasons why it has failed to garner sufficient legitimacy 

and authority amongst the public in China and Taiwan.

Chapter 4 introduces the main competing narratives of national belonging that exist 

on Taiwan.  It will outline the key elements of each narrative and examine their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Chapter 5 will detail the evolution of statements and claims to sovereignty over 

Taiwan that have been made since the Second World War primarily in international 

law and the practice of international relations.  This will be done to provide a wider 

geopolitical and historical context enabling the reader to better understand why the 

DPP placed such importance on constitutional amendment as a means toward first 

creating and then consolidating a wholly Taiwan sovereignty.

Chapter 6 will be dedicated to discussing the emergence of the DPP from factions to 

opposition and its role in, and impact upon, the process of constitutional reform.   It 

will also highlight the DPP’s positions on Taiwan sovereignty and how they have 

changed as the party’s fortunes have shifted.  The purpose of this chapter is to 

demonstrate that the issue of national identity has had a strong influence upon the 

debate over Taiwan’s sovereignty and this influence has been attenuated by the 

7
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process of democratisation and the need for political parties to seek means by which 

to differentiate themselves from each other. 

Chapter 7 will be devoted to examining each of the six 2 major changes to the 

constitution and the role of the DPP in those changes: the party’s expectations prior to 

entering negotiations, the choices they made during them and the outcomes of those 

changes.  At the end it will provide a full overview of the current constitutional 

framework of Taiwan, its contents and discontents as well as the implications of this 

in terms of the degree to which Taiwanese sovereignty has been affected.   

Finally, in Chapter 8, this thesis aims to summarise the role and impact of the DPP 

during the process of constitutional change and evaluate the party as to its 

effectiveness in either creating, consolidating or harming the sustainability of 

Taiwanese sovereignty. It will conclude by asking to what extent the constitutional 

changes have impacted Taiwan’s sovereignty and whether DPP strategies have 

effectively secured that sovereignty or have, through excessive compromise or 

restricted choices, compromised the sustainability of a sovereign Taiwan polity into 

the future. 

8

2 There have in fact been seven amendments to the ROC Constitution. The first ‘Fifth Revision’ in 
1999 was declared unconstitutional and null and void by the Grand Justices six months after its 
passing.  Thus, officially, there have been six amendments to the ROC Constitution that remain in force 
today. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review and Research Design

2.1 - Theory of Nationalisms, States and Nations 

As with the study of any political concept, arriving at a consistent definition of a term 

is both an arduous and highly problematic process and one that inevitably shapes the 

analysis that follows it.   For example, Hutchinson and Smith found that “perhaps the 

central difficulty in the study of nations and nationalism has been the problem of 

finding adequate and agreed definitions of the key concepts” 3.  Despite this, there 

does seem to be some common ground amongst academics on the nature of the 

phenomenon that is the nation and the principle of nationalism, the latter of which I 

shall address first.  

The concept of nationalism, whilst amorphous in its definition and substance, seems 

to be a key starting point for understanding how a nation is born and persists.  Earnest 

Gellner argues that nationalism is a political principle holding that the political and 

national unit should be congruent, and it is also a theory of political legitimacy which 

requires that ethnic boundaries should not cut across political ones (1983, 1).  The 

relevance of boundaries (political, geographical, linguistic, cultural or otherwise) is 

central to understanding the causes of nationalism and the conflicts that arise out of its 

utilisation by societies and agencies within them seeking security. For Michael 

Hechter, nationalism can be defined as “collective action designed to render the 

boundaries of a nation congruent with those of its governance unit” (2002, 7) yet 

Gellner sees another agency behind its formation: that it is “essentially, the general 

imposition of a high culture on society, where previously low cultures had taken up 

the lives of the majority, and in some cases the totality, of the population”.  It is, he 

claimed a “generalised diffusion of a “school-mediated, academy-supervised idiom, 

codified for the requirements of reasonably precise bureaucratic and technological 

communication” (1983, 57). The process of industrialisation was a key mechanism to 

9

3  Hutchinson , John, and Anthony D. Smith, eds. 1994. Nationalism: An Oxford Reader. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press: 4. Cited in Hechter (2002, 5).  See also Anderson (1983, 3)
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activate, disseminate and perpetuate a ‘high culture’ for the purposes of political and 

economic production by the ‘owners’ of the high culture for the consumers - 

incorporated masses, for whom, up to that point, low culture and agrarianism 

determined the limits of their world view and resource aspirations.   Benedict 

Anderson points to the role that print languages played in creating unified fields of 

exchange and communication in which the reader became aware of the multitude of 

other readers instituting in the mind a sense of belonging to a nationally ‘imagined 

community.  Print capitalism gave a new fixity to language that built an ‘antiquity’ (or 

founding narrative) central to the subjectivity of the nation.  The rise of nationalism 

was aided by ‘an explosive interaction between capitalism, technology and human 

linguistic diversity’ (1983, 45) requiring, as it did, a means to produce a ‘false 

consciousness’ in which it’s myths inverted reality in the most productive way.  This 

inversion can be seen in attempts to forge a high, and essentialist, culture on the 

premise of defending folk culture (Gellner 1983, 124).   To Anderson, nationality and 

nationalism are cultural artefacts born of the late 19th Century but which have since 

become modalities capable of being transplanted with varying degrees of self-

consciousness to a wide range of social terrains and merged with an array of political 

and ideological constellations (1983, 4) 4.  Anderson argues that this flexibility of 

nationalism as a tool of political and social control lies in it’s lack of ideological 

substance, making it more on a par with phenomenon such as kinship and religion 

10

4 In informal discussions between us, Dr. Tink Tinker raised the issue of Anderson’s Eurocentric view 
on nationality, a position that often absents and excludes alternation nations that existed before the rise 
of the European models that emerged in the 18th to 19th centuries and before the ‘age of reason’ and 
Enlightenment which are generally purported to have generated them.  Dr Tinker suggested that 
Anderson equates nation as a subjective / emotive homonym for "state" yet indigenous nations have, 
for example, functioned for thousands of years on the premise that all members and families know each 
other.  This is contrary to Anderson’s position that nations are characterised by mass and anonymous 
memberships.  It is the state, Dr Tinker advised me, that is the creation of European modernity rather 
than the nation itself, the latter being a modality of identity that is possible outside of normative 
conceptions of European nationhood. The academic must therefore take extreme care to note and 
acknowledge that although modern normative conceptions of nation are commonly thought of as 
deriving from European models of bureaucracy (driven in large part by notions of euro-american 
supremacy), they are but one formulation and not universal as many writers perceive.  To tar all nations 
with the same brush is to dangerously set a bar of legitimacy that has ultimately been used to sanction 
colonial claims to territories against the practice of nationhood already prevalent within these 
territories. Dr Tinker is (wazhazhe, Osage Nation) is the Clifford Baldridge Professor of American 
Indian Cultures and Religious Traditions at the Iliff School of Theology.            
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rather than liberalism or fascism (1983, 5).  Furthermore, as Gellner illustrates, 

nationalism tends to regard itself as a manifest and self evident principle, yet it owes 

it plausibility to a special set of circumstances that are pertinent now but were 

completely alien in most of humanity (1983, 125).  Prasenjit Duara tells us that 

“nationalism is rarely the nationalism of the nation, but rather marks the site where 

different representations of the nation contest and negotiate with each other” and 

“although nationalism and its theory seek a privileged position within the 

representation network as the mast identity that subsumes or organises other 

identifications, it exists only as one amongst others and is changeable, 

interchangeable, conflicted, or harmonious with them” (1995, 8).  Nationalism may 

preach and defend continuity but is also predicated on a profound break with human 

history, on an imposition of a forced homogeneity and an internal contradiction 

stemming from its claims of links to antiquity that are obviously recently 

manufactured from a re-imagined past.  Gellner finds nationalism to be considered as 

a distinctive form of patriotism in which homogeneity, literacy and anonymity are the 

key traits (1983, 138).  With monolithic education as its engine, it generates a greater 

degree of group cohesion and unity of purpose required for mass industrial societies.  

Nationalism could also be defined as a product of the industrial State. Nationalism 

persists perhaps because of its inherent utility to people for political and social 

purposes.

Most contemporary definitions of the nation, historian Eric Hobsbawm argues, are 

intimately tied to the rise of modernity, and are quite recent in nature (since the mid to 

late 1700s) (1990, 14-45).    Nations  are primarily political in nature and, most 

importantly, constructed from both state and nationalism. Their continuity or 

sustainability rests upon the ability of the nation-builders to monitor and sanction 

dependents, and maintain an effective territorial border, whilst retaining a legitimate 

cultural distinctiveness from other national groups, in the sense that their members 

perceive it as such. Gellner sees nations as not being an inherent attribute of humanity 

(a man can exist without a nation) but which have nonetheless come to be regarded as 

11
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such despite the fact that they are a “contingency, and not a universal 

necessity” (1983, 6).  Expanding on this contingency Benedict Anderson contributed 

the concept that a nation is an imagined political community, one that is imagined as 

limited and sovereign.  It is imagined, he argues, because most nationals will never 

know or meet most of their fellow members.  It is limited because even the largest 

nation has borders across which lie other nations (there is no nationality of mankind), 

and its sovereignty born of the successful challenge to the sovereignty and legitimacy 

of the divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic order 5.  Finally, it is a community  

because it is conceived as a deep horizontal comradeship powered by a fraternity that 

seeks to defend the common imagining (1983, 6-7).  Frank Muyard builds on 

Anderson’s theory coming to this neat definition of a nation:

“None is less legitimate than another and none can be assured to be 
recognized, last or perish. In each case, a battle of discourses and 
arguments between competing nationalisms is waged to convince the 
different domestic and international actors of the greater validity of their 
respective national visions. In contemporary democratic countries, the 
outcome is generally decided in the ballot box” (2005, 10).

 

Gellner claims that a category of peoples becomes a nation when the members 

recognise certain mutual rights and duties to each other in virtue of their shared 

membership of it (1983, 7).   Michael Hechter also emphasises the motivation of 

individuals to contribute to a group or community in defence of a common good, be it 

physical security or food supply, group formation often occurring in situations where 

either of those two variables are threatened.  Central to ensuring security is 

establishing social controls, especially when production is based on cultivation and 

territoriality extends from a social to a physical boundary.  For Hechter, boundaries 

between groups, and the sovereignty declared by their very existence,  initially flow 

from institutions of control rather than pre-established social identities. Identities are 

therefore derived from boundaries which require a centralised system of control to be 

enforced (a state).   Nations are to be regarded as spatially concentrated groups that 

12

5 See also Hechter (2002, 113).
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are perceived by outsiders and insiders as distinctive and the “articulation and 

promotion of culturally distinctive institutions is the joint good that lies at the core of 

nation-formation” (2002, 23).   For builders of nations to overcome the myriad 

challenges that threaten the internal cohesiveness of the group, Hechter claims that 

they must “promulgate an arbitrary set of culturally distinctive practices and beliefs, 

including some sanctioned story of the nation, as a standard to be adopted throughout 

the territory” (2002, 24) 6.  It is this story of the nation that the state uses nationalism 

to construct and disseminate, often until its own construction becomes obscured or 

forgotten 7.  Nations are constructs: “nations as a natural, god-given way of 

classifying men, as an inherent though long delayed political destiny, are a myth; 

nationalism, which sometimes takes preexisting cultures and turns them into nations, 

sometimes invents them, and often obliterates pre-existing cultures: that is a 

reality” (Gellner 1983, 48-49), a position Hobsbawm elaborates on by finding that 

nationalism comes before nations and that nations do not make states and nationalism, 

but the other way around (1990, 10).  Since the “state embodies a single nation that 

provides an exclusive societal context for all citizens” (Tierney 2007, 732-3), it then 

follows that those who would control the state, have the institutional advantage in 

shaping the nationalism of the nation - its name, narratives of origin, conditions of 

membership and stipulations of identity 8.   Capturing the existing state through 

13

6 For example, Harrell et al considers the hegemony of definition in China in which the Confucian 
‘civilising’ project had both identification and objectification at its base.  It operationalised the 
classification of peoples utilising an assumption of hierarchy based on the moral values of literary 
transformation, determining the distance of an individual from the ‘center’ on the degree of culture or 
‘wenhua’ that they possessed, thereby legitimising the superior status of the center (giving it a mandate 
to carry out the process) and determining the methods to be used to rule people, according to how close 
to civilisation they were. (1995, 8-9). 

7 The construction and reconstruction of a “Chinese’ national and cultural identity, and the fight for 
state power, is best illustrated by David Wu who argued that “Chinese people and Chinese culture have 
been constantly amalgamating, restricting, reinventing, and reinterpreting themselves; the seemingly 
static Chinese culture has been in a continuous process of assigning important new meanings about 
being Chinese” Wu (1991, 162) cited in Hsiau (2000, 185)

8 Often whether or not populations already felt any sense of kinship to it.  Thus it is that Massimo 
d’Azeglio could assert “We have made Italy, now we have to make Italians”. Massimo in an address to 
the first meeting of the parliament of the newly united Italian Kingdom (E Latham, Famous Sayings 
and the Authors, Detroit, 1970) cited in Hobsbawm (1990, 44)
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nationalism is the often the prerequisite for creating a new nation.   The State plays an 

important role, delivering a centralised control of a society that engenders a 

collectivity of experience amongst a population. It does so through “an institution or 

set of institutions specifically concerned with the enforcement of order.  The state 

exists where specialised order-enforcing agencies, such as police forces and courts, 

have separated out from the rest of society” (Gellner 1983, 4). Nationalism, but not 

necessarily the nation, emerges in a context where the existence of the state is already 

taken for granted (ibid.: 4).  The emergence of nations and states are a contingency 

(not a universal necessity), each emerging independently and contingent of the other 

until nationalism made them destined for each other (ibid.: 6)   When modern 

conceptions of the nation began to equate the state and the people, the nation became 

“the body of citizens whose collective sovereignty constituted them a state which was 

their political expression” (Hobsbawm 1990, 18).  John Stuart Mill, for example, 

argued that members of a nationality “desire to be under the same government, and 

desire that it should be Government by themselves or a portion of themselves 

exclusively” 9.   It was classical liberal thought of the mid 1800s and 1900s that 

shaped the conceptions of nation and nationalism that are operationalised today.    

Elites often shaped nationalism into a crude and exclusionary unifying ideology to 

support the new institutions and the authorities they claimed.  In the fight to establish 

who or where an absolute authority resides, the question of state sovereignty became 

a corollary of a perpetual process of peoples seeking exceptional right.  The literature 

above seems to indicate that modern nations are born of the desire of a state (or an 

elite acting as one) to exercise control over a defined territory.  This requires the 

building of a nation, legally, linguistically, economically, politically, militarily and 

culturally, each with their own time span of maturation.   It also involves building the 

nation’s sovereignty so that it may distinguish itself from other nations and exercise 

sole authority in its territory.

14

9 J. S Mill, Utilitarianism, Liberty and Representative Government (Everyman Edition, London 
1910),pp. 359-66 cited in Hobsbawm (1990, 19). In the 1795 French Declaration of Rights the people 
are described as sovereign and independent and whose sovereignty is inalienable.
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2.2 - Sovereignties 

The use of the multivalent term sovereignty must be made with extreme care to 

identify which dimension of the term is being discussed, for it has many (Jackson 

2003, 782).  The concept of sovereignty is one of the most complex in political 

science. It is one that has multiple definitions and aspects, none of which are stable 

(de Benoist 1999, 99).   The term ‘sovereignty’ can be applied on a range of levels at 

different times - it can be used to describe the experience of autonomy of one 

individual or the authority of an empire.  At its core though it suggests a unassailable 

or questionable ability or authority to rule within a location, perhaps embodied by one 

person or institution residing over more than one other person 10. Philpott (2009) tells 

us that authority is not just the ability to coerce obedience but the holding of the right 

to command and be obeyed, this ‘right’ inferring legitimacy, and derived from 

whatever source be it divine, monarchial, hereditary or constitutional.  In the 

contemporary politics, this legitimacy is usually drawn from body of law.  Ultimately, 

sovereignty could be said to reside in any person or form of political authority (de 

Benoist 1999, 100). Examples of diverse academic analysis on the subject include 

sovereignty in international relations (Thomson 1995; Bagwell and Staiger 2004), 

environmental sovereignties (Liftin 1997;  Ossiander 2001), sovereignty and 

nationalism (Yack 2001),  parliamentary sovereignty (Ginsberg 2003) and 

sovereignty, rule of law and migration (Dauvergne 2004).  In political science, 

sovereignty is regarded broadly as an amorphous concept that has come to mean 

supreme authority within a territory (Held 2003, 163).  The most common definition 

of a state sovereignty draws on the following criteria: “First, a sovereign state is one 

that enjoys supreme political authority and monopoly over the legitimate use of force 

within its territory. Second, it is capable of regulating movements across its borders. 

Third, it can make its foreign policy choices freely. Finally, it is recognized by other 

15

10 A single person exercises supreme authority over herself but not of the location The term can only be 
used in reference to relationships between people, in certain locations and at certain times.  Lansing 
argued that sovereignty was “a political energy or a political institution (which) finds its origin in such 
causes as the association of man with man” (1914, 62).
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governments as an independent entity entitled to freedom from external 

intervention” (Jackson 2003, 786) 11.  This neatly prioritises four key elements of 

sovereignty: statehood, internal autonomy and border enforcement, autonomy in 

foreign policy decision making and capability for external and, theoretically, equal 

relations with other states. This is mirrored in Article 1 of the 1933 Montevideo 

Convention in which “The state as a person of international law should possess the 

following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined territory; (c) 

government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states.” (Taiwan 

Documents Website) 12  Tellingly, the Convention focuses solely on the State, and not 

the nation, as a literal personification of national sovereignty, whereby the State is a 

sovereign person of international law.  Debates about state sovereignty essentially 

revolve around four central questions: 1) Who, or what institutions, can make 

legitimate and authoritative claims to nation-state sovereignty and under what 

conditions?, 2) How do we define the relationship between the government and the 

people? (de Benoist 1999, 101), and 3) How do we define the relationships between 

nations or states?.  A final fourth problem is how to protect the commons from 

exploitation and enforce regulations on the impacts of human activity that cross 

national borders?.  I will begin by discussing below the origins of state sovereignty 

and the different ways those questions have been addressed.

2.21 - Origins of the Sovereignty of States

The ‘Westphalian thesis’ of the origin of states regards the breakup of the Holy 

Roman Empire as the main catalyst.  In this narrative the 1648 Westphalian Peace 

Treaty emerged from a need by both the Papacy and the monarchs of Europe to justify 

and maintain their authorities for absolute and separate (above the people but for their 

16

11 Richard N. Haass, “Sovereignty: Existing Rights, Evolving Responsibilities”, Comments at the 
School of Foreign Service and the Mortara Center for International Studies, Georgetown University.  
Available online at: http://www.iwar.org.uk/news-archive/2003/01-15.htm. 

12  Taiwan appears to meet these requirements at the time of writing.
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benefit) right to rule.  It is from here that modern concepts of state sovereignty 

eventually emerged, the author Bodin arguably their most influential architect 

(Maritain 1950, 344; Philpott 2001).   In Bodin’s configuration, the state was 

sovereign and its sovereignty was to be independent of its subjects,  “the 

distinguishing mark of the sovereign that he cannot in any way be subject to the 

commands of another, for it is he who makes law for the subject, abrogates law 

already made and amends law” (de Benoist 1999, 101).   Bodin’s writings were 

refined and reinforced in the age of ‘Enlightenment’ by writers such as Hobbes 13 and 

Hegel and constituted an influential theoretical framework which came to provide the 

foundations of the principle of ‘national sovereignty’ (or supreme public power) - an 

indivisible and absolute power of a national state (the legally proscribed inheritor of 

sovereign authority) over a territory and a people.   It is this form of sovereignty, it is 

argued, that underpins the international order today. I find broad agreement in the 

position that national sovereignty was never absolute 14 and, in particular, that the 

post-WWII world of international relations has created new restraints upon the 

prerogatives of nation-states to act unilaterally, resulting in a vastly more intricate and 

delicately balanced web of economic and political relations between nations - seen in 

the proliferations of unilateral, bilateral and multi-lateral agreements that are currently 

in force 15.   States are [now] locked into diverse, overlapping, political and legal 

domains – that can be thought of as an emerging multilayered political system. 

National sovereignty and autonomy are now embedded within broader frameworks of 

governance and law in which states are increasingly but one site for the exercise of 

17

13 Hobbes’ Leviathan is a seminal work that rests on the assumption that the core element that shapes 
and conditions between individuals and nations is self interest and coercive might, thereby requiring a 
single and strong state (Common Power) as a precondition for protecting the people from themselves 
and from attack by other nations.  In the absence of a deity as supreme authority, the Leviathan, or 
state, acts as a ‘Mortal God’ and is given its mandate by a ‘Covenant’ in which all subjects form a 
common-wealth to authorise the sovereign (representative person or assembly) to act on their behalf.

14 Ossiander argues that the realist paradigm is an ideology that had its roots in the “transient 19th 
century heyday of state autonomy” and its emphasis on power a reflection of late 19th century thinking.  
Globalisation and division of labour has put the autonomous state and the nationalism that sustains it 
under severe pressure, undermining the IR based theory of sovereignty.

15 For example, the WTO, IMF, World Bank, European Union, NAFTA, ASEAN, G20.
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political power and authority. The classic regime of state sovereignty has undergone 

significant alteration. (Held 2003, 172).  Indeed, In 1992, United Nations Secretary-

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali even stated that: "Respect for [the state’s] 

fundamental sovereignty and integrity [is] crucial to any common international 

progress. The time of absolute and exclusive sovereignty, however, has passed; its 

theory was never matched by reality” 16.  For Rodney Hall (2003) , national 

sovereignty is the most recent of three steps in the development of sovereignty: from 

dynastic to territorial to national.   He posits the Westphalian models as territorial in 

nature and exhibiting large differences to those of national sovereignty that replaced 

them, particularly in the realm of international relations 17.   Held (2003) finds seven 

elements to a ‘Westphalian’ sovereignty.  First, all states are nominally free and equal.  

Second, states (not peoples) enjoy supreme authority within a given territory.  Third, 

states form separate and distinct political orders.  Fourth, states recognise no temporal 

authority superior to themselves.  Fifth, states engage in limited relations with other 

states. Sixth, states respect issues arising across their respective borders as ‘private’, 

and seventh, states accept ‘might makes right’ or, that appropriation establishes 

legitimacy.   Andreas Ossiander critiques ‘Westphalian narratives’, calling them a 

myth 18 that was invented by international lawyers in the 19th and 20th centuries 

(2001, 281). He argues that the war preceding Westphalia was a war of opportunity 

and religion principally aimed at the Hapsburg empire, and a jostling for position 

amongst the major European actors for prime position at the top of Christendom 

(2001, 262).   Above all, it was a contest of power for state authority and legitimacy.  

18

16 AN AGENDA FOR PEACE—PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY, PEACEMAKING, AND PEACE-
KEEPING, REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL, UN Doc. A/47/277–S/24111, para. 17 
(1992), UN Sales No. E.95.I.15 (1995) in cited Jackson (2003, 787)

17 Rodney Bruce Hall, National Collective Identity: Social Constructs and International Systems. New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1999.

18 He writes that this myth drew upon a number of themes that are current in the works of many 
contemporary international relations scholars: “how the war was a struggle between hierarchical, 
“universalistic” aspirations and the aspirations of the rising individual states; how the peace was really 
about sovereign equality; how it was a charter for all Europe; how, implicitly at least, it was based on 
the principle of the balance of power; how it effectively sidelined the Pope; and so on” (2001: 265).
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Michael Fowler and Julie Bunck, and Stephen Krasner 19, Philpott finds, share the 

thesis that “state sovereignty has been revisable and revised, violable and violated - 

constantly and continuously, for diverse causes and purposes” (2001, 298).  In this 

retelling, absolute state sovereignty has never existed and has never been in a stable 

enough an equilibrium from which rulers had little or no incentive to deviate 

(Philpott, 24) 20.  This is perhaps because the states that exercised sovereignty were 

themselves constantly subject to internal and external pressures on their authority. 

Some authors go further still. Jacques Martiain, for example, argued that the State is 

not sovereign and neither are the people:

As to human Sovereignty, it,"maybe defined as the power to the extent of 
human capacity to do all things on the earth without accountability." 21  In 
modern times it has been ascribed to the State on the fictitious ground that 
the State is the people personified, and that the people can do anything 
without accountability. Yet the real process has been a transfer of the 
power without accountability of the personal Sovereign to the so-called 
juristic personality of the State.  (1950, 356)

Thus, Bodin’s concept of sovereignty has been used to inspire all manner of political 

regimes from absolute monarchs to totalitarian regimes (de Benoist 1999, Held 2003), 

all of which have made recourse to the pseudo-legitimacy Bodin’s theories afforded 

them to justify their right to rule.   It inspired the rule of the ROC on exile in Taiwan 

before and after its de-recognition in 1971. The legitimacy given to brutal regimes by 

other nations implied that their ‘nations’ were legitimate and formed with consent 

(Held 2003, 163).   Held argues that four corollaries to this form of sovereignty have 

emerged as an international society of states has formed from the basis of the 

Westphalian Peace through a “normative trajectory of international law” (ibid.: 162).   

Held claims that the divergence between the political and ethical rules in the 

19

19 See Fowler, Michael, and Julie Marie Bunck. 1996. Law, power, and the sovereign state: the 
evolution and application of the concept of sovereignty. University Park, Pa: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, and Krasner, Stephen D. 1999. Sovereignty: Organized hypocrisy. Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press. 

20 See Krasner (1999, 24) .

21  Here, Maritain cites Lansing, Robert. (1921)  Notes on Sovereignty. Washington. 3.
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organising principles of national and international sovereignty has allowed, amongst 

other impacts, heads of state to enter into agreements against the statutory or 

constitutional limits of their authority.  A ‘de-facto’ approach to international 

recognition of statehood which followed power but did not care how that power was 

established 22 in turn, encouraged dispossessed groups to contest borders by force.  

The necessity for force as demonstration of capability came to be regarded as a 

prerequisite for making a case to the international community for statehood 23.  This 

forceful, or ’realist’, approach to international relations is applicable to Taiwan, at 

which the PRC currently aims well over 1500 missiles and towards which the USA is 

strategically ambivalent.  I will discuss Taiwan’s sovereignty further in chapter four.

2.22 - Realist, Liberal and Popular Sovereignties

Whilst the writing on the theory of the sovereignty of nations suggests two narratives 

of how the sovereignty of modern states emerged and how it exists today,  within 

these narratives, sovereignty has been conceptualised in three main strands: that 

which I tentatively label Realist (Might is Right) and Liberal (Law makes Right) and 

Popular (Collective Assent makes Right).  For ‘realists’, sovereignty is an authority 

that is the expression of raw physical power and the ability to coerce citizens and 

defend this ability to do so from other citizens, and nations.  Summarised it is the 

thesis that “might makes right” 24.  Humans, it is argued, are selfish, atavistic, cruel 

and individualistic, and nations, being persons of state in the international community, 

20

22 The PRC’s annexation of East Turkestan and Tibet in 1959 and the ROC’s transplantation en masse 
to Taiwan in 1949 came to be accepted in the international community quite against the Wilsonian 
tradition of self-determination and even the United Nation’s own charter. 

23 For example the cases of the Palestinians, Tamils and Irish. Major Governments can also of course 
make recourse to the use of force to legitimise their own claims. Today the PRC exercises force in 
building its claim in the international community over Taiwan.  By aiming over 1500 missiles at 
Taiwan and framing any perceived support for Taiwan as a threat to the territorial integrity and 
sovereignty of China, the PRC uses both diplomatic and military means to coerce other members of the 
international community to squeeze the international space and remaining recognition of Taiwan.

24 ‘Right’ here being the legitimacy to exercise authority that comes from having a monopoly of 
physical control.
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also embody these characteristics.  International relations are thus a zero-sum battle 

for supremacy - all nations acting in ways to secure their own short and long term 

interests at the expense of other nations.  In this conception, nations are generally 

centralised and uniform states that enforce a single national language and political 

structure, and those which can project their power (raw and soft 25) outside their 

borders are more sovereign than those who can not, regardless of any legal 

impediment or sanction.  Sovereignty in this conception is reduced to a product of the 

integrity (internal health) and external strength of a state in a territory in which it is 

supreme.  This interpretation of sovereignty would conclude that “each body politic, 

as long as it does not enter a superior, larger political society, has above itself no 

power on earth which it should be forced to obey” (Maritain 1950, 350).   It is the 

process of the state which produces national law,  and the state comes before (in 

time), and above(in authority), and coterminous with that law (the state legitimises 

itself by a legal framework). For the realist theorist Robert Lansing, regarding the 

state as a creation of law (the underpinning motif of most modern legalist conceptions 

of sovereignty) doesn’t account for the evolution of communities into nations and 

“finds no place (in that evolution) until by the exercise of sovereignty a legal system 

has come into operation and law has impressed new and more or less artificial 

relations upon the members of the community” (1914, 66-7), that “sovereignty is the 

energizing force behind the law.  It is in no sense a creature of law nor a concept of 

law, since it existed before law” (1914, 74) and that “law, in any but an artificial 

sense, is the mental product of the possessor of the sovereignty” (1914, 74).   The 

problem with this ‘realism’ is that it is ultimately a politics of betrayal 26.   

The roots of Liberal sovereignty lie in the works of writers such as Althusius, 

Rousseau, Locke and Mills and historically in the transformation of France during the 

21

25 Raw power refers to the threat of physical retaliation and soft power the ability to influence the 
priorities and interests of citizens and governments in other nations by propaganda / marketing / 
culture.

26 As quoted, non verbatim, by Michael Turton in discussions  between us on theories of sovereignty.
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revolution 27.  It was during this time that liberal theory was trying to work out how to 

limit absolute powers, subsuming the state and control its ability to override the 

sovereignty of other nations and individuals.  In seeking to limit the sovereignty of the 

nation, scholars in the 20th Century turned to two ideas that aimed to transfer 

sovereignty from the political to the legal sphere (1999, 109).  One idea articulated a 

‘common heritage of mankind’.  For example, as a means to contain the problem of 

the tragedy of the commons 28, nations under environmental law are bound by 

restrictions on the right of appropriation and the duties to use resources in the interests 

of the whole of humanity and for peaceful purposes.   These ideas were enshrined in 

the 1979 Convention on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies and the 1982 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (2003, 170) 29.   Above all, these ideas sought “to 

create a new sense of transborder responsibility for the global commons and signalled 

the urgency of establishing a legal order based on cooperation and equity” (Held 

2003, 171).   In seeking to limit the sovereignty of the nation, scholars in the 20th 

Century turned to two ideas. The second idea was an international regime of human 

rights law and enforcement.  The events of World War II, particularly the Holocaust, 

impelled the creation of a framework of non-mandatory guidelines designed to 

persuade states to respect human rights and promote democracy and accountability.  

To this end, liberal sovereignty came to have three core components: self-

determination, democracy and human rights. The 1948 Universal Declaration on 

Human Rights, the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR) were 

22

27 I should mention here that the English civil war that ended the Royal Prerogative and led to the 
creation of a solely parliamentary system perhaps marked the first European venture into a 
representative political system, one whose degree of representativeness was at first severely constricted 
and only expanded in the 19th and 20th centuries following the implementation of general suffrage and 
the emancipation of voters. The framers of the ROC constitution however followed the French model, 
combining a Presidential and Parliamentary system.

28 A tragedy that has become more apparent as modernisation has equipped nations with the ability to 
acquire resources far from their own territorial borders.  Taiwanese fishermen now sail in every ocean 
and sea on the globe in search of fishing stocks whereas only 100 years ago most would have been 
technologically restricted to a far smaller area closer to Taiwan, their catches also far smaller in size. 

29 Other examples include the 1989 Basel Convention (on movement of hazardous wastes) and the  
Vienna and Montreal Protocols of 1985 and 1987 (air pollution involving CFCs). 
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all attempts to bind states, legally or otherwise, to an agenda of liberal rights 

protections so as to guard against future abuses by states against their own peoples 

and others.   Liberal sovereignty sought to avoid abuse of law by attempting to delimit 

public power to the international sphere and transform the meaning of legitimate 

political authority to the maintenance of standards and values that no political agent 

should be able to contravene (Held 2003) 30.   The Nuremberg trials sent a shockwave 

through international relations since it held that no action by an individual could be 

excused on the grounds of following the orders or laws of any particular state.  

International law was posited as having greater authority than those in sovereign 

nations.  In direct and knowing contradiction to this however, states still made sure 

that even as they signed treaties they refused to allow these new commitments to 

infringe upon their national sovereignties.  Furthermore, on the national level, liberal 

sovereignty (where a state is subordinated to law) has also been critiqued as 

profoundly undemocratic for discouraging wider participation and rejecting 

democratic choices which might oppose current juridicial and constitutional norms.  

Popular sovereignty, although sharing many elements with liberal sovereignty such as 

respect for human rights, draws its legitimacy and authority from the people, rather 

than it being separated from them.  The French philosopher Althusius is regarded as 

one of the chief proponents of this form of sovereignty which, as we will see in 

Chapter Six, to a large extent influenced the arguments of the DPP under Chen Shui-

bian that Taiwanese sovereignty was substantially bolstered following the 

establishment of direct elections for President in 1996.  For Althusius, humans were 

social animals naturally inclined to mutual solidarity and reciprocity (as opposed to 

Bodin and Hobbs realism).   The social contract did not emerge from free individual 

23

30 The protection of universal human rights, against local particular rights, then became, ironically, only 
enforceable by joint international military or extreme economic measures. For example, UN 
‘sanctioned’ interventions in Iraq, Yugoslavia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Somalia, Rwanda, haiti, Cambodia and 
Liberia.  It is noteworthy that the international community has not taken any significant action (aside 
from some sanctions on the sale of military equipment) against the PRC despite its proven record of 
human rights abuses against Tibetans, Uyghur, Falun Gong and Chinese dissidents.  Clearly, the drive 
to enforce human rights is very conditional upon the size and power of the regime that is abrogating 
them and the willingness of other states to intervene.
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wills but rather from an integrating alliance (foedus) driven by a process of symbiotic 

communication that was defined by mutual belonging.  Extended further, global 

society was a series of uniting communities with plural, diverse and overlapping 

powers in which each successive level drew its legitimacy and ability to act from the 

autonomy of lower levels (de benoist 1999, 112).    Popular sovereignty then seeks its 

foundations in the dictum that what concerns all must be approved by all 31, a key 

feature of Arend Lijphart’s ‘consociational democracy’ and “that the government is 

entitled to exercise only those powers that the people have given to it by some 

discrete political act” (De Marneffe 2004, 223).  In this conception, sovereignty lives 

in the community through the constitution and belongs to the people in perpetuity - it 

represents the level of power with the greatest capacity to decide and execute a given 

task but it cannot act wilfully without being held accountable.  The people can 

delegate their sovereignty but in principle never forfeit it.  The state is superior to all 

the levels beneath it by virtue of delegated authority from the levels below it but is not 

above the unity of them all - the constitution is supreme. In popular sovereignty, the 

principle of supreme authority of the people is preserved but subordinated to mutual 

consent.  Its weakness lies in the case of a people that lack a strong collective identity, 

who may be very vulnerable, under this approach, to conceding their popular 

sovereignty if they are led to perceive the risks of defending it to be too high and a 

lack of wider national support for that defence.   As can be seen in the brief analysis 

above, the concept of political sovereignty presents the political actor and analyst with 

multiple problems of definition. I find greatest utility in an approach that sees notions 

of sovereignty being translated into normative institutions that reflect the prevailing 

philosophies of political authority of the time (Hall 1999). The role of sovereignty is 

constitutive and mutable.  The state is a ‘sovereign person’ of international normative 

behaviour in which the willingness of a state to engage with other states depends on 

their belief that other states will abide by shared conditions of engagement.  An 

analogy can be made with how people relate to traffic laws.  As Vanderbilt concludes, 

24

31 Referendums are a key mechanism by which this can be operationalised.  
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“Law explains what we ought to do, norms explain what we actually do” and that “it 

is not the law per se that protects you, but other drivers’ willingness to follow the 

law” (2008, 230).  It is in the gap between the willingness of states to follow 

international law (at the expense of their own national sovereignty) and the degree to 

which they perceive that law to be fairly enforced that international sovereignties are 

currently negotiated. Sovereignty may exist but not in the form that we expect or 

desire.

2.3 - On Constitutions 

The idea of a constitution that sits at heart of the intersection between a Government 

and the people it serves dates back to Greek and Roman law (Maddox 1982, 808) 32 

and, according to Giovanni Sartori (1962, 860), it’s present form derives mostly from 

its reinvigoration in 17th and 18th century Europe, driven by the popularity of its 

“emphasis not just on political order but also political freedom”.  Over the centuries, 

the terms ‘constitution’ and ‘constitutional government’, like the related maxims of 

‘legitimacy’ and ‘authority’, and even ‘law’, have evolved much in response to 

changing needs of societies and, in the last 250 years, in the interests of nation-states.  

In the following paragraphs I will summarise some of the key features of constitutions 

to lay the foundation for an examination of the ROC constitutional order.

2.31- Theory: Rights, Law, Garantisme and Legitimacy  

A constitution, in a broad political and legal sense, is a (usually legally authorised) 

document, or series of documents, that determines the relationships of the government 

to the governed, institutions to individuals and limits of the use of power between 

them.  Edward Corwin aptly illustrates its abstract nature:

25

32 Maddox states that there “is ample evidence for the existence of the idea of constitutionalism, by 
other names, in the ancient world and for the continued employment of constitution as the normal word 
for the establishment , and the equipment, of a polity”. 
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“A constitution is the nucleus of a set of ideas. Surrounding this and 
overlapping it to a greater or less extent, is constitutional law, in the 
formal sense too of a rule of decision. Outside this, finally, but 
interpenetrating it and underlying it is constitutional theory, which may be 
defined as the sum total of ideas of some historical standing as to what the 
constitution is or ought to be” (1925, 294).

Less theoretically, Corwin ascribes constitutions with the following purpose: “Their 

goal is to lay down the general features of a system of government and to define to a 

greater or less extent the powers of such government, in relation to the rights of 

persons on the one hand, and on the other ... in relation to certain other political 

entities which are incorporated in the system” (1925, 291).  Ivor Jennings simplifies 

this further by arriving at this neat definition of a constitution: “It is the document in 

which are set out the rules governing the composition, powers and methods of 

operation of the main institutions of government” 33.  Besides documents and laws, 

constitutional government is essentially a human artefact used for its “relative 

advantage over other political technologies in the pursuit of fundamental human 

hopes” (Lutz 2000, 133).  These definitions, whilst touching on the formal aspects of 

the functionality of a constitution do not address how a constitution derives, and is 

supposed to maintain, its legitimacy and authority amongst the people it is supposed 

to serve.  A constitution is actually a living statute to be interpreted in the light of 

living conditions (Corwin 1925, 304) 34 thus suggesting that the authority of a 

constitutional order is somewhat contingent upon the political context, and social and 

legal environment in which it operates.  This flexibility is a core requirement for any 

constitutional order which has as its’ objective the maintenance of social stability and 

the supremacy of law.  Sartori did not essentially disagree with Corwin but he placed 

more emphasis on the telos or purpose of a constitution, as embodied in the French 

word garantisme, or the implementation of a fundamental law or set of principles 

26

33 Jennings, Ivor. 1959. The Law and the Constitution. 5th Ed. London:University of London Press: 
33,36. cited in Sartori (1962, 856)

34 Corwin here cites part of US Chief Justice John Marshal’s opinion in his verdict on McCulloch vs 
Maryland.
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which would restrict contingent and arbitrary power and deliver ‘limited 

Government’ (1962, 855).  Indeed, he went as a far as stating that the term 

constitution must refer to this garantisme or it becomes essentially meaningless (Ibid.; 

863).  He argues that for the last 250 years, the term ‘constitution’ has had a 

commonly agreed meaning containing two key components: a plan or framework of 

Government and a bill of rights (a legal limitation on government" 35).  This relates to 

what McIlwain (1941, 153) identified as the greatest problems of present day politics: 

the struggle between will (as expressed through a Government of the people) and law 

(as expressed in the constitution and other related statutes).  A constitution could 

therefore be regarded as a document-based mediation of these two forces. Glenn 

Schram finds agreement with McIlwain’s emphasis on a constitution restricting 

government power by arguing that ‘constitutionalism’ is a belief in the desirability of 

government effectively limited by pre-established rules, interpreting McIlwain’s core 

conception of constitutional government as essentially the rule of law (1979, 484; 

Lutz 2000, 133).   The practice of the rule of law however varies according to the 

different types of constitutions in practice and the history of legal order in a certain 

place. Loewenstein identifies three types of constitutions; 1) garantisme, 2) nominal 

and 3) facade constitutions.  The first I have discussed above and is defined by a 

consistent application of the rule of law.  Nominal constitutions are “fully applied and 

activated but its’ ontological reality is nothing but the formalisation of the existing 

location of political power for the exclusive benefit of the actual power holders.” 36 

Finally, facade constitutions take the appearance of garantisme constitutions but 

which are in practice disregarded. In this respect they can also be regarded as ‘trap-

constitutions’.   The literature on what constitutes a constitution, so to speak, indicates 

that garantisme and rule of law are central requirements of a  functional constitution 

but also that their absence does not necessarily entail a lack of constitutional order but 

27

35 Mcllwain, Charles H. 1947. Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern (rev. ed.). Ithaca: 21. cited in 
Schram (1979, 484)

36 Loewenstein, Karl. 1957. Political Power and the Governmental Process. University of Chicago 
Press: 147. cited in Sartori (1962, 861) 
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rather a nominal or a facade one (having no practical legitimacy and therefore 

authority).  This brings us to the question of a constitution’s legitimacy. Whilst 

Barnett argues that it is conditional and generated by procedures that would assure 

that the laws enacted “pursuant to its procedures are just” (2003, 146), Fallon finds 

constitutional legitimacy in a range of differentiated phenomenons, goals and ideals, 

including legal, sociological and moral legitimacies (2005, 1851).  The foundations of 

contemporary constitutional legitimacy are more uncertain and contingent that is often 

known, the attitudes of the public towards the constitution at any moment hugely 

impact its perceived legitimacy (Ibid.: 1852-3).  Whilst Barnett’s ‘procedures’ are 

integral to legitimate lawmaking (including general suffrage, separation of powers, a 

written constitution that judges can impartially and flexibly interpret),  I argue that a 

healthy (enjoying public legitimacy) constitutional order is usually also one in which 

a democratic ethos supported by a principle of rule of law is encoded.  A healthy 

constitutional democracy has four components: Institutions, Procedures, Practices and 

Outcomes. The ‘institutions’ of a democracy are those physical and symbolic 

structures that serve to host and determine the ‘limits’ of the democratic process and 

provide a platform for the resolution of conflict. The ‘procedures’ of a democracy 

refer to all State processes that determine which persons or institutions have the 

authority to act, when they can act, how they can act and the limits to the action that 

can be taken.  The ‘practices’ of a democracy are the extent to which citizens and 

officials, and all institutions, abide by the rule of law in their decision making and 

conduct. Finally, the ‘outcomes’ of a democracy are the contingent political results of 

inclusive and informed democratic praxis.  Two ranges of measurement can be used to 

determine democratic integrity or health: the degree of certainty or uncertainty and the 

degree of formality or informality.  In a ‘healthy’ democracy, institutions are formal 

and supported by formal procedures and practices, enabling uncertain (democratic) 

outcomes. This should result in law that is reflexive to public opinion yet protecting 

of core rights enshrined in the constitution. (Goren 2009).  A notional or facade 

democratic constitutional order might feature informal institutions, semi-certain 

28
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procedures and informal practices generating semi-certain outcomes, or, where the 

game is rigged for one side to win. This is likely to spark calls for institutional 

change:

... the losers [in a constitutional system] are likely to want to 
change the committees and jurisdictions in the hope of winning on 
another day. In the end, therefore, institutions are no more than 
rules and rules are themselves the product of social decisions. 
Consequently, the rules are also not in equilibrium. One can expect 
that losers on a series of decisions under a particular set of rules 
will attempt (often successfully) to change institutions and hence 
the kind of decisions under them (Riker 1980 in Ordesbook Eds. 
1982, 22).

If the people want to be author of their basic values, they will have to find ways of 

redefining these values in ways that give people a role in the process (Nedelsky 1994, 

515).  If values change, so must the constitutional order for it to retain relevance and 

authority amongst the public, for it is akin to a living entity of collective concord 

(Schofield 2002, 1). The public constantly decide to serve an inclusive and just 

constitution so that it may serve them in return and will reject it when it fails in its 

capacity to do so. If the people want to be author of their basic values,  they will have 

to find ways of redefining these values in ways that give people a role in the process 

(Nedelsky 1994, 515).  Freedom for innovation, or amendment to fit a constitution to 

new circumstances is also desirable as Lutz describes:  “... although a free citizenry 

can determine whether an innovation is beneficial by adopting or not adopting it, 

"voting"for or against innovation whether individually or collectively-must not 

censure, impede, or discourage future innovation if the system is to remain 

constitutional and serve the ends for which constitutionalism was invented” (2000, 

134).  More important than the rules of the constitution is the conceptual basis for 

acceptance of the rules (Ibid.).  At heart it is a dynamic legalised social contract.  In 

the example of the United States constitution, one finds a conceptualisation of the 

relationship between the constitution and the people that identifies its’ ongoing 

legitimacy as subject to the peoples’ will to continue ordaining it. The phrase "We, the 

people of the United States, do ordain and establish this Constitution" indicate that it 

29
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is perpetually in contact with the source of its being” (Corwin 1925, 302).  For its 

party, the ‘popular’ American constitution is not without its problems, most notable of 

which seems to be a failure to create institutions which can effectively wield 

sovereign authority through electoral accountability, leading to an alienation of 

citizens and capture of policy direction by interest groups (Griffin 1991, 710). Popular 

sovereignty is not a new feature of constitutionalism but rather, as Maddox (1982) 

illustrates, one that can be linked back to Athens. Indeed, it is the Roman concept of 

res populi, or popular sovereignty which McIlwain regards as the foundations of 

constitutionalism 37. Indeed, Lutz finds that popular sovereignty rests at the base of 

constitutionalism and must be the starting point into analysis of constitutional design 

(2000, 134).  Importantly he also finds that the absence of de facto popular 

sovereignty, long-term sustainable constitutional order is problematic (Ibid.: 135).  

Much discussion of contemporary constitutions is given to whether a constitution is 

based on popular sovereignty, like the German model, where the constitution is the 

supreme law of the land and guarded by a Constitutional Court, or based on 

parliamentary sovereignty, like the UK, where parliament “can do everything but 

make a woman a man, and a man a woman” 38.   Exactly where does the highest 

authority in a country’s legal system reside? - with lawmakers and their elective 

sovereignty or within the constitution itself as a binding a final arbiter of law as 

continually reaffirmed through citizen recognition and constant application of its 

supremacy in practice? In a presidential system, the chief executive of the government 

is chosen by the president whilst in a parliamentary system, the legislature makes the 

choice.  Political parties also play a different role in each system, presidentialism 

tending to lead to less disciplined parties and minority governments (Huang in 

Diamond ed. 1997, 138).  Limbach best sums up the answer to this question through a 

comparison of the German and UK systems:

30

37 McIlwain, C. H. 1958. Constitutionalism ancient and modern. (2nd ed). Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press: 21-22 cited in Maddox (1982, 808). 

38 De Lolme quoted in. Dicey, A.V 1915. Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (8th 
ed,) Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1982. cited in Limbach (2001, 1)
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“The British and the German constitutions are equally committed to the 
principles of democracy and the separation of powers. All the same, we 
have chosen different patterns of solutions to the same problems. Neither 
of these two principles - parliamentary supremacy and the primacy of the 
constitution - can claim absolute rightness for itself. The decisive question 
is what principle best suits the relevant legal system, political culture and 
historical experience” (2001, 10)

Casper (1989) finds there are lessons to be learnt from the French experience of 

constitutionalism.  First, a constitutional ethos takes a long time to embed itself (also 

Davis 1998, 327) and there needs to be great care to match the form of constitutions 

to their substance. Second, a constitution must constitute a nation-state in the present 

and declare it as such. Third, constitutions can be used not only to secure the rights 

but also define the duties of citizens and finally a constitution needs to be universal in 

its application, especially in rule of law protection of civil rights, especially property 

and contracts (1989, 317-20; Lutz 2000, 134).  His overview of the development of 

constitutions at the time saw two main models (American and European) which had 

their strengths and weaknesses.  The European model acknowledged common causes 

and responsibilities of the political community towards those who required welfare 

whilst also accepting some of the American ‘Higher Law’ concepts of 

constitutionalism (Ibid.: 331).  For its part the US had a system that placed due 

suspicion on the ‘governing part’ and placed great import on the democratic process 

(Ibid.: 332).  Davis finds that the conditions of constitution making greatly affect its 

later shape, often being carried out in moments of crisis (Cornfords paraphrases Mao 

Tse Tung  in saying that most constitutions grow out of the barrel of a gun (1991, 

558)) and over subjects such as protection of the regime’s members post-reform and 

the shape of the future economic model (e.g. welfare, union protection, corruption 

controls) (Ibid.: 328). He finds that, “in a rapidly developing society, 

constitutionalism may be important in constructing a reliable venue both for enabling 

economic reform to ultimately achieve its full potential and for consolidating 

democracy” (Ibid.: 326). During implementation of the constitution, most transitional 
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regimes choose either a common law system with decentralised judicial review (e.g. 

UK) or a civil law system with a central constitutional court exercising review (e.g. 

Taiwan)(Ibid.: 329).  It is here that judicial review has played important part in the 

emergence of many constitutional orders and particularly Taiwan.  Despite the 

Chinese legal culture’s historic unresponsiveness to constitutionalism and judicial 

review (though Ginsburg 2002 argues it they have some compatibilities) , the ROC 

constitution imposes considerable responsibility on the Council of Grand Justices, 

perhaps a result of a lack of a clear system of judicial review amongst the framers (Fa  

1991, 208-9).  Nevertheless, Taiwan’s Grand Justices have played an important post-

democratisation role, adapting themselves to new conditions and assisting the process 

of constitutional amendment (Ibid.).  That the justices were both influenced by, and 

resistant to, Western examples of judicial review perhaps illustrates how Taiwan’s 

constitutional reform process developed its own peculiarities, making it a distinctive 

and comparable model of constitutionalism (Chang 2008, 134). Whether that model 

survives the internal and external pressures of Taiwanese politics remains to be seen.

There are of course a far greater number of dimensions and contributors to 

constitutional theory than the indicative examples provided above.   I have tried to 

illustrate what I believe to be the core components that define what a constitution is 

and what it does and the rationale behind its execution.  Above all, the purpose of this 

brief overview of constitutional theory is to demonstrate that a constitution can be 

defined, and may be actualised, in a number of ways. The legitimacy and authority of 

a constitution rests on the conditions in which it is conceived, perceived and 

practiced. It is a tool for governance that is best supported by a popular, not populist, 

democratic sovereignty.  As we shall see later, Taiwan developed both a democratic 

constitutional order and popular sovereignty yet the consolidation of both is yet to be 

assured. Could it be that a failure to build public legitimacy for the ROC Constitution 

and its long period of inactivity undermined its practice and authority in China and 

Taiwan?  Did the constitutional amendment process leave untouched the defining 

question of Taiwan’s national identity leaving the ownership of Taiwan’s sovereignty 
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unresolved? Were partisan desires for power and fear of retribution and electoral 

priorities the guiding principles for reform or a secure and sustainable sovereign 

democratic order underpinned by rule of law?.  I will discuss these questions in the 

following chapters.

2.4 - Methodology

There are two main methods by which I have derived most of the primary and 

secondary material to support answering my research questions: (1) examining 

published works such as party statements, books and journals, and (2) analysing 

interviews with a range of people, from academics to politicians including former 

President Chen.  Tertiary sources included online libraries, wikis, newspaper articles 

and publications by non-governmental organisations. Examples of the range of 

sources utilised include:

• Historiographic analysis of past, present and proposed constitutions of the 

Republic of China and Taiwan, party manifestos and any party publications of 

the DPP with respect to constitutional issues (Initially delimited to party 

publications after 1987).

• Interviews with past and present influential members in the Democratic 

Progressive Party.  One reason for this was to capture, as accurately as possible, 

the ways in which different actors both perceive the key issues, their historical 

context and the strategies that they consider to have been the most and least 

successful, including why.  My aim for the results of the interviews was to form 

a primary source of data from mostly DPP or pan-green figures against which I 

could measure political commentary and analysis from outside the party, so as 

to arrive at a more balanced picture.  Accordingly, my interviews were 

concentrated on DPP figures rather that those of the KMT or pan-blue parties.
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• Existing literature focusing on Taiwan’s constitutional development and the 

process of strategic negotiation between the main agents involved.

• Domestic and international laws that have affected the degree of flexibility and 

the ability of the DPP to legally change existing constitutional orders.

This thesis is primarily qualitative in nature as it deals principally with political 

institutions and their strategies, which in turn are generally based on abstract 

principles and ideologies as well as the realpolitik of electoral campaigning and the 

processes of institution building through negotiation.   An initial literature review has 

been undertaken at the outset of the research, and has formed the theoretical 

component of my research which, in identifying theories and defining ideas, and as 

Rountree and Laing stress, meet the condition of “analysing [sic] your data in the light  

of contemporary discourse on the subject” (1996, 7).  One of the key hurdles I have 

faced in carrying out my research is that in primarily using the English language I am 

unable to source or cite a large amount of Chinese language material that would 

otherwise have provided key primary research data free from inaccuracies that come 

from the process of translation.  A significant challenge of researching this thesis has 

therefore been in conducting interviews in the Chinese language which has presented 

two obstacles; 1) the need to achieve as great a degree of accuracy as possible in 

formulating my questions so as to avoid influencing the structure of content of the 

answers I receive, and 2) correctly interpreting answers when translating them to 

English for inclusion into my analysis.  For example, there are numerous problems in 

constructing questions for interviews that need to be faced and resolved.  A seemingly  

simple question as What is the status of Taiwan? or Is Taiwan Chinese or Taiwanese? 

can be interpreted in many different ways.  Respondents could have just cause to 

wonder what I mean by ‘Chinese’ or ‘Taiwanese’ for example;  a cultural definition or 

a legal political definition?   It is a truism that the quality of the interview is largely a 

result of the interviewer. I have therefore had to take into account my own personal 

skill as an interviewer, as “everything that you do in an interview has the potential to 
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influence respondent’s answers” and “language is basically ambiguous and that words 

can have a different meaning to the person who is saying them and to those who hear 

them” (Biemer et al, 1991, 32).  This is particularly true when translation is involved.   

Also, the complexity of the Chinese language presents the problem of extracting 

accurate intentions from sentence structures that utilise a large amount of idiom and 

colloquialism.  Any methodology therefore has to try to minimise the researcher and 

subject’s agencies in order to achieve the empirical and academic rigour required of 

such a complex task.  In summary, a good analysis will attempt to arrive at a balanced 

and critical description but will also engage with the subject creatively and produce 

arguments and ideas that can take debate forward.  Each article a scholar produces is 

itself potentially very valuable and must therefore sometimes strive to go beyond 

‘pragmatism’ in its goal of reaching ‘empiricism’.  For example, “a scholarly work 

may be read as a contribution to its field or an approach to a specific problem, and 

thus as a secondary source, but also as a reflection of attitudes to issues in a particular 

period, or in other words, a primary document” (McCulloch 2004, 32).  My goal has 

been to employ a methodology that allows a sincere and scientific examination of 

political issues that exist in a highly partisan environment.

2.5 - Hypotheses

It is the main hypothesis of this thesis that DPP strategies for constitutional change 

have been to a certain degree successful in building an indigenous and popular liberal 

sovereignty out of the involvement of the Taiwanese electorate in the democratic 

institutions and processes that serve their interests, via the ROC State.  This 

involvement could be characterised as both ideological and substantive.  In terms of 

ideology, the majority of Taiwanese today now conceive of Taiwan as their nation, 

over which they exercise full de facto democratic sovereignty.  This identification 

with the nation has emerged and grown alongside the process of democratisation 

suggesting that the uniting experience of the practice of democracy, alongside 

economic development and the emergence of an educated middle class, may be one of 
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the key generators of a collectively held sense of nation-hood and popular 

sovereignty.  Substantively, the amendments to the constitution, sufficient application 

of the rule of law to prevent a collapse in the legitimacy of the constitutional order 

and democracy, the scrapping of the National Assembly and the institution of a 

referendum law and direct elections for President have, arguably, all reinforced 

Taiwanese perceptions of their separate national existence and political sovereignty.  

On the other hand, DPP strategies not only failed to materialise a a full revision of the 

original constitution or replacement with a new Taiwan constitution, thereby leaving 

intact the conditions in which Taiwan officially remains an annex of the Republic of 

China, thus preventing a full consolidation of the nation’s new democracy and de 

facto sovereignty.  The DPP’s inability to carry their reform project through in a way 

that would have ensured the permanence of Taiwan’s democracy and de facto national 

sovereignty has left in place an institutional weakness and legal foundations for the 

reversal of gains made.  Furthermore, by being forced to make various concessions in 

negotiations during the process of democratisation and constitutional reform, the DPP 

arguably only partially completed its project of implementing a Taiwan-centric 

sovereign polity, being unable to modify the constitution in such a manner that would 

have officially delimited its area of influence and relevance to Taiwan.  This has left 

the ROC as the official State of the country and the ROC constitution as the highest 

legal framework within whose rules and institutions the DPP are constrained. It is my 

hypothesis that the failure of DPP strategies is most keenly seen in the retention, 

without serious amendment, of the original 1946 ROC constitution, and that the 

subsequent amendments are prone to being either revised or abolished should political 

forces, or external pressures, seemingly demand it.   The greatest success of  DPP 

strategies was arguably to achieve democratic and constitutional reform on Taiwan 

that built a popular sovereignty whose abandonment would not, under present 

conditions, be acceptable to the Taiwanese public.  Finally, I contend that the 

constitutional path to the emergence of a new and sovereign national society must 

have the continued and unconditional support of key military, judicial, business and 
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political leaders, and be carried out not only in a context whereby the peoples in the 

region themselves are the key actors but also, importantly, in a context whereby they 

can exercise the right to choose their future free of external influences and threats.  

This has not happened in Taiwan since both the US and China have continued to 

heavily influence events on the ground.  The DPP’s strategies for constitutional 

reform have been severely restricted by the need to avoid military conflict with China, 

countermand remaining KMT influence over the various institutions of the state and 

maintain US support whilst engaging in an electoral process that places resource and 

time limitations upon the progress the party can make in realising its platform and 

manifestos.   Whilst pursuing a path of constitutional amendment by which to 

establish the practice of a solely Taiwanese democracy, the DPP have also engaged in 

nation-building by tapping into four latent desires (or subjectivities) amongst the 

inhabitants of the island chain: for efficiency of administration, for rule of law, for 

representation and for self-determination.  Accidents of history, constitutional reform 

and democratisation would appear to have delivered all four conditions to Taiwanese, 

yet at the time of writing there is evidence to suggest that these gains, under pressure 

from the PRC and KMT, could be diluted or even reversed.  The question of Taiwan’s 

sovereignty is the site of a severe struggle between the main political parties, both of 

whom depend on their narratives of state and citizen identity as the generators of their 

political legitimacy and electoral support.  That there exists a struggle for Taiwanese 

sovereignty remains as relevant a concern for political enquiry as ever.
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Chapter 3 - The ROC Constitution 1912-1949

On March 11th 1912, the provisional Government in Nanjing passed the first 

Constitution of the Republic of China thereby replacing the Qing Court and taking on 

the legal weight of being the supreme law for the nation.  The constitution itself was 

heavily influenced by the French presidential cabinet system with the Presidential 

election held in the Senate and a Judiciary that was to be independent with the 

President and Minister of Judiciary appointing judges separately.  There was a clear 

intention that Government should not intervene in judges’ administration of law but  

for the constitution to have any meaningful effect the rule of law must be established 

consistently and rigorously, and independently upheld.  Any instance of compromise 

of the rule of law would weaken the legitimacy and authority of the constitution and 

government system in the public’s eyes.  Chapter 2 of the 1912 constitution details the 

rights of citizens including, at the time, the most progressive clauses to be found in 

any Asian political order 39. In notion and intent, a strong and healthy rule of law 

appeared again to be a central concern.  In practice however, no supreme rule of law 

or consistent constitutional order existed across all of the provinces.  The constitution 

also did not include Taiwan, then a Japanese colony, or its peoples.  Chapter 1, Article 

1 states that the ROC is composed of the Chinese people,  Article 2 vests the 

sovereignty of the Chinese Republic in ‘the people’ and article 3 defines the territory 

of China as being the Eighteen Provinces, inner and outer Mongolia, Tibet and 

Chinghai 40.  Chapter 3, Articles 16 to 18  required that all provinces, Tibet and Inner 

and Outer Mongolia, again omitting Taiwan, elect and deputise five representatives 

39

39 They included abolishing racial, class and religious inequality, habeus corpus and the right to a fair 
trail, right to privacy of habitation, freedom of speech, of composition, of publication, of assembly, and 
of association.  It also allowed for the petitioning of Parliament and executive officials by citizens, the 
right to sue officials acting against the law and the right to vote and be voted for.

40 The 18 provinces at the time were:  Hai-nan, Yunnan, Kuangsi, Kuangtung, Fukien, Che Kiang, 
Kiang Su, Shantung, Chili, Shasi, Honan, Anhui, Hupeh, Hunan, Kueichow, Shensi, Kansu and 
Szechuan. 
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each to the National Council 41.    Soon after being promulgated in March 1912, the 

new ROC constitution ran into serious trouble, the decision to select a cabinet rather 

than presidential system generating almost immediate conflict between the President 

and the Premier (Li 2000).  The first Premier Tang Shao-yi resigned in anger after 

Yuan issued executive orders without respecting the cabinet’s power of approval (Li 

2000).  This overriding of the proper constrains of authority possibly dealt an early 

mortal wound to the new constitutional order, setting a precedent of the practice of 

weak and notional constitutionalism.   As Li (2000) explains, “Yuan’s greatest injury 

to the young republic was in making the nation’s basic law a tool in his power 

ambitions”.   Furthermore,  the new bicameral assembly under the constitution was 

elected indirectly by less than one percent of the population, the system for choosing 

electors almost instantly inviting corruption of the vote.   The assassination of the 

KMT leader Song Jiaoren and Yuan’s move to strip 400 KMT members of parliament 

of their powers of office (disbanding the parliament and taking on dictatorial powers

(GIO ROC Yearbook) set more unfortunate precedents for the authority of the new 

constitution.   The constitution was more a tool to legitimate the aggrandisement of 

power by those with the force to back themselves up (Li 2000) 42.  It didn’t help that 

the assembly members who were supposed to stand up for the rule of law consistently  

failed to show any moral consistency, nerve or loyalty to the principles of the 

constitution.  In support of this, Ger Yung-kuang 43 argues that when political figures 

at the time made reference to the ‘rule of law’ they more often meant using the law as 

a tool to control others and one which could be shaped to suit elite interests rather 

than the more pure theoretical description of it as a body of legal rules that would 

40

41 Article 28 of the Constitution states that the National Council would be dissolved on the day of 
convocation of the National Assembly that would assume it roles and responsibilities.  The Council 
was replaced by two Houses of Parliament from April 1913.

42 By 1916, a number of provinces were in open revolt declaring independence from the Yuan regime.   
Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s disappointment with the abuse of power in China’s fractured constitutional order led 
him to set up a counter-republic in Guandong Province where he established a military government in 
August 1917 and launched the Constitutional Protection Movement to protect the 1912 provisional 
constitution.

43 In 2000, Ger Yung-kuang was Professor in the Graduate Institute of the Three Principles of the 
People at National Taiwan University.
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stand above rulers and not be easily altered 44. The practice of assembly members, 

who should have stood for the rule of law, being bought by various parties 

precipitated Cao Kun’s Presidency, warlordism and civil war, arguably doing the most 

damage to hopes of a full stable constitutional order for China 45.   Cao’s 1923 

Constitution suggests a generally federal constitutional division of powers. The 

legalist basis of the constitutional order and it’s preference for parliamentary 

sovereignty over the presidential system would, if applied in practice, effectively 

make the President a ‘figurehead’ who would be jointly responsible with the cabinet 

to the house of representatives.  This attempt to balance powers, Quigley (1924) 

argued, made the constitution far superior, at least on paper, to the provisional 1912 

constitution with the reservation that it still “favors too much of the west, which is not 

strange when one recognizes that it is largely intended to dress up the show-window 

for a commission on the abolition of extraterritorality” (1924, 350) 46.  In Time 

Magazine’s coverage of events, “the new Constitution will be useless in restoring 

order in China” (Time 1923) with the main obstacle being the warlords, of which Cao 

Kun was one himself prior to becoming President.  The magazine predicted that this 

battle of warlords would erupt into open warfare with “any attempt at unifying China 

by peaceable means foredoomed to failure” (Time 1923).  This turned out to be true.  

During the warlord era of 1924 to 1928 the National Assembly was dissolved and the 

ROC constitution was ignored and effectively left out of commission.   The KMT did 

however, despite the extremely difficult conditions 47,  begin to move China towards a 

41

44 Ger Yung-kuang in Li (2000)

45 The 1923 Cao Kun Presidency was born from Cao’s offer of 5000 yuan in silver, too tempting a 
bribe for a majority of assembly members, who then duly elected him President..

46  The abolition of extraterritoriality refers to the desire of Chinese leaders to end the practice of 
allowing foreigners to occupy parts of China, in which they would continue to observe their own laws 
and customs. The Commission investigation into extraterritoriality rights was mired in complexities of 
multiple claims by foreign powers to various parts of China and in claims of injury payments for loss 
of capital and life during the Boxer rebellions.

47 Chiang had to content with four main problems: 1) rivalry within the KMT and differing intellectual 
factions of opinion 46, 2) the need to suppress communist and other minority forces that would not 
agree to the KMT’s central authority 47, 3) the impending and growing threat from the Japanese army in 
Korea and their occupation of Manchuria in 1931, and 4) Chiang’s lack of real power beyond the 
provinces bordering Jiangsu.
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more substantive constitutional order, instituting the Legislative Yuan in 1928, the 

Examination Yuan in 1930 and the Control Yuan in 1931.  The KMT led Legislative 

Yuan even managed to pass a new ROC Constitution on May 5th 1936 48.   Despite 

this appearance of formality and structure, in practice there was again little discussion 

nor actual implementation of this constitution. War had intervened.  It was only after 

World War II that issues of constitutionalism again became priorities for Chiang and 

the KMT.  At the end of World War Two in 1945, the victorious allied powers invited 

the ROC Nationalist Government to manage the end of the Japanese colonial presence 

on the island and temporarily administer Taiwan.  In August 1945 the KMT instituted 

the Taiwan Provincial Administrative Executive Office and Chen Yi as commander of 

the Taiwan Garrison (Phillips in Rubinstein ed., 2007, 281-2) 49.   Although Taiwan 

was named as province, it was not governed in the same way as other provinces but 

treated as an occupied territory (Chang 2008, 122).   Taiwanese and their battered 

war-time economy suffered through the difficult transition from wartime mobilisation 

to peacetime reconstruction (Phillips 2007, 283; Chang 2008, 122), and lacked the 

legal and constitutional safeguards that might have prevented social, political and 

economic injustice during this period of profound transition. For example, conflicts 

over the disposition of property and mainlander monopolies on official positions led 

Taiwanese to see fewer differences between Japanese and Chinese economic and 

political systems and goals. Disaffection with Nationalist rule grew as Taiwanese 

expressed their discontent (Phillips in Rubinstein ed., 2007, 286). By 1946, a 

newspaper editorial had observed that “the good people of Taiwan still do not dare 

hope for real governance under the Three Principles of the People (Nationalism, 

Democracy and the People’s Welfare), they only hope for a little rule of law ... [They 

42

48 John Tkacik (2008) notes that this constitution was a was a creation purely of the KMT party organs.  
This document, having not been put to a nationwide vote in China and rejected by the communists in 
negotiations in 1946 was denounced by the CCP’s Zhou Enlai in 1947 who warned “in spite of the fact 
that the so-called ‘National Assembly’ has already been held and a so-called constitution passed, their 
nature is still that of a ‘Chiang Kai-shek National Assembly’ and ‘Chiang Kai-shek Constitution’”.

49 Chen Yi formally assumed office October 25th.  He was fluent in Chinese, Hoklo and Japanese and 
trusted by Chiang as a loyal servant of the KMT/ROC.
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also] hope that the system of not daring to disrespect the rule of law [that existed] 

under Japanese imperialism can continue” 50. Despite this, there appeared to be initial 

promise in the Nationalist’s willingness to create representative assemblies which 

became a key aspect of political life at this time (Phillips in Rubinstein ed., 2007, 

287).  Taiwanese were keen to participate in governing Taiwan, a fact that had been 

demonstrated by their continued attempts to gain more representation and local 

democracy under Japanese rule.  This was an important time for constitution building 

that required the participation of the Taiwanese.  However, only 17 Taiwanese 

delegates were sent to the assembly of more than 1500 and elections for delegates 

were nominal at best (Chang 2008; 123, 125).  By law 1946, the ten day old National 

Assembly declared the period of Tutelage at an end and, working under the duress of 

boycotts and military attacks by the CCP, had completed drafting of the new 1946 

Constitution, the basis for the present day constitution of the ROC on Taiwan (Ibid.: 

123). On January 1st 1947 the government promulgated the constitution but on 

January 10th, it was announced on Chen Yi’s recommendations that the constitution 

would not apply to Taiwan (Ibid.: 123).  This came as a surprise to the delegates and a 

severe disappointment to many Taiwanese that the Nationalist Government was 

seeking to build and embed constitutional government and rule of law for all of China 

but, curiously, not Taiwan.   The rationales that Taiwan was still under the military 

rule and the Taiwanese were politically naive and not ready for Chinese constitutional 

rule sat very poorly with educated Taiwanese, many of whom had previously backed 

Nationalist government (Kerr 1965, 240; Chang 2008, 123).  In terms of embedding 

the authority and legitimacy of the constitution in China and with the eager 

participation of the Taiwanese, 1947 was a catastrophic year.  After thousands had 

been extra-judicially murdered by Chiang’s troops following the 2-28 uprising in 

Taiwan, the declaration of a “Period of Mobilisation for the Suppression of 

Communist Rebellion” placed Taiwan under an “extraordinary system of 

43

50 Wang T’ien-teng. Some words about the Provincial Assembly), Hsin hsin 6 (1946):4. cited in 
Rubinstein Ed. (2007, 290)
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governance”  (Hsueh 2001). By May 1948, the National Assembly had met again and 

suspended the constitution by the Temporary Provisions Effective During the Period 

of Communist Rebellion (Chang 2008, 123). This froze much of the constitution and 

suspended nearly all civil rights (Ibid.: 115). Following the translocation of the entire 

ROC polity to Taiwan in 1949 Chiang instituted Martial Law. The constitution would 

not be reactivated for another forty-two years, thirty-eight of those under a political 

system that made only the most cursory of nods at the constitution and giving the 

appearance of legitimacy to a government in exile that operated by dictatorship. For 

Chang (2008), many of the problems of the ROC’s legitimacy and sustainability have 

derived from its being an example of constitution-making as National Inclusion.  

Whilst the Spanish model allowed for a more inclusive identity, a unified Chinese 

identity was forced on Taiwanese without inclusion and negotiation.  It was a 

nationalistic constitution relying on the Chinese ethnic identity to construct a 

constitutional national identity, by the force of rule by fiat (2008, 129).  In essence the 

1946 ROC Constitution was made to generate inclusion in a time of post-war 

warlordism and localism (Ibid.: 132), a condition that prevented it from carrying out 

the writing of the constitution with measured consideration, wisdom and foresight.  It 

was born out of a struggle by the KMT to survive the challenge on their authority and 

legitimacy from the CCP.  Had it not been transplanted to Taiwan, it is likely that the 

ROC constitution might now be a document in history.  In post-war Taiwan, the 

document arguably came to have two interpretations: for the KMT it represented their 

national identity, origins and sense of endowed legitimacy whereas for many 

Taiwanese it marked a failed exercise and a symbol of dictatorial nationalistic rule 

over the island (Ibid.: 133).  During Martial Law, the constitution was frozen but 

during democratisation it became the site of competing Taiwanese and Chinese 

nationalisms for control of the institution to defend and build their sovereignties.

44
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Chapter 4 - Whose Nation?: Narratives of National 

Belonging in Taiwan

4.1 - A Historical Context

It is in study of nations and nationalisms on Taiwan that Hobsbawm’s three 

observations should be held in mind: 1) that ideologies of states are not accurate 

guides to the thoughts and complex matrix of identification held in individuals’ 

minds, 2) that for most people national identification does not exclude, or is superior 

to, other sets of identifications held by an individual and 3), that national 

identification can change and shift in time, even over short periods (1990, 11).  Paying 

sufficient heed to that list of observations is especially necessary when studying the 

politics of Taiwan. 

Like many modern nation-states forged out of the often forced assimilation of diverse 

peoples into a centralised polity, Taiwan is the site of contesting national imaginations 

(Simon in Storm and Harrison 2007, 220) and a marketplace of narratives (or 

nationalisms) of belonging alongside the official ‘story’ of the nation as the Republic 

of China (Schubert 1999, 54).  Citizens of the ROC may commonly hold membership 

of the ROC whilst simultaneously operationalising their own personal national and 

cultural conceptions of identity.  Ask a person in Taiwan what the political identity of 

Taiwan is and you may receive a number of answers. This is because the question of 

Taiwanese national identity is, amongst other things, also a question of Chinese 

national identity (Ibid.), and because Taiwan is host to a range of peoples: 

Aboriginals, Hakka, Min-nan-ren  (Pre-1945 non-Hakka Chinese settlers), 

‘Mainlanders‘ (Post-1945 Chinese immigrants), Foreign Spouses and Long-term 

economic migrants amongst others.   It is historical error to claim that any sense of 

Taiwanese national identity or nationalistic fervour existed on Taiwan prior to 

Japanese colonisation in 1895.   In the absence of any effective centralising political 

agency, even during the brief twenty years that western Taiwan was claimed as a 

prefecture and then a province of the Qing Empire, there did not exist either the 
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educational system nor even a shared written language 51 by which a common sense 

of national identity could be built.  Instead, Taiwan was only notionally ruled by 

corrupt Qing officials who were more often than not too scared to venture outside 

their garrison barracks. That Taiwanese lacked a sense of nationhood is a fact that 

inconveniently complicates, if not undermines, both Taiwanese and Chinese 

nationalist narratives of belonging to this day.  A more accurate reading would 

emphasise that the peasant revolts of 1721, 1787 and 1870 were the result of 

discontent with corrupt rule by Qing authorities rather than any expression of a desire 

for independence or the early stages of a rising national identity.  Instead they could 

be perhaps be best characterised as early markers of the growing desire for effective 

administration.  It is important here to note that those who claim the first Taiwan 

Republic of 1895 as a marker of rising Taiwanese nationalist sentiment are guilty of 

transposing a wishful hypothesis upon events that were more likely the outcome of 

grim opportunism.  James Davidson, a witness to events on the ground, dispels this 

projection of the 1895 Republic as ‘Taiwanese’ by showing that it was in fact a 

rearguard action by Qing officials stranded on Taiwan who felt betrayed by the Treaty 

of Shimonoseki.  That the Republic, unknown to most Taiwanese outside of Taipei, 

lasted barely more than a month before collapsing as the Qing officials fled to China 

with all the treasury they could lay their hands on, consigns this notional political 

body to a footnote of Taiwanese history and its influence on the formation of 

Taiwanese identity largely irrelevant (1903, 275-89) 52.  Mendel has even noted that 

most Taiwanese neither regretted the end of Qing rule nor welcomed the Japanese 

mainly because they were either uninformed or apathetic (1970, 16). That this event 

46

51 Written Mandarin was solely used by Qing officials and was quite inaccessible to Taiwanese.

52 Davidson found that opinion on the new Republic was divided amongst those who knew of it.  He 
noted that less than a thousand people on Taiwan even knew what the word republic meant  and that the 
new body was the solely work of Qing officials who wished to incite the people to oppose Japanese 
occupation, a popular decision to do so coming after heavy rains were taken as a sign of the approval of 
Heaven to mount a resistance.  Before the rain came, loyalty to China was manifested only half 
heartedly,  indeed, many merchants opposed the limited festivities to mark the start of the Republic of 
Formosa because it conflicted with their busy season - a prioritisation of business over politics that one 
might argue remains in the Taiwanese psyche to this day (1903, 278, 282).  
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has been used by those advocating a Taiwanese nationalist narrative to demonstrate a 

historical precedent for Taiwanese independence or sovereignty is an indicator of the 

way Taiwanese nationalism has sought to frame historical events in support its claims 

of the present (Corcuff et at 2002, xiii, 3-24).  It therefore fits within Anderson and 

Gellner’s theories of nation-builders looking to an imagined past to legitimise their 

nation-building projects.  It is post 1895, where narratives of Taiwanese belonging 

become sharply divided.  In Appendix 1, I have presented what I find to be three 

dominant narratives of belonging in Taiwan which I will summarise below.  

4.2 - A Taiwanese Nation

In the first narrative, one often articulated by the DPP and TSU (Taiwan solidarity 

Union),  a Taiwanese national identity was first given impetus by the colonial 

occupation of Taiwan by Japan.  Eyton paraphrases the account as follows.  Japanese 

colonialism formed Taiwan as a proto-state leading Taiwanese to see themselves as a 

single community.  As their second-class status became too costly (in terms of 

deprivation of political and economic freedoms), collective Taiwanese consciousness 

grew as a counterpoint to the imposition of Japanese rule and attempts at cultural 

assimilation of the population. Taiwanese nationalism was above all the product of the 

process of the modernisation of Taiwan and its physical and political separation from 

China (2008, 109).  During the Lee Tung-hui era, a New Taiwanese identity was 

explicitly created that posited a Taiwanese nation born out of the advent of direct 

presidential elections and self-contained national politics. Lee’s promotion of a ‘New 

Taiwanese’ identity was “a clever strategic response to contemporary political and 

social trends. Lee’s counterpart in the mainstream opposition, former Democratic 

Progressive Party chair Hsu Hsin-liang, is promoting a similar concept, which he calls 

the Rising Nation (Xinxing Minzu). Both buzzwords reflect an emerging 

understanding of personal identity and national identity that encourages creative 

solutions to the problem of Taiwan’s status” (Rigger 1999, 1).  This was built upon a 

“clear trend towards a growing aspiration for a separate Taiwanese identity in both 
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cultural and political terms “(Chun and Lin 2001, 129). This narrative sees a truly 

Taiwanese nation finally born, after much struggle to this end, in 1996 - a nation that 

is logically geographically restricted to the Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matzu areas.  

Taiwan, in this account, may not always have been a nation but its population, 

through seeking greater levels of self-determination, have long sought for the 

establishment and eventual recognition of that phenomenon.  It is the last of four core 

desires: effective administration, rule of law, representation and self-determination.   

4.3 - A Chinese Nation

In the second narrative, Taiwan is culturally and historically a part of the Chinese 

nation.  This nation has a 5000 year history in which Taiwan has played a often 

marginal but important role.  Advocated for by the KMT, PFP (Peoples First Party), 

New Party, NPSU (Non-Partisan Solidarity Union) and pro-unification groups. 

Taiwan is regarded as a renegade province that was rightfully ‘regained’ by the Qing 

Dynasty in 1681 and then lost by unfair treaty to Japan in 1895.  Taiwanese are 

nationally Chinese, politically and linguistically, who were freed from occupation in 

1945 and reunified with the ‘motherland’ until the defeat of the ROC polity in China 

in 1949.  The ROC, by the succession of states theory, took over from and inherited 

the territories of the Qing Empire and its historical claim to rule over all China.  The 

ROC was forced by CCP aggression to translocate to Taiwan.  Taiwanese welcomed 

the retrocession, both before and after which they regarded themselves as nationally 

Chinese. It confers its legitimacy from the Sun Yat-sen 1911 Revolution, marking the 

beginning of the modern Chinese state 53.  The continuing application of the ROC 

constitution is presented as ipso facto evidence of Taiwan as a region of China. 

Taiwan is only a nation as far as it is also concurrently the ROC but it is not in and of 

itself a nation separate from China.  The oppression of Taiwanese by Chiang Kai-shek 

48

53 Hence the intense preparations ongoing at the time of writing to celebrate the centenary of the ROC 
in 2011.  In being asked to join the celebrations, Taiwanese are being explicitly guided to regard their 
nation’s birth as being in 1911 in China and, by extension, to regard their nationality as Chinese (with 
‘Taiwanese characteristics’). 
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was justified to clamp down on opportunistic and feudal factions that sought out of 

the chaos of the Chinese civil war to make pecuniary gain for themselves.  The 

presidency of Chiang Ching-Kuo was benign and oversaw the full modernisation of 

Taiwan’s economy and infrastructure leading to the democratisation of the ROC and 

the movement of the polity into the last of Sun’s three stages of revolution, 

representing the maturation of the nation into the modern globalised era.  In this 

narrative, a Taiwanese national identity is a construct of political opposition to the 

conditions of martial law and one that is contrived, recent and born of select group’s 

desire for greater political power at the expense of the Chinese nation.

4.4 - An Aboriginal Nation

In the last narrative, Taiwan is an aboriginal nation.  More accurately, Taiwan is a 

geographical entity that has hosted a number of aboriginal nations, the concept of 

nation here being more akin to a collective experience of an imagined and lived 

community.  The founding dates of these nations are, owing to a lack of written 

records, very hard if not impossible to now establish but archaeological and 

anthropological suggests an occupation stretching back thousands of years.  The 

founding stories of each nation of aboriginals  are diverse and seek to provide often 

mythical explanation for their origins.  The legitimacy of such nations are derived 

from very clear evidence of their continuous inhabitation of Taiwan over a period of 

time longer than any other group.  Next to the 6000 years of aboriginal dwelling since 

the neolithic period, the ROC’s 100 years and claims of Taiwanese national politics 

since 1895 truly pale into insignificance.  Who then does Taiwan belong to?  Which 

narrative is closer to the truth or, more relevantly, which narrative is the most 

functional for carrying Taiwanese societies forward into the future?   Each one has its 

weaknesses and strengths.  The new Taiwanese narrative, recently more inclusive of 

all ethnicities, chimes with general theories of modernity and nation-state building 

and is supported by its foundations in calls for representation and democracy.  It is 
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however a simplification that has trouble accounting for cultural identification of post 

1624 settlers with Chinese norms and traditions.  The fact that resistance to the 

Japanese was as much a result of a elite recognition of Taiwanese as linguistically and 

culturally ‘Chinese‘ as it was a Taiwanese opposition gives credence to claims that a 

specific and separate Taiwanese culture has been a relatively recent phenomenon born 

much out of anguish with continued oppression under both Japanese and KMT rule.  

The Chinese nation narrative can draw on 400 years of continuous Chinese cultural 

influence as evidence of the Chinese identity of the lowland inhabitants but the 

sporadic and uneven nature of Qing rule (distant, inconsistent and limited to the 

western half of the island chain) and the reification of Chinese history to construct a 

mythically continuous Chinese nation in history for the purposes of building the ROC 

suggest that this narrative was born more of political necessity that accurate historical 

reading.  Finally, aboriginal narratives of Taiwan belonging, whilst supported by 

historical evidence, do not sit easily with modern conceptions of a centralised and 

industrialised nation state and present complications in terms of identifying ownership  

of national or publicly shared territories and resources.   The case of Smangus Beech 

Tree Incident, well documented and analysed by Reid (2010) stands as am example of 

how different systems of modern and ‘tribal’ law and boundary enforcement can come 

into conflict when one fails to recognise the autonomy, authority or sovereignty of the 

other.  

These three narratives described above have at various points in time been all 

employed in nationalist discourse by Taiwanese. The built-in ideological flexibility at 

the heart of nationalism is vital for any nationalist project to take root, requiring as it 

does a ‘repainting’ of historical, social and linguistic landscapes that will help a 

population both forget inconvenient historical realities and build new narratives of 

belonging not only out of the past, but of the present and for the future.  Different 

nationalisms in Taiwan have different pasts.  The way Taiwanese, Chinese, Americans 

and Japanese regard the Taiwanese past are highly divergent.   Conflicting interests 

between these international actors might force nationalism to play at times a more, or 
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less, prominent role the Taiwanese political process. Nationalism in Taiwan cannot be 

homogenised - has been adaptive, structural and historical (Wang 2006, 21).  It has 

formed to fight colonialism, build an exiled national polity, resist authoritarianism and 

generate constitutional reform (Ibid.). It might also be characterised as both an engine 

of democracy and also of its instability - not only a lubricant for the electoral process 

but also a barrier to resolving the question of Taiwan’s national identity and 

sovereignty.  Nationalism has been utilised in this way by both Chinese and 

Taiwanese narratives of subjective identity, history and belonging.  A-chin Hsiau 

worries that both proponents of Taiwanese and Chinese nationalism have fallen into 

the trap of trawling through historical literature to construct essentialist narratives  

that present their arguments as ‘truth’ and the opposing camp’s as ‘false’, both 

searching for an authenticity that can validate their claims; an identity politics built on 

a dualism that has caused more disruption and suspicion than actually helped 

Taiwanese to move to resolution of their complex national identity issues. (2000, 

178-87).     In Taiwan, the concept of a nation has been quite visibly constructed three 

times within the last 115 years, and for explicit political purposes. fuelled in large part 

by a fear of not capturing the ability to control the organs of state to articulate a 

certain national identity to the international community (Su 2007; Ko and Wang 2007) 
54 - winning the right to determine the identity of the external sovereignty so as to 

bolster the claim of legitimacy of an internal sovereignty.  At heart lies a broader 

strategic challenge.  Can different nationalisms co-exist in the same territory on a 

long-term basis and exactly whose sovereignty are the nationalisms building and 

defending?   

51

54 See the DPP’s campaign to join the United Nations under the name Taiwan.  
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Chapter 5 - The Development of the Issue of Taiwan 

Sovereignty

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with a broad overview of how the 

issue of Taiwanese sovereignty has developed and to illustrate why this issue has 

become one of the most important dynamics in Taiwanese politics.  Below I will 

detail the key events and stages in the ‘evolution’ of Taiwanese sovereignty beginning 

with an outline of the different formulations used by various vested agencies in their 

attempts to frame and define the substance and content of the sovereignty of Taiwan.  

This chapter will demonstrate that a variety of narratives of Taiwan sovereignty exist 

alongside each other as a result of both international and domestic developments that 

forced political change.  The following sections represent my own chronological 

detailing of the development of Taiwanese sovereignties.

5.1 - Current competing claims to the sovereignty of Taiwan

The question of Taiwan, and to whom its sovereignty belongs, is one that still remains 

significantly contested, despite the efforts of various domestic and international 

agents to arrive at a permanent resolution of it.  A number of authors have attempted 

to determine the salience and legitimacy of different claims upon the ownership of 

Taiwan.  Chen and Reisman (1972) still stands as possibly the most exhaustive and 

definitive study of the question to date, one which authors such as Wachman (2007) 

have built upon in their own analyses.    There are currently four main articulations 

that act to frame Taiwan’s sovereignty (Appendix 2).     The first conception regards 

Taiwan as a breakaway province of the Peoples Republic of China (P.R.C), one that 

presently exercises de facto sovereignty under a One China framework pending 

reunification, by force if necessary, into the Chinese body politic of the PRC.  This is 

in essence the position of the PRC Government at the time of 
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writing 55.   In the second, Taiwan is a geographical area of the Republic of China 

polity - the body that exercises de facto self determination.  Aside from Taiwan not 

being listed in the original constitution, that document also includes areas under P.R.C 

control since 1949 (Ko 2008; Loa 2008; Ko 2010).  Taiwanese in this conception are 

Chinese citizens of a political system (ROC) that remains the legitimate historical 

successor to the Qing Court and inheritor of five thousand years of ‘Chinese‘ history.    

This formulation is advanced in Taiwan by the KMT party and current administration 

of President Ma Ying-jeou .  In short, ‘Taiwan is an area or region of China’  with the 

Taiwanese and Chinese belonging to the ‘Chinese Nation Race’ (expressed as 中華民

族)56.  In the third formulation, the Republic of China’s sovereignty is equivalent to 

and constituted solely of TPKM (Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, Matzu), made evident by 

the holding of regular democratic elections for most official positions up to and 

including President. This indicates a self contained and separate national political 

process. In this conception, Taiwan, nominally as the Republic of China, exercises de 

facto sovereignty and is in practice, by the measures of the Montevideo Convention, 

an independent state - albeit one that has no representation in the United Nations.  The 

DPP under the Chairmanship of President Chen moved towards this perception of 

sovereignty in the mid 2000s (Chen 2003).  Summarised, it is argued that since 1996 

‘The Republic of China is Taiwan’ , an independent and sovereign nation 57.  The 
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55 See "有关台湾光复的国际法文件 (Documents regarding the retrocession of Taiwan)" (in 
Simplified Chinese). Xinhua News Agency. 2008-05-08. Online at: http://news.xinhuanet.com/
tai_gang_ao/2005-10/24/content_3677774.htm  and  "The One-China Principle and the Taiwan Issue". 
Taiwan Affairs Office and the Information Office of the State Council of the People's Republic of 
China. 2000-02-21. Online at: http://www.gwytb.gov.cn:8088/detail.asp?
table=WhitePaper&title=White%20Papers%20On%20Taiwan%20Issue&m_id=4. Both retrieved 14th 

February 2010. 
56 Taiwan under the Statute Governing the Relations Between the Peoples of the Taiwan Area and 
Mainland Area (台灣地區與大陸地區人民關係條例) is referred to as the ‘Taiwan area’ and the PRC 
referred to as the ‘Mainland area’ (Ministry of Justice 2009).

57 See President Chen’s Address to the National Day Rally - “The sovereignty of the Republic of China 
is vested with the 23 million people of Taiwan. The Republic of China is Taiwan, and Taiwan is the 
Republic of China. This is an indisputable fact.” (GIO 2004).  See also Chen Shui-bian’s interview with 
Time Magazine (Time 2004).
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fourth articulation casts the sovereignty of Taiwan as ‘undecided’, and makes 

reference to the 1952 San Francisco Peace Treaty in which Taiwan’s status (and by 

extension sovereignty) is defined as having yet to be determined 58.  Until the first US 

- PRC Communique in 1972, the US State Department publicly followed the 

formulation above.  Since that time, the US has employed ‘strategic ambiguity‘ to 

avoid making a definitive statement regarding Taiwan’s sovereignty or status 59.  

One of the main reasons why the above interpretations of Taiwan’s sovereignty are so 

divergent is that from 1895 onwards there have been numerous Treaties, 

Communiques and Declarations that have allowed different agencies to build up 

simultaneous and often contradictory legal claims to Taiwan’s sovereignty.  A list of 

the most influential of these legal manoeuvres can be found in Appendix .    A close 

examination of the line of statements regarding Taiwanese sovereignty since the end 

of the Second World War reveals an intricate ‘dance’ between vested agents who have 

sought, via carefully chosen terminology, to define the ‘reality’ of Taiwan’s status, 

often largely absent the opinions of either Taiwanese or the ROC administration.   It is 

to this timeline of declarations and statements that I now turn.

5.2 - Cairo and Potsdam Declarations

In the two years leading to the end of the Second World War, the Allied Powers 

(including the Republic of China led by General Chiang Kai-shek) sought to make 

preparations for a world order following the surrender of German and Japanese 

forces.  Two principle components of this planning process were meetings convened 
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58 See Letter from Sue Bremner, Deputy Director, Office of Taiwan Coordination, June 26, 2007 in 
Tkacik (2008) - “Although the United States recognizes the PRC Government as the sole legal 
government of China, we have not formally recognized Chinese sovereignty over Taiwan. In fact, we 
have not made any determination as to Taiwan’s political status.”

59 For example, see CRS Report (2007) in which one can see the full evolution of statements on the 
status of Taiwan from US, PRC and ROC officials from 1971 to 2007.  During this time the US has 
been careful not to repeat its original position that the status of Taiwan is undecided except in response 
to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s 2007 statement that "In accordance with that resolution (2578
(XXVI) of Oct. 25, 1971), the United Nations considers Taiwan for all purposes to be an integral part 
of the People's Republic of China" (Tkacik 2007). 
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in Cairo (1943) and Potsdam (1945) of which the former, in terms of its later impact 

on the status of Taiwan, turned out to be both highly influential and divisive.  At this 

juncture in my recap, before I elaborate further and as an illustration of the fraught 

and complex nature of analysing the issue of Taiwan sovereignty, I should mention 

that in terms of international law the issue of Taiwan’s sovereignty in fact precedes 

WWII, going back to the 1895 Treaty of Shimoseki between the Qing Dynasty and 

representatives of the Japanese Emperor.  The PRC argues that the treaty, which ceded 

to Japan the territory and sovereignty of Formosa in perpetuity, was part of an ‘unfair‘ 

series of agreements that were made null and void by the December 1941 

Proclamation of China's Declaration of War Against Japan 60.    A countervailing 

position could argue that under international law, a Treaty is not abrogated or 

considered void by a declaration of war (Chen and Reisman 1972, 634).  In addition, 

it could be argued that China’s signing of the 1942 United Nations Declaration 61 

(based on the Atlantic Charter in 1941) made it party to the provisions that “their 

countries seek no aggrandisement, territorial or other”, “they desire to see no 

territorial changes that do not accord with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples 

concerned”, “they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government 

under which they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self government 

restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them” 62.   Since at the time of 

the signing, Taiwan and Taiwanese were still under the colonial administration of the 

56

60 As claimed in the "The One-China Principle and the Taiwan Issue" white paper, released by the 
Taiwan Affairs Office and the Information Office of the State Council on Feb 21st 2000. The specific 
quote is contained in Section I, paragraph 2: “In July 1937, Japan launched an all-out war of aggression 
against China. In December 1941, the Chinese government issued the Proclamation of China's 
Declaration of War Against Japan, announcing to the world that all treaties, agreements and contracts 
concerning Sino-Japanese relations, including the Treaty of Shimonoseki, had been abrogated, and that 
China would recover Taiwan.” (People’s daily ND)

61 See United Nations (UN Web Services Section 2009) -  “The Governments signatory hereto, Having 
subscribed to a common programme of purposes and principles embodied in the Joint Declaration of 
the President of the United States of America and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, dated August I4th, 1941, known as the Atlantic Charter”.

62 It should be noted however that there remains some controversy over the content of the charter and 
whether it was actually a signed document.  Nevertheless, the UN 1942 Declaration, a signed and 
internationally recognised legal document was signed by China National Government of the Republic 
of China, Tse-Vung SOONG, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Japanese Empire, there are grounds for arguing that China effectively agreed not to 

seek territorial gains which at the time would have included Taiwan and the 

Pescadores. Under the agreement, China’s December 1941 claim to Taiwan abrogates 

the principles of seeking the expressed approval of Taiwanese that Taiwan be a part of 

China.    In the 1943 Cairo Declaration Taiwan (as Formosa and the Pescadores) is 

regarded as a territory stolen from China by the Japanese. The authority of this 

document is in question since, according to Chen and Reisman, it was not in a formal 

sense a ‘legal’ document, it was not ratified, and lastly the signers “probably didn’t 

have the authorisations to conclude policy revision of such scope” (1972, 635) 63.  

When one adds in the Phillip’s argument that neither the KMT nor CCP regarded 

Taiwan as Chinese territory until the mid-1930s 64, the Cairo Declaration appears 

more as a document of intent stemming from a strategically constructed claim in 

policy than one which ‘rectifies’, or is designed to bring historical justice to, the issue 

of Taiwan’s status.  Whilst the legitimacy of the Cairo Declaration is contested in 

terms of its international weight or binding quality, it is clear that its content was 

framed without reference to the wishes of the people of Taiwan, ironically in direct 

contravention of the Wilsonian principles of self-determination which shaped the 

early League of Nations and its successor, the United Nations.  The Cairo Declaration 

could be regarded as a reflection of the Janus nature of international relations in which 

‘in-club’ nations aspire to formal principles yet strategically bargain for outcomes that 

ultimately contravene them 65.   Once the Cairo Declaration had come into existence, 

57

63 See also Hsueh et al.- “ a declaration is but an expression of intent by the Allied Powers” (2005, 14).

64 The early 1912, 1924 and 1936 ROC Constitutions make no specific mention of Taiwan as included 
in ROC territory.  Dr. Sun Yat-sen did not regard Taiwan as part of China and Mao Tse-tung explicitly 
equated the status of Formosa with Korea as a Japanese colony that he would aid if Taiwanese wished 
to break free  (Chen and Reisman 1972, 629). The justification for seeing Taiwan as a part of China 
was one that was consciously fabricated by Chiang Kai-shek and the KMT in the last years of the war, 
building an argument that the island was Chinese on a five point rationale subsequently inherited by the 
PRC: racial solidarity, original sovereignty, illegitimacy of ‘unequal’ treaties, binding nature of Cairo 
and Potsdam declarations and self identification of Taiwan’s population with China. (Phillips, Steven 
E. 2001. “Confronting Colonization and National Identity: The Nationalists and Taiwan, 1941-1945.” 
Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History 2, no. 3. cited in Wachman (2007, 70))

65 International meetings dealing with setting global standards or regulations are often undermined by 
the determination of nations to put economic and electoral interests before considerations of wise 
global management, a recent example here being the Copenhagen 2009 Climate Change Summit.
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it set a precedent for its descendant 1945 Potsdam Declaration, which merely 

reiterated its terms 66.  To those who argue for the legitimacy of either PRC or ROC 

claims to Taiwan, both the Cairo and Potsdam declarations constitute evidence of 

agreement amongst Allied forces, including China, that Taiwan be ‘returned’ to China 

as a lost territory.    Unfortunately, international law has a hierarchy of authority in 

which a treaty supersedes or outweighs a declaration.  Whilst Chiang and the KMT 

may have thought the question of Taiwan’s sovereignty was settled in 1943 and 1945, 

in 1952 one of the world’s remaining two superpowers, and receiver of the Japanese 

surrender, made the conscious decision to create the international norm, in treaty 

form, of  Taiwan’s status as ‘undetermined’.  

5.3 - The San Francisco Peace Treaty and the Treaty of Taipei 

Both KMT and CCP claims to Taiwan were put under severe strain when in 1952 

Japan signed the San Francisco Peace Treaty (China was absent from negotiations) in 

which it conceded its right of title or claim to Taiwan and the Pescadores.  

Importantly,  no ownership of sovereignty of Taiwan was stated - only that “Japan 

renounces all right, title and claim to Formosa and the Pescadores”.  Since that time, 

both the US and Japan have maintained that no subsequent Treaty or agreement has 

determined the status or sovereignty of Taiwan.  Contrary to this US-Japan post-war 

positioning, in accepting Japanese surrender in 1945 Chen Yi unilaterally claimed that 

Taiwan and the Penghu islands had formally become the territory of the ROC. In 1946 

he announced an order from the Executive Yuan that granted the people of Taiwan the 

‘restoration of their ROC nationality’ (Hsueh et al. 2005) 67. This is not to say that 

Taiwanese were entirely against ROC Government’s invited administration of the 

territory or even notionally being categorised as ROC nationals.  It may be that 

58

66 This was signed by China owing to uncertainty over the ability of the ROC Government to 
participate.

67 The irony of this order from the Executive Yuan lies in the fact that since the mass of Taiwanese 
citizens had never formally held ROC nationality before 1945, it was historically disingenuous if not 
factually incorrect to assert that their nationality could be ‘restored’.
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became disillusioned. Prominent Taiwanese took the initiative at the time on 

‘reintegration’ by forming the Preparatory Committee to Welcome the National 

Government, organising activities to show their support, meeting with newly arrived 

mainland officials and even travelling to Nanking to meet with leaders of the Central 

Government.  However, initial joy at being released from the shackles of Japanese 

colonial rule was soon tempered by the realisation that the new government was 

lacking in “honesty, competence, predictability and efficiency” (Phillips in Rubinstein 

2007, 282).   Within two years of the ‘retrocession’ 68, Taiwanese by way of the 1947 

‘2-28’ revolt provided just cause to undermine the ROC’s claims to lawful transfer of 

territorial title on the basis that, jure gentium, they demonstrated an unwillingness to 

be governed by China 69.   Even if we accept that Taiwan’s sovereignty was 

transferred to the ROC in the late 1940’s, it certainly wasn’t done with the acceptance 

of the Taiwanese people or, for that matter, with the knowledge or assent of the 

international community through the United Nations.    Shortly after the San 

Francisco Peace Treaty in 1952, ROC authorities signed a Treaty of Taipei between 

the ROC and Japan.  This document made little reference to Taiwan’s sovereignty or 

ownership.  Article 2 of the Treaty reiterated Japan’s renunciation of title to Taiwan, 

Article 3 restated the legally tenuous claim that the 1941 declaration of war voided 

previous treaties and, most controversially, Article 10 ‘deemed‘ for the purposes of 

the treaty that all former and current inhabitants (including long deceased ‘Chinese’ 

descendants 70) of Taiwan be regarded as nationals of the ROC.   However, Hsueh and 

59

68 This is another controversial term since it implies that Taiwan was ceded back to the ROC when the 
ROC had never, up to 1945, exercised control of Taiwan.  

69 By this time, international legal norms had established requirements that Members of the League of 
Nations and signatories to the Covenant of the League of Nations or the Pact of Paris not use force for 
territorial changes or to affect the self determinations of peoples. That Martial Law had to be 
implemented for the ROC to retain control suggests that Chiang and the KMT perceived the ROC state 
to lack legitimacy amongst the population. 

70 It is interesting here to note the stipulation that long dead Taiwanese descendants also be included in 
the list of Taiwanese inhabitants to be regarded as ROC nationals.  This retroactive declaration of the 
identity of those who are unable to speak for themselves is perhaps an example of historical 
revisionism for political purposes, often reflected in PRC statements that Taiwan was historically 
‘Chinese’ despite clear evidence that no major or lasting Chinese settlement of Taiwan occurred before 
1624, and no direct administration from Peking was evident before 1683.
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his colleagues point to comments by Wajima Eiji (official at the Asian Affairs Office 

of Japan’s Foreign Ministry and one of the key negotiators during discussions on the 

treaty) who allegedly claimed that the wording ‘deemed as‘ or ‘considered as’ was 

intentionally incorporated so as to demonstrate that the claim to national affiliation of 

Taiwanese citizens was not regulatory, instead arguing that “a final decision has yet to 

be reached on the issue of nationality for the Taiwanese people” (2005, 146).   It is 

worthwhile to again note that as far as the United Nations was concerned, the status of 

Taiwan, as set forth in the San Francisco Peace Treaty, was undecided despite the 

presence of the ROC in the United Nations and Security Council.  The reason why 

Taiwan’s sovereignty was not under discussion in the early to late 1950s was not that 

the world community accepted ROC sovereignty over Taiwan but that real politic 

entailed the US to be engaged in a cold war against communist bloc counties, of 

which the defence of the ROC was necessary as part of a Pacific Rim line of defence 
71.  

5.4 - A Convenient Sovereignty Lost - 1953 to 1972

The question of the status of Taiwan’s sovereignty was ‘frozen’ in the international 

arena during the 1950s and 1960s.  In Taiwan, the KMT Party-State and ROC armed 

forces were busy preparing for an assault to retake China, and paying for it using US 

aid.  From the US perspective, no matter how abhorrent they may have felt the Chiang 

dictatorship to be 72, the ROC on Taiwan was in essence ‘Free China’ and a useful 

regional geo-strategic counterpoint to the PRC, not to mention a handy military base 

for operations in Korea and later Vietnam.  Manthorpe (2005) argues that President 

60

71 A “top secret” State Department position paper to Secretary of State John Foster Dulles in October 
1954 noted that the “future” status of Taiwan and the Pescadores “was deliberately left undetermined, 
and the U.S.[is] not willing that that future should be one which would enable a hostile regime to 
endanger the defensive position which is so vital in keeping the Pacific a friendly body of water.” See 
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1952–1954, Volume XIV, China and Japan (Part 1) 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985), p. 760.

72 There is evidence to suggest the US supported and facilitated two failed coup attempts on Chiang in 
the 1950’s.
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Truman regarded Taiwan as an ‘unsinkable aircraft carrier’.  He quotes Truman as 

saying in 1950 that “... the occupation of Formosa (Taiwan) by Communist forces 

would be a direct threat to the security of the Pacific area and the United States 

performing their lawful and necessary function in that area” 73  and that “the 

determination of the future status of Formosa must await the restoration of security in 

the Pacific, a peace settlement with Japan or consideration by the United 

Nations” (Manthorpe 2005, 195) 74.  By the end of the 1960s the number of members 

of the United Nations who were calling for the PRC to be admitted to the UN and for 

the ROC to be ousted had become an unstoppable force (Herschensohn 2006, 16).   In 

1971 and 1972 events transpired to radically change the status of the ROC 

internationally, and its legitimacy in the eyes of Taiwanese.  In July 1971, President 

Nixon announced that he was seeking to ‘normalise’ relations with the PRC ahead of 

a planned visit to Beijing before May 1972, the groundwork for this having been done 

by a trip to Peking by Nixon’s National Security Council advisor Henry Kissinger.  

Although Nixon sought to normalise relations he also stated that this would not be at 

the expense of, or directed at, any other nation (the subtext being the Republic of 

China).  Furthermore, on August 4th, Secretary of State William Rogers issued a 

statement that notified the world the US would support action at the forthcoming 

General Assembly of the United Nations for the seating of the PRC whilst opposing 

any action to expel the ROC or deprive it of representation in the United Nations 

(Ibid.: 16).   This gambit at rebalancing US interests in Asia whilst drawing the PRC 

‘onside’ in the cold war against the USSR had an unexpected side effect of not only 

61

73 Harry S Truman, Memoirs of Harry S. Truman, 1946-1952: years of Trial and Hope (New York: 
Smithmark Publishers, 1996) in Manthorpe (2005, 195).  

74 President Truman’s statement of policy declaring its legal status unsettled, U.S. State Department 
Bulletin 23, July 23, 1950, page 5.  Despite the occupation of Taiwan by the ROC, Japan still officially 
held title to Taiwan in international law until the 1952 San Francisco Peace Treaty.  The only other 
legal mention of Taiwan’s sovereignty during this time, or rather its lack of it, came in a 1959 US 
District of Columbia Federal Court ruling in which Judge Alexander Holtzoff argued that two Chinese 
could not be deported to Taiwan because “Formosa may be said to be a territory or an area occupied or 
administered by the Government of the Republic of China, but it is not officially recognised as being 
part of the Republic of China ... the situation is, then, one where the Allied Powers still have to come to 
some agreement or treaty with respect to the status of Formosa” (Mendel 1970, 185).
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being rejected by the ROC (as was predicted) but also by the PRC who argued that 

any arrangement to seat the PRC had to be in tandem with expulsion of the ROC from 

the UN.  Despite a last minute stratagem by US Ambassador to the UN George 

Herbert Walker Bush to arrive at a solution where both the ROC and PRC could be 

seated, on October 18th 1971, the United Nations General Assembly passed an 

Albanian resolution (2758) by 76 to 35 votes with 17 abstentions.  Before the vote 

could take place, the Republic of China Foreign Minister Chow Shu-kai, on the orders 

of Chiang Kai-shek, led the the ROC delegation out of the building and effectively 

drove a stake through the heart of KMT / ROC claims to legitimate sovereignty over 

the whole of China. Taiwan under the now de-seated ROC had become a international 

pariah state.  Official diplomatic relations and the Mutual Defence Treaty between the 

ROC and the US continued for another eight years before President Carter announced 

the beginning of formal diplomatic relations with the PRC and the end of formal 

relations with the ROC.   1979 was a critical year for Taiwanese sovereignty in terms 

of its international standing but it can only be understood in light of an initial 

statement of positions between the US and the PRC forged under President Nixon in 

1972 in what has come to be known as the ‘Shanghai Communique’.   This 

communique remains the basis of current PRC claims to over the sovereignty of 

Taiwan.   According to Bruce Herschensohn (2005) 75, US President Nixon was quite 

specific in what the communique did and didn’t say.  Nixon used the word 

‘acknowledges’  to indicate its understanding of the truth of the situation as seen from 

the PRC side rather than it being a statement of US policy, and that in referring to ‘all 

Chinese’, Nixon meant those in the PRC and those Chinese who had come to Taiwan 

after the war and not the native Taiwanese 76. In addition, Nixon was careful to 
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75 Bruce Herschensohn served under Nixon and Reagan administrations and can be fairly accurately 
regarded as a Republican who is ‘hawkish’ on US foreign policy, particularly toward the PRC. 

76 Kan (2007) notes that in the Chinese translation of the 1972 Shanghai Communique the word ‘ren 
shi’ meaning ‘acknowledge’ was consciously used but was changed in the later 1979 Communique to 
the characters for ‘recognise’ which in international relations carries far more legal weight.  In contrast, 
many other countries such as Ireland and the UK have used the phrase ‘noted that’ to avoid giving 
Chinese claims a greater sense of legitimacy.
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predicate a reduction in US military forces on Taiwan on the condition that tension in 

the area diminishes.  Finally, Nixon made it clear that he did not state who governed 

China, the PRC or ROC (2005, 24-5).   However, these claims by Nixon are tempered 

by evidence of secret talks between Nixon and PRC leader Zhou Enlai on February 

22nd 1972, five days before the Shanghai Communique was signed in which he 

agreed that “There is one China, and Taiwan is a part of China. There will be no more 

statements made — if I can control our bureaucracy — to the effect that the status of 

Taiwan is undetermined” and that “we have not and will not support any Taiwan 

independence movement” 77.  The 1972 Communique sent shockwaves through 

Taiwan coming so soon after the ROC’s expulsion from the United Nations, but it was 

Carter’s decision to recognise the PRC at the expense of diplomatic relations with the 

ROC that both led to accusations of US betrayal by ordinary Taiwanese, and provided 

a critical spur for public support for democratisation and the ‘Tang-wai’ movement 78 

that was later to crystallise into the Democratic Progressive Party.  Another shock, this 

time in American politics, came in the mid 1970s with the realisation that the son of 

Chiang Kai-shek, Chiang Ching-kuo, had been orchestrating, in his role as head of the 

Security forces in Taiwan, a dual front effort to retain power and influence in the US 

(Manthorpe 2005, 213).  The first was a charm offensive to build the impression of 

strong US-ROC ties.  The second was an extensive spying operation to infiltrate the 

US administration so as to stall US recognition of the PRC, to gather intelligence on 

Beijing’s influence among expat and immigrant Chinese communities in the US and 

to keep tabs on, and act against, the Taiwanese independence movement.  A number of 

high profile investigations uncovered extensive infiltration, often through ROC 

consulates in the US, and this may have severely hurt Taiwan’s reputation in 

Washington.  Manthorpe  describes how whilst the full extent of the KMT’s 

corruption was becoming well known in Taiwan: 
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77 White House, Memorandum of Conversation, February 22, 1972, 2:10pm-6:00pm. (Kan, 2007).

78 Tang-wai can be translated as ‘outside the party’ - since from 1945 until 1987 no other political 
parties except the KMT were allowed when an organised political force did emerge in the 1970s and 
1980s its members were referred to as outside the party. 
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“Not only was it evident that the Kuomingdang regime feasted on 
bribery, but the island had acquired the image of a refuge for criminals 
and triad gang bosses as well as a hub for opium and heroin trafficking.  
Had the FBI looked further than the Kuomingdang’s attempts to infiltrate 
Washington’s corridors of power and seen the pressure and violence the 
island’s spies directed at Taiwanese in America, especially members of 
the pro-independence movement 79, that reputation would have been 
sullied further” (2005, 214).   

By the time Jimmy Carter became President in 1976, Manthorpe claims the ROC had 

done so much damage to its reputation that it was only a matter of time before formal 

recognition of the ROC was switched to the PRC, with all the attendant implications 

that had for the international basis of sovereignty of both the ROC and Taiwan.   

5.5 - Collapse of the Recognition of ROC sovereignty 

On January 1st 1979 President Carter announced to the world the change that would, 

within eight years, divest of now President Chiang Ching-kuo of much of the political 

capital he had in Taiwan to either maintain the fiction that the ROC was the legitimate 

government of all of China or that his ROC Government was representative of the 

Chinese or Taiwanese people.   At 8pm on December 15th 1978, President Carter 

established formal relations with the PRC.  Carter’s televised announcement had two 

major components: a reading of the Joint Communique on the Establishment of 
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79 An interesting example here is provided by Andrew Morris’ investigation of the importance of 
baseball in Taiwan: “In 1969 frenzied Taiwanese fans shouted upon the Golden Dragons’ victory, “The 
players are all Taiwanese! Taiwan has stood up!” Taiwanese supporters soon raised the stakes in this 
implicit protest against the Guomindang government. In 1971, as the Tainan Giants swept to a world 
championship, Taiwanese independence activists at Williamsport hired an airplane to fly over the 
stadium towing a bilingual banner reading, “Long Live Taiwan Independence, Go Go Taiwan.” The 
Taiwan teams’ games attracted fans from all points of the political spectrum, so each Taiwan 
independence flag or banner was matched by pro-Nationalist fans waving flags and cheering for the 
“Chinese” team. The pro-state fans had an advantage, however, in the dozens of New York Chinatown 
thugs hired by the Guomindang to identify and rough up Taiwan independence activists at the games. 
The 1971 championship game was interrupted when a dozen of these toughs ran across the field to rip 
down a banner reading in English and Chinese, “Team of Taiwan, Go Taiwan. In 1972, the 
Guomindang was better prepared, renting every single commercial aircraft for miles around to keep the 
Taiwan independence crowd from repeating their coup. Some seventy to eighty roc military cadets 
training in the United States were also recruited to Williamsport to, as they shouted while beating 
Taiwanese male and female supporters with wooden clubs, “Kill the traitors!”...” (Morris 2006, 65-88). 
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Diplomatic Relations Between the United States of America and the People’s 

Republic of China effective from January 1st 1979, and a more personalised message.  

The former stated that the US and the PRC had agreed to recognise each other and 

that the US recognised the PRC as the sole legal government of China.  It went on to 

say that “within this context the people of the United States will maintain cultural, 

commercial, and other unofficial relations with the people of Taiwan” (Herschensohn 

2006, 29) 80.  To critics of Carter’s decision, it was his statement that “The 

Government of the United States of America acknowledges the Chinese position that 

there is but one China and Taiwan is part of China” which gave the impression that 

US policy on Taiwan’s status or sovereignty had changed, even though it referenced 

the paraphrase ‘acknowledged’ of the Shanghai Communique.  One other slight but 

meaningful change in terminology 81 was written into the Communique signed on 

January 1st. The statement that “The United States of America and the People's 

Republic of China reaffirm the principles agreed on by the two sides in the Shanghai 

Communique...” 82 departed from the Shanghai Communique in that the 1972 

communique did not state any principles, “nor was there a statement within the 

Shanghai Communique of the United States and the PRC agreement on this 

issue” (Herschensohn 2006, 31).    In his personalised address, Carter again reiterated 

the Nixon position that the US had an interest in the peaceful resolution of the Taiwan 

issue and that normalisation of relations between the the US and the PRC will not 

jeopardise the well-being of the people of Taiwan.  This attempt to mollify expected 

critics of his move in the US and Taiwan failed to impress President Chiang and the 

people of Taiwan who were understandably upset by this turn of events.  Denny Roy 
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80 Importantly, President Carter used the words ‘the people of Taiwan’ rather than the ‘people of the 
Republic of China’.  Of course, since he had derecognised the ROC, Carter could not now use any 
nomenclature that would indicate the US regarded the ROC as a legitimate authority coming, as it did, 
with the attendant implication that there were two Chinas.  Perhaps a by-product of this reference to the 
people of Taiwan is that it suggested that if there was any sovereignty held by Taiwan it was now held 
by the people of Taiwan rather than the ROC or any Chinese polity. 

81 In the arena of US-PRC-Taiwan relations, the importance of specific phraseology cannot be 
underestimated - every word has the potential for impacting international relations between the three 
parties that can have substantial and lasting effects.

82 See Article 3 of the Communique. 
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(2003, 138) describes how ROC Foreign  Minister Shen Chang-huan warned the US 

that recognising the PRC would betray American ideals and undermine its credibility 

with its allies, President Chiang cautioning Washington against “letting a wolf in the 

back door while fighting a tiger at the front door” 83.  In the end, two weeks after this 

demarche, President Chiang could only register his protest by issuing a statement 

which read:

“The Republic of China is an independent sovereign state with a 
legitimately established government based on the Constitution of the 
Republic of China. It is an effective government, which has the 
wholehearted support of her people. The international status and 
personality of the Republic of China cannot be changed merely because of 
the recognition of the Chinese Communist regime by any country of the 
world. The legal status and international personality of the Republic of 
China is a simple reality which the United States must recognize and 
respect.” (Kan 2007, 36)

As is clear from the strident and insistent nature of Chiang’s remarks above, President 

Carter’s move effectively reopened the debate on the sovereignty and status of 

Taiwan.  If Taiwan was no longer governed by a polity that was either seated in the 

United Nations or held formal diplomatic relations with either, at the time, of the 

world’s two super powers, then to what extent could the ROC continue to claim 

sovereignty over the island chain on any basis in international law other than by the 

principle of prescriptive title (which demands stable, effective and manifest control 

and one in which others acquiesce) or occupative title (intention to secure sovereignty 

and the exercise of continuously effective control) ? (Chen and Reisman 1972, 621-4).  

To a limited measure, breathing room for Chiang Ching-kuo came on the 10th April 

1979 from the US Congress when it passed the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) which 

stipulated, amongst other requirements, that (Article 3) “to make clear that the United 

States decision to establish diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China 

rests upon the expectation that the future of Taiwan will be determined by peaceful 
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83 In Chiang’s reference, China is a wolf and the USSR a tiger.  Quote from Perspectives: Selected 
Statements of President Chiang Ching-kuo, 1978-1983 (Taipei: Government Information Office, 1984),
8 cited in Roy (2003, 138).
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means;” and that  (Article 4) - “to consider any effort to determine the future of 

Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to 

the peace and security of the Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United 

States.”  It must be stated however that the TRA did not substantively impact the 

status of Taiwan’s sovereignty, or lack of it.  Instead, the act at best gave Taiwan 

sovereignty supporters a sense that the US, whilst officially now ‘looking the other 

way’ when confronted with the issue of Taiwan, still had one eye open to the real 

politic of protecting Taiwan’s independence from a PRC seeking to eliminate the 

ROC in its entirety.  Although the act was welcome in Taiwan, being as it was more 

firmly worded than the Mutual Defence Treaty nullified by the Carter Communique, 

President Chiang and KMT officials still did not like it for its repeated references to 

‘Taiwan’ which implied the country was a separate state from China, and the fact that 

it excluded the islands of Kinmen and Matzu (Manthorpe 2005, 217).  There was little 

however that Chiang or the KMT could do.  The 1979 Communique had effected a 

seismic shift in US foreign policy, one soon followed by similar realignments by other 

major nations, that left the ROC in the diplomatic wilderness holding on to a handful 

of formal relations with politically insignificant states.   US policy toward Taiwan 

remained almost unchanged during the period of the Reagan and Bush administrations 

from 1981 to 1992 with exception of two events in the early 1980’s.  The first has 

now come to be known as ‘Reagan’s Six Assurances’ and the second was the third 

US-PRC Communique, both of which took place within months of each other in 

1982.  It should be noted that from the first of the communiques in 1972, the US had 

held the position that Beijing pursuing a peaceful resolution of the issue of Taiwan 

was its precondition for reducing its support for Taiwan, which at the time principally 

manifested itself in sales of arms to Taiwan.  The 1982 Communique attempted to 

address this issue specifically, since continuing US military support for Taiwan after 

the ending of the Mutual Defence Treaty in 1979 was one of the remaining bones of 

contention the PRC had with Washington’s Taiwan policy.   Whilst negotiations were 

underway between the US and the PRC on the third communique, on July 14th 
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President Reagan issued a ‘blind memo’ through James Lilley Director of the AIT to 

President Chiang that made six assurances.  They were that: “In negotiating the third 

Joint Communique with the PRC, the United States: 1.has not agreed to set a date for 

ending arms sales to Taiwan; 2.has not agreed to hold prior consultations with the 

PRC on arms sales to Taiwan; 3.will not play any mediation role between Taipei and 

Beijing; 4.has not agreed to revise the Taiwan Relations Act; 5. has not altered its 

position regarding sovereignty over Taiwan; and 6. will not exert pressure on Taiwan 

to negotiate with the PRC” (Kan 2007, 41) 84,85.  Furthermore, in a personal message 

to Chiang, Reagan reiterated that “I want to point out that this decision [on a joint 

communique] is based on a PRC decision only to use peaceful means to resolve the 

Taiwan issue. ... If there is any change with regard to their commitment to peaceful 

solution of the Taiwan issue, the U.S. commitments would become invalidated.” (Kan 

2007, 41-2).    Despite these assurances, which were reportedly greeted with relief by 

President Chiang and the Taiwanese people, the US went on to issue the third US-

PRC communique on August 17th 1982.  This communique reiterated the PRC 

favoured formula that “the United States of America recognises the Government of the 

People’s Republic of China as the sole legal government of China, and it 

acknowledges 86 the Chinese position that there is but one China and Taiwan is part of 

China”.  It went further by stating the Chinese position that “the question of Taiwan is 

China’s internal affair” whilst also positing that the US “reiterates that it has no 

68

84 Kan Notes that these assurances were “Based on the public version of Six Assurances as agreed by 
Reagan Administration in: “ROC Statement on the August 17 Communique,” August 17, 1982. A 
slightly different version of the Six Assurances was reported by Steve Lohr, “Taiwan Expresses Regret 
Over Communique,” New York Times, August 18, 1982. Also see Alan Romberg, Rein In At the Brink of 
the Precipice (Stimson Center, 2003). James Lilley, as Director of AIT, conveyed the Six Assurances in 
the form of a blind memo with no letterhead or signature to President Chiang Ching-kuo through ROC 
Foreign Minister Fredrick Chien, who translated them.”.

85 It seems that there is some disagreement about the exact content and wording of the memo.  For 
example, Kan notes that Chien Fu who translated the assurances from English to Chinese interpreted 
the fifth as “the United States cannot support the PRC’s position regarding sovereignty over Taiwan” 
whereas Bruce Herschensohn combines the fifth and sixth of Kan’s assurances together and states the 
sixth as being that “the United States would not formally recognize Chinese sovereignty over 
Taiwan” (Herschensohn 2006, 43)

86 Again Kan notes that in the Chinese text the United States ‘admit’ (cheng ren) China’s position 
which repeats the 1979 formulation that itself was a unilateral PRC amendment of the wording used in 
the 1972 communique which used the Chinese word for ‘acknowledge’. (Kan 2007, 42)
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intention of infringing on Chinese sovereignty and territorial integrity, or interfering 

in China’s internal affairs, or pursuing a policy of “two Chinas” or “one China, one 

Taiwan”.  The US was careful however to add in room for manoeuvre on the issue of 

arms sales by at once agreeing that it did not seek a long term policy of supplying 

arms to Taiwan but also saying that it intended to gradually reduce arms sales to 

Taiwan over a period of time “leading to a final resolution”, a deliberately vague 

wording that avoided trapping the US into a commitment 87.  It appears that during the 

1970s and 1980s the US repositioned itself in regard to the question of Taiwanese 

sovereignty in a way that would first allow it to respond to PRC ascension to UN 

membership and then meet the need to recognise the PRC officially 88 as a means to 

build a partnership to contain the perceived threat of ‘domino effect’ of communist 

spread.  For its part, the PRC sought to constructively lock the US into definitive 

statements that would have entailed at least some concession of US influence in the 

western Pacific and expelled the US from all questions regarding Taiwan’s status and 

sovereignty.  The end result was a victory for neither side.   Rather, this period seems 

to have seen the emergence of US strategic ambiguity in its foreign policy over 

Taiwan whilst the PRC took an approach of holding fast to its positions and waiting 

for developments to deliver more small steps by the US in their favour.   Manthorpe 

sums up a change in ‘conditions on the ground’ for the ROC when he states that: 

“Chiang Ching-kuo was forced (by the international legitimacy of the PRC), very 

reluctantly, to concede that the Kuomingtang’s dream of regaining power on the 

mainland had become a fantasy ... From that flowed the acceptance, as unappetising 

as it was, that Taiwan was now the home of the exiled mainlanders.  Colonial rule 
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87 On August 18th Secretary of State Holdridge clarified the meaning of the content of the communique 
and restated the US positions that the agreement on reduced arms sales was dependent upon the PRC’s 
policy to resolve the Taiwan question by peaceful means, that no date was set for ending arms sales and 
that there had been no change to the US’s position on the issue of sovereignty over Taiwan. (Kan 2007, 
45)

88 Manthorpe claims that the Reagan administration’s foreign policy under then Secretary of State 
Alexander Haig was complicated by Haig’s dismissal of Taiwan as ‘a pointless irritant’ in the US’s 
determination to forge a strategic alliance with China in confronting the USSR - the US’s main 
opponent and key strategic priority (2005, 217). 
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could not therefore be sustained, and the younger Chiang, egged on by Washington, 

began a slow process of reform” (2005, 218). For Chiang, the largely US funded 

economic development of the 1950s and 1960s alleviated this transition from colonial 

to indigenous rule. It did so in so far as development became a means to build both 

legitimacy (through favouring SMEs and avoiding worker militancy) and (ROC) 

identity, Taiwanese vulnerability to geopolitical pressures manipulated by Chiang to 

secure his regime in power (Davis 1998, 320, footnote: 69).  In Taiwan, increasing 

public demand for political reform and democracy during the late 1970s and 1980s 

paved the way for the start of a momentous series of constitutional changes. A 

paternalistic Leninist authoritarian state was no longer sustainable in Taiwan’s more 

sophisticated polity (Davis 1998, 319). 

5.6 - A Popular Taiwan Sovereignty Emerges

Murray Rubinstein argues that starting in the 1970’s, Taiwan’s growing middle classes 

(a phenomenon facilitated by the rapid expansion of the economy, fuelled in large part 

by US aid), intellectuals and students began to express dissatisfaction with the state of 

Martial Law and the freezing of the notionally democratic ROC constitution (2007, 

438).  Facing a crisis of legitimacy, in 1969 then Premier Chiang Ching-kuo initiated 

a ‘cleaning‘ of party executives at county and municipal levels.  Native Taiwanese 

were increasingly appointed to a number of local committee posts to replace 

‘mainlander’ officials.  Additionally, Chiang attempted to shore the government’s 

public support by pressuring the government to open more seats in the National 

Assembly and Legislative Yuan to election.  This process continued into the 1970s 89 

which Rubinstein argues proves that Chiang was willing to push for higher levels of 

Taiwanese participation (Ibid.: 439).   Perceiving that Tang-wai activists were using 

this reform as a pretext to contest elections and demand more changes, in 1976 
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89 In 1972, the State appointed Taiwanese Hsieh Tung-min as provincial governor (a position up to that 
point held by mainlander generals) and in 1973 KMT General Secretary Li Huan began recruiting 
Taiwanese and younger mainlanders whilst encouraging older party leaders to retire (Roy 2003, 154).
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Chiang Ching-kuo (as President) ordered a harsh crackdown that ultimately 

culminated in the 1979 Kaohsiung Incident in which a number of leading Tang-wai 

personalities were either imprisoned, threatened into silence, had family members 

murdered 90 or were effectively driven into exile 91 (Ibid.: 439).  Though under heavy 

duress and some internal conflicts 92, the Tang-wai continued to be as active as they 

could given the restricted conditions.   The Tang-wai were joined during the 1980s by 

a number of social movements which emerged, without directly challenging the 

supremacy of the KMT or legitimacy of the ROC polity, and contributed to rising 

pressure on Chiang to open up and reform Taiwan’s political system 93.  From 1986 

until his death in 1988 Chiang, still under pressure from Washington to democratise 

Taiwan and wishing to distinguish ‘free China’ from a despotic PRC 94, responded 

with a range of measures that brought about sweeping changes.  First, in 1986 he set 

up a twelve man committee to study the lifting of Martial Law, the allowing of 

opposition parties, the reorganisation of the National Assembly and Legislative Yuan, 

allowing greater representation of Taiwanese in these bodies and reform of the KMT 

(Rubinstein 2007, 446).  After extensive meetings with the KMT Central Standing 

Committee, on October 15th 1986 the Government lifted Martial Law and relaxed the 

ban on organising opposition parties and on December 6th Taiwan held its first legal 
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90 For example two of Lin Yi-hsiung’s daughters and his mother were murdered supposedly right under 
the watch of security officials monitoring his house. 

91 One of the Tang-wai’s main leaders Shih Ming-teh’s American wife was deported and after months 
on the run, Shih was caught, arrested, put on trial and sentenced to life in prison.

92 Rubinstein recounts how there was discontent in the early 1980‘s within the movement at whether 
those Tang-wai elected officials who worked with KMT representatives in office were in fact aiding a 
system that the Tang-wai wished ultimately to replace.  He suggests that this discord played a role in 
the Tang-wai losing ground in the 1983 local elections.  Following this, a central Tang-wai office was 
set up to act as a de facto party headquarters and a formal party center if and when the opposition was 
legally allowed (2007, 445).

93 Examples here include successful environmental protests against the opening of a factory by Dupont 
in Lukang, women-led protests at the illicit sex trade, worker led demands for more rights and 
demonstrations by farmers asking the Government to deal with the declining agricultural sector. 

94 Roy argues that the ROC risked losing its few allies if it was perceived as a ruthless dictatorship.  
Instead, Chiang increasingly wished “to demonstrate clearly that the strong contrast between the two 
sides of the Taiwan Strait is basically due to the fact that one side has implemented a constitution based 
on the Three Principles of the People while the other has not” - Chiang Tsung-t’ung Ching-kuo hsien 
sheng yen lun chi (Taipei: Kuomin Tahui Mischuchu 1984),19. cited in Roy (2003, 155)
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two-party election for the Legislative Yuan in which the new DPP won 12 of 73 seats 

open for contestation.  In January 1988 Chiang died and was succeeded by Taiwanese 

Lee Teng-hui.  It was Lee who was to be instrumental in putting in place the changes 

that would mark an attempt to ‘re-build’ the sovereignty of the ROC - one that was 

entirely based on the political representation of the people of Taiwan through a direct 

vote for a Taiwan President. From 1991 to 1994, Lee, aided by pressure from the 

DPP and a Taiwanese public eager for full representational democracy helped to 

engineer a series of constitutional reforms that centred around instituting fresh 

elections for all the seats in the national legislature, then divided into two bodies: the 

Legislative Yuan and National Assembly (Nobel 1999, 90).  The first round of 

constitutional revisions in 1991 forced the retirement of ‘old thieves’ 95 from the 

legislature and opened all seats to regular elections.  In that same year the Temporary 

Provisions that enabled both Chiangs to rule by fiat were also ended marking the legal 

end of the Martial Law period.  The 2nd round of revisions in 1992 set an aim of 

popular elections for President, instituted direct election of the Taiwan Provincial 

Governor and expanded the powers of the National Assembly whilst the third round in 

1994 cemented the requirement for the direct election of the president and added 

powers to the Presidency and turned the National Assembly into a standing power 

with yet more powers.   Critical to this part of my analysis is that the 1994 revisions 

paved the way for the first direct Presidential election in Taiwan’s history in 1996; a 

race that President Lee won with 54% of the vote (Nobel 1999, 91).  This was a 

milestone that marked the end of a divided political practice in which a regime from 

China ruled an electorate wholly from Taiwan.  Huang Huang-hsiung, a leading 

member of the DPP in the early days of constitutional reform and now member of the 

Control Yuan stated in 2008, “it would be unrealistic now to make the distinction 

between indigenous and extraneous regimes since there have been periodical 
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95 This was the name given by many Taiwanese to mainlander parliamentarians elected in China in 
1947 who, owing to the freezing of the constitution and the implementation of Martial Law, had held 
their positions without fresh reelection for forty-four years and were unwilling to step down to 
relinquish their privileges.
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presidential and legislative elections involving Taiwan’s electorate” (Tsai 2008).  No 

Government official or elected representative has come from abroad since 1996, 

marking the transformation of Taiwan’s political process from one whose sovereignty 

resided only with the ROC constitution and KMT party-state apparatus to one that is 

now derived solely from Taiwanese citizens (as citizens of the ROC polity) through 

the holding of regular elections.   In this way, one could argue that the constitutional 

revisions on Taiwan in the 1990’s transformed the ROC’s ailing sovereignty, almost 

completely illegitimate in the international community and regarded as lacking 

legitimacy within Taiwan, into a popular ‘Taiwan sovereignty’ evidenced by regular 

direct elections at all levels of Government from the President downwards (Chao 

2010) 96.   Statements by both President Lee and his successor President Chen that 

relations between Taiwan and the PRC are essentially ‘state to state’ indicate that at 

the executive level there was, until 2008, a concerted attempt to define Taiwan’s 

sovereignty in terms of the practical ability of the Government under the name of the 

ROC to legitimately govern the TPKM area on a day to day basis, as a separate and 

self contained national administrative region - a core characteristic of any nation that 

wishes to claim a sovereign political process.  For example, in 1999 President Lee 

gave an interview with the Voice of Germany in which he claimed that “Since our 

constitutional reform in 1991, we have designated cross-strait ties as nation-to-

nation, or at least as special state-to-state ties” (Kan 2007, 64) and in 2003 President 

Chen stated that “If I were to deny that the ROC is a sovereign state, I would no 

longer be qualified to serve as president. Neither the ROC nor the PRC is subordinate 

to the other. I want to make it clear that Taiwan is not a part of, a local government 

of, or a province of any country ... Therefore, we can say that Taiwan belongs to 

Taiwan and the ROC.” (Sicherman 2003, 330).  Former President Chen recently 

reiterated that Taiwan has sovereignty but is not yet a ‘normal country’ in that it still 
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96 On March 18th 2010, former Vice President Annette Lu created the ‘1996 Consensus Promotion 
Alliance’ which seeks to build public recognition of Taiwan’s sovereignty having coming into effect at 
the national Presidential election on March 23rd 1996. Lu posits the ‘1996 Consensus’ as legitimate in 
contrast to the ‘1992 Consensus’ which she claims was a fabrication. 
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doesn’t have full international recognition.  This, he said, was not necessarily a 

problem since both Israel and South Africa were also fully functioning countries 

before they too eventually gained international legitimacy as such (Interview, Chen 

Shui-bian).  If International legitimacy comes from the normative regarding of a 

nation as such by external populations, a 2006 Gallup poll would indicate that Taiwan 

as a sovereign nation separate from China is a well established notion in the UK, 

Germany, France, Japan and the USA (Gallup 2006).   Interestingly, President Chen 

regarded Taiwan’s sovereignty as insecure and under threat, primarily from the 

actions of the PRC but also notably from his successor, KMT President Ma Ying-jeou, 

whose statements on Taiwanese national identity and the identity of the State 

paradoxically both contributed to increased perception by Taiwanese of the tangibility  

of the sovereignty they enjoy, and risk of its being ‘rolled back’ by a re-emphasis of 

sovereignty away from being embodied in the people and toward a more literal 

definition in law and as under the ROC constitution.  

5.7 - Rewinding the Clock? Reasserting an ROC Sovereignty

On May 20th 2008, Ma Ying-jeou of the KMT was formally inaugurated as the 

President of the Republic of China (Taiwan), having won the election with around 

57% of the vote.  He was immediately, and somewhat predictably, criticised for 

downgrading Taiwan’s sovereignty when within hours of his inauguration the Chinese 

language website of the Presidential Office removed the word ‘Taiwan’ from the title 

( Ko 2008) 97.  This action, if we can regard it as proof of the Ma administration’s first 

step to reframe the definition of Taiwan’s sovereignty, seemed to chime with the text 

of his inauguration speech in which he emphasised that Taiwan was an ‘ethnic 

Chinese society’ and that ‘the Republic of China (and not Taiwan) is now a 

democracy respected by the international community’ (Website of the Office of the 
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97 In defence of the move Presidential Office Spokesman Wang Yu-chi (王郁琦) claimed the Chinese 
characters had been removed from the Chinese language page but the wording retained on the English 
language version of the page was because the international community tended to be more confused 
about the nation’s title, while Taiwanese were not.
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President of the Republic of China (Taiwan) 2008).  Furthermore, in avoiding 

coupling the word ‘Taiwan’ with the word ‘country’ or ‘nation’ but rather continually 

referring to himself as the President of the Republic of China rather than of the 

Taiwan people, Ma gave the impression that his administration would follow a more 

literal interpretation of the ROC constitution rather than build upon the conception of 

popular sovereignty advanced by his predecessors.  Examples here include the phrases 

“Islands like Taiwan flourish in an open economy...”, “As President of the Republic of 

China, my most solemn duty is to safeguard the Constitution”, “My top priority is to 

affirm the authority of the Constitution..”, “The Republic of China must restore its 

reputation in the international community...”, “In 1992, the two sides reached a 

consensus on "one China, respective interpretations.98", “In light of our common 

Chinese heritage...”, “In resolving cross-strait issues, what matters is not sovereignty 

but core values and way of life.”, “The Republic of China was reborn on Taiwan. 

During my presidency, we will celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the 

Republic of China.”, “I am confident about Taiwan's future. Over the years, I have 

traveled to every corner of the island” and “Long live Taiwan's democracy! Long live 

the Republic of China!.” (Website of the Office of the President of the Republic of 

China (Taiwan) 2008).  In a February 2009 interview with the Taipei Times, President 

Ma’s comments indicated that political relations between the ROC and PRC in 1992 

were to be considered as foundation stones for his administration's discussion of the 

issue of Taiwan’s sovereignty.  In reply to a question about whether he considered 

Taiwan to be a normal country President Ma replied that “The Taiwanese people elect 

their own president and legislature and govern themselves. Do you think that is 

normal or not normal?”, again avoiding directly referring to Taiwan as a country. 

Additionally, on the issue of whether signing a Comprehensive Economic 
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98 This claim is still heavily contested both by the DPP within Taiwan and the PRC who argue that, 
respectively, no consensus was achieved and that the PRC did not explicitly agree to the ‘respective 
interpretations’ formula.
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Cooperation Agreement 99 with the PRC presented any risk to Taiwan sovereignty 

President Ma engaged in a discussion of nomenclature (Ko 2008) that a) framed the 

issue of Taiwan’s sovereignty as a question solely of ROC sovereignty under the 

terms of the 1946 ROC Constitution, b) stressed that ‘One China’ refers to the 

Republic of China as stated, but not accepted by the PRC, in negotiations with the 

PRC in 1992, and c) argued Taiwan could not survive under any formulation except 

‘One China different interpretations’ thus absenting or ignoring the development of 

Taiwan’s popular sovereignty developed in tandem with its democracy.  This marks a 

significant shift from the position of the Taiwanese governments under President 

Chen and even that of President Lee.  Later in April of 2009, President Ma sought to 

resolve the related issue of ROC sovereignty over Taiwan in statements when marking 

the anniversary of the signing of the 1952 Treaty of Taipei when he claimed that 

“While the 1952 treaty does not specify the legal successor government [of Taiwan], 

it was clear between the lines,”, that “Japan would not have signed the accord with the 

ROC if it did not intend to concede the territories to the ROC.” and that “the 1952 

pact reasserted the de jure transfer of Taiwan’s sovereignty to the ROC.” (Ko 2008).

As I have illustrated earlier in this chapter, the Treaty of Taipei in no way definitively 

made any statement to the effect that the territory of Taiwan was ceded by Japan to 

the ROC.  Furthermore, on recognising the PRC in 1979, Japan declared the Treaty of 

Taipei and other pacts made with the ROC as void.   In May 2009, when marking the 

first anniversary of his presidency, Ma hit back at critics, who argued that his actions 

were a threat to Taiwan’s sovereignty, in a bullish statement that “If sovereignty was 

lost, I can get it back. But nobody can tell me exactly what was lost” and that “Taiwan 

is the ROC.  We should clear this up from a historical and constitutional viewpoint. 

The public must not be confused into thinking Taiwan’s sovereignty is undefined. We 

should never let anyone distort history for political reasons” (Ko and Chang 2009).  In 

what appears to be a further attempt to settle the debate over Taiwan’s sovereignty, it 
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99 After public resistance to the formulation ‘CECA’, the Ma administration renamed the agreement to 
Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA) so as allegedly to avoid drawing parallels with 
the CECA that Hong Kong had already signed with the PRC.
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has been reported that the Government intends to put historical documents on 

exhibition in 2011 to mark the 100th anniversary of the ROC, a celebration that in 

itself indicates the Ma administration is keen to restore the legitimacy of the ROC as 

the national body wielding sovereignty. The exhibition will travel across Taiwan to 

show that Taiwan’s sovereignty belongs to the ROC, a move that was criticised by 

Honorary professor at National Taipei University and historian Chen Ching-jen as 

move by the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) government to “Sinicize Taiwan.” (Fan 

2010).   Clearly then, there are reasonable grounds for doubts about whether the 

popular sovereignty derived from the Taiwanese people is under reconstruction by the 

Ma administration.  Another, substantial final piece of evidence to suggest that the Ma 

administration may have downgraded Taiwan’s sovereignty in favour of reasserting 

the ROC sovereignty were President Ma’s comments to the Mexican newspaper El 

Sol de Mexico in August 2008 (China Post 2008) and to a forum on constitutional 

interpretation in Taipei in December,  Ma claimed that relations between Taiwan and 

China were between the ‘Taiwan area’ and the ‘Mainland area’ as defined in the 1992 

Act Governing Relations Between Peoples of the Taiwan Area and the Mainland Area.  

In stating that “The relationship between Taiwan and Mainland China is not a state-to-

state relationship,”, “Within the framework of our Constitution, I would define the 

Mainland as ‘Mainland region’ and Taiwan as ‘Taiwan region’” and that “according to 

our Constitution, we cannot recognize that there is another country on the mainland, 

which is part of the ROC” (Loa 2008)  Ma clearly stepped away from the 

formulations of Presidents Lee and Chen and reasserted an articulation that had been 

dormant since 1991 (Cole 2010).   Ma’s claims are problematic for two main reasons.  

First he claimed that his formulation of region to region relations is within the 

framework of the constitution but since that formulation is only contained within a 

statute it cannot be said to be a component of the ROC constitutional order.  Second, 

Ma’s articulation rests upon the absurd and unsupportable claim that PRC controlled 

areas (‘the mainland’) are technically still part of the ROC - dangerous since it implies 

that Taiwan has no innate sovereignty and that ROC sovereignty includes PRC 
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citizens who have no rights of residence or political participation in Taiwan.   

Taiwanese objections to Ma’s comments are perhaps best summed up by Chow Mei-

li, spokeswoman of the Taiwan Solidarity Union: “The ROC recognised the PRC as 

soon as former president Lee abolished the Temporary Provisions Effective During 

the Period of Communist Rebellion and put an end to the Chinese Civil War,”, “What 

Ma said today would not only be rejected by China, but also unacceptable to all 

Taiwanese,”  and “I’d like to remind him not to forget that he was elected by the 

people” (Loa 2008).   Despite Ma’s attempt to steer clear of the issue, under the Ma 

administration the question of whether Ma has ‘downgraded’ Taiwanese sovereignty 

has become a key meme in opposition discourse (Liberty Times 2010), made all the 

more pertinent for Taiwanese as negotiations between the KMT and CCP (and ROC  -

PRC) are conducted under tight security and under a veil of secrecy (Mo 2010) 100.  

What certainly has not aided Ma are comments and actions he has made that 

emphasise the Chinese over the Taiwanese aspects of his identity, only further fuelling 

suspicions of his fidelity to the Taiwanese democratic nation.  In one notable speech 

news at a conference held to mark his second anniversary in office Ma claimed that 

"my objective is to strive for enough time and enough historical phases to allow the 

people on the two sides, who are both descendants of the Yan and Yellow Emperors, to 

find a method to resolve the cross-strait problem through the guidance of the wisdom 

of the Chinese nation-race." Taiwan News 2010, Ko 2010)  It is perhaps no wonder 

then that the President has been criticised for not only failing to acknowledge a 

Taiwanese national identity but also seeking to resuscitate the pre-1991 ROC leading 

to an article in the Wall Street Journal to claim that “the Ma administration is 

gradually redefining Taiwanese culture as more "Chinese" than Taiwanese. This subtle 

nod to China's mandarins undercuts Taiwan's unique cultural identity -- and by 
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100 Taiwan Thinktank executive director Cheng Li-chiun (鄭麗君) is quoted as saying, “the 
government signed the cross-strait agreements in a black box. Facing public concerns over the lack of 
transparency in the process, Ma chose to revise administrative orders and avoid legislative reviews 
rather than engaging in dialogue with society,”  Mo reports that,“In the past two years, 373 
administrative orders involving China took effect without review from the legislature. Only 3.75 percent 
of administrative orders went through the legislature, information from [Taiwan Thinktank] showed”.
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extension, its very sovereignty” (Turton 2009).   At the time of writing a subtle shift 

of parentheses is being facilitated from Taiwan (ROC) back to ROC (Taiwan).  

Taiwan’s sovereignty hasn’t exactly changed in substance, but its ‘owner’ may have - 

from the demos to the state.  The DPP regards Taiwan as a de facto sovereign popular 

democratic nation whilst the KMT regards the ROC (of which Taiwan is a region) as 

the sovereign nation-state.  At heart lies a contest between  Taiwanese and Chinese 

based visions of Taiwan’s sovereignty,  visions that overlook perhaps the one group of 

people who have earned (through longest continued inhabitation) the right to define it.

5.8 - An ‘Inconvenient Complication’: Taiwan’s Aborigines  

Aboriginal sovereignty is just as deserving of consideration and academic enquiry as 

Taiwanese or Chinese claims over the identity of the nation on Taiwan and its peoples, 

more so when one considers an Aboriginal claim on the basis of prior and settled 

inhabitation.   A decolonizing approach to identity and sovereignty on Taiwan might 

emphasise pre-existing inhabitation before the arrival of the Dutch in 1624 and argue 

that the Aboriginals constitute the original dispossessed and repressed indigenous 

nations on Taiwan, whose sovereignty of prior inhabitation was first undermined by 

Dutch then Ming and Qing settlers.   Since all governments from 1624 until 

democratisation were products of foreign intervention, the states and sovereignties of 

them are by extension imposed or colonial in nature.  Any theory of a Taiwanese 

nation that rests on the legitimisation of the by-products of colonisation, whether 

Japanese, Chinese or even New Taiwanese, arguably acts to push Aboriginals and the 

question of their sovereignty to the periphery.  But how substantive are Aboriginal 

conceptions of sovereignty and how deeps runs the sentiment for self-determination?  

Michael Stainton (Rubinstein et al 1999, 419-35) explored this question with 

surprising results.  Although an admittedly tentative analysis built on Bourdieu’s 

concept of the ‘cultural arbitrary’, Stainton argues that the idea of Aboriginal self-

government developed in three stages: from Heterodoxy (1987-1990), Orthodoxy 
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(1990-1993) and Doxa/Cultural arbitrary (1994 to 1999), the latter being any cultural 

practice that is no longer seen as a choice among many possible human practices, but 

as natural.   Stainton claims that self-government may have ‘somatized’ into 

Aboriginal identity turning a political alternative into ‘common sense’, supported 

discursively by documents such as the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples.  In the post-war period, Aboriginals had to contend with the Nationalist 

Government’s assimilationist and discriminating policies towards them.  Eventually 

this led to resistance, in the 1980s, and the formation of Aboriginal social movements 

and media such as the Mountain Greenery newspaper and the establishment of the UN 

recognised Alliance of Taiwan Aboriginals in 1984 (Simon 2007, 225).  Taiwanese 

Aboriginals’ questions of identity and sovereignty were both symbolically and legally 

impacted by the constitutional changes of the 1990s (e.g. for the first time seats were 

reserved for Aboriginal members in the National Assembly and Legislative Yuan).  

The pressure Aboriginal movements and organisations brought to bear upon Taiwan’s 

political scene, often with support from the DPP, eventually led to President Lee 

instituting the executive level Indigenous 101 People’s Council in 1996 and the 

inclusion of Article 10 in the 1997 constitutional revisions in which the State affirmed 

cultural pluralism, promised to safeguard the status of indigenous peoples and 

guarantee and provide assistance to indigenous  education, culture, transportation, 

social welfare, water conservation, medical care and economic activity (Ibid.: 226). 

Discussion of Aboriginal space and territory became more acute issues after 

democratisation and as (post-1996) political self-determination became a reality.  This 

shift arguably created the space for a greater emphasis to be placed on Aboriginal 

rights and territories culminating in legislation to that end, perhaps moving some way 

to avoiding what Stainton argues would have been the danger of not articulating 
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101 The word ‘indigenous’ itself has proven to be politically complicated, upsetting both Chinese and 
Taiwanese narratives of national history and identity by exposing the imported nature of ‘Han’ culture 
and ‘Chinese’ settlement.  Inter-marriage between Pingpu and Hakka and Hoklo communities over the 
last 400 years has evolved a range of interpretations of who is indigenous and aboriginal.  Whilst many 
Taiwanese may feel uncomfortable with the notion of non-chinese aboriginal heritage (or ‘blood’), 
others have used it for political purposes (David Reid, private correspondence).
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collective Aboriginal identity into the larger Taiwanese identity in an institutional, 

although notional, way (1999, 433).  Although initially ignored by Chinese and 

Taiwanese nationalists (Simon 2007, 221), parties accommodating the great diversity 

of Aboriginal nations within their nationalist discourse on Taiwan became more 

common in the 1980s and 1990s.  It was the DPP that played the largest role in 

reinvigorating the debate over sovereignty although President Lee can also take credit 

for his part in helping to construct the  inclusive concept of a ‘multi-nation’ Taiwanese 

nationality.  In 1999, Chen Shui-bian made establishing ‘a new partnership’ with 

aboriginal residents part of his election campaign marking the point when Aboriginals 

began to play a large role in Taiwanese nation-building (Ibid.: 222).  During their 

control of the presidency, the DPP and Chen made significant changes to the 

relationship between Aboriginals and the state, including improving and embedding 

indigenous humans rights (Ibid.: 223), as can be seen in the 2005 Basic Law (捍衛原基

法大聯盟), which accorded Aboriginals unprecedented, and mostly notional, rights of 

inhabitation on ‘traditional territories‘ and use of the resources within them 102.  For 

Taiwanese nationalists and many in the DPP, indigenous peoples were an important 

component of building a Taiwan nation.  This is reflected in the proposed Republic of 

Taiwan constitutions of 1993 and 1998, the former of which stated:

“Our Malay-Polynesian ancestors, in the past lived in the wilderness of 
Taiwan in freedom and peace.  Our Han ancestors, in order to escape bad 
governance, war, chaos and famine in China; in search of freedom, peace 
and a better life, migrated to Taiwan.  But we Taiwanese often saw our 
freedom, peace and lives trampled on by foreign powers.  We have thus 
decided to gather our forces to protect our own freedom, peace and life; 
we unite together to establish an independent Republic of Taiwan” (Ibid.: 
228).
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102 The case of the three Atayal Smangus villagers arrested for removing a tree stump left by the 
Forestry Bureau was the first major test of the 2005 Basic Law.  In 2010, a Taiwan court found the 
three men not guilty and restated their rights to use of forestry products within their territories.  
Recognition by the court of Aboriginal rights to resources was the first time Aboriginals had 
successfully used the new law to defend their interests.
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Simon argues that this constitution served Taiwanese independence movement more 

than indigenous peoples by relating Aboriginals to the past rather than regarding them 

as politically active agents of the present (Ibid.: 228). Nevertheless, as the need to be 

inclusive (for electoral purposes) increasingly influenced the two main party’s 

positions on indigenous peoples, the DPP moved to widen the breadth of inclusion of 

a Taiwanese national identity.  This can be seen in the DPP’s 1988 Political Platform 

in which article 38 states, “Establish aboriginal autonomy areas in order to protect 

their autonomous rights in political, economic and cultural aspects.  The rights of 

aborigines should be specially safeguarded by enacting law” (Stainton 1999, 431) and 

the 2000 DPP White Paper on Indigenous Rights.  This guide to the principles of the 

party platform was written within a decolonisation framework of which the central 

concept was inherent sovereignty of indigenous peoples (Simon 2007, 231).  Policies 

suggested by the paper to alleviate marginalisation of indigenous peoples and their 

social systems included, by order, sovereignty, rights to participation in policy-

making, administration and politics and rights to subsistence and development, 

amongst others (Ibid.).  At the heart of the paper still lay the guiding issue of 

Taiwanese national independence, which aboriginals were invoked to aspire to on the 

basis of a ‘common destiny’ (Ibid.: 232).  Whilst well intentioned and more far 

reaching than any comparable policy from the KMT, the DPP’s White paper evoked a 

discourse of indigenous emancipation to “incorporate indigenous peoples into a 

national imagination not of their own making” (Ibid.).  This supports the argument 

that, for a considerable time, Aboriginals were a political lever of ‘otherness’ and 

distinctiveness for the DPP, by which they could ‘prove’ that Taiwan was not Chinese, 

thereby driving a racial wedge between definitions of ‘Taiwanese’ and ‘Chinese’ (Shih 

2007, 713).  This was easier to operationalise for the DPP and Taiwan nationalists 

than confronting directly the problem of dealing with Aboriginal sovereignty in a 

meaningful manner that might have presented a threat to the coherence of the ROC 

state, over whose direction, ownership and powers the main actors (DPP and KMT) 

were engaged in fierce competition.  By 2004, President Chen made more concrete 
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steps toward protecting recognising and protecting indigenous peoples in a series of 

discussions on a new constitutional framework with leading Aboriginal 

representatives.  This was no doubt a part of his party’s election campaign and its 

emphasis on the need for constitutional revisions, articulating as it did principles that 

chimed strongly with the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 

allowing the party to appeal to voters as the party of human rights (Simon 2007, 

34-5).  Unfortunately, by the time of the 2005 constitutional revisions, questions of 

Aboriginal rights and sovereignty were not even on the agenda. In debate today, the 

Taiwanese sovereignty discussed is one that supersedes Aboriginal claims to 

sovereignty, which received little public attention.  As a political force, Aboriginals 

have perhaps also lacked the economic, social and political capital to substantively 

realise their sovereignty.  Their greatest gains have come by way of working with the 

DPP, but at the cost of failing to ensure significant institutional change. The allocation 

of only 6 seats to Aboriginal constituencies in a Legislature of 113 seats means that 

Aboriginal legislators are unlikely to have much impact unless the remaining seats are 

evenly distributed between the largest parties.  Using pressure on the ROC 

government and legislature to build Aboriginal autonomy was a fruitful tool in respect 

to the passage of the Basic Law but substantive self-government will only likely 

happen if Taiwan secures its sovereignty as a whole first. The aboriginal policies of 

the current KMT Ma administration (or lack of them) indicate further problems ahead  

in the development of Aboriginal sovereignty (Loa 2009) 103. 
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103 According to Chen Cheng-tsung (陳政宗), secretary-general of the Aboriginal Alliance for the 
Defence of the Aboriginal Basic Act, 90 percent of the nation’s Aborigines voted for Ma. Yet Chen 
claims there has been no progress for bills on Aboriginal autonomy which were submitted for 
legislative review by the previous DPP administration.  Chen made the following comments that 
illustrate the obstacles facing Aboriginal groups in their quest for self-government: 

“We Aborigines expected transitional justice for the injustice we’ve suffered throughout history. We 
expected policies that would promote ethnic equality and we expected smooth implementation of 
Aboriginal policies [once Ma took office] but we went from having high expectations to being greatly 
disappointed ... The past year has proven one thing — there is still no justice for Aborigines.  Council 
of Indigenous Peoples [CIP] Minister Chang Jen-hsiang (章仁香) said when she presented her policy 
agenda to the Internal Administration Committee meeting that there was still much dispute between 
Aborigines and non-Aborigines on autonomy bills.  I don’t know what that’s supposed to mean, but the 
legislative process [for autonomy] has been halted ever since.” 
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Chapter  6 - The DPP and Taiwanese Sovereignty

 
6.1 - Emergence of the DPP: From Factions to Formal Opposition

The Democratic Progressive Party first emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s as 

as an alliance between local politicians who opposed the KMT regime and dissident 

intellectuals, both of which engaged distinct and complementary strategies and 

priorities (Rigger 2001, 17).   Since formal opposition parties were banned in Taiwan 

until the late 1980s, the party crystallised from the cooperation of ‘Tang-wai’ (Outside 

party) activists most notable of which were Huang Hsin-chieh and Kang Ning-hsiang 

who teamed up to co-organise Huang’s campaign to run in the 1969 supplementary 

Legislative Yuan elections.  By 1972, the first non-KMT candidates were running 

together under the ‘Tang-wai’ label on a platform of democratic reform, ending 

martial law and giving all Taiwanese residents an equal say in determining Taiwan’s 

future (Rigger 2001, 18; Roy 2003, 158).   It is important here to note that the initial 

platforms and ideology of the Tang-wai were moderate in nature, much owing to the 

tense and harsh political conditions in which they were operating.  By the late 1970s a 

series of electoral successes saw Tang-wai activists and politicians build upon a 

growing popular dissatisfaction with the KMT’s authoritarian leadership and waning 

international prestige (Rigger 2001, 19).  The impact of ROC eviction from the 

United Nations and later US recognition of the PRC had effectively created ‘two 

Chinas’, forcing the KMT to find new ideological grounds to justify their uncontested 

rule (Interview, Chen Ming-tong).  The 1977 Taoyuan County election riots in 

Chungli marked one of the first major revolts against the endemic malaise of KMT 

vote-buying and ballot rigging.  It also, unfortunately, marked the beginning of a tense 

relationship between the DPP and KMT in which the latter has continually branded 
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the former as ‘violent and unreasonable’ 104.    This incident in turn led to divisions 

within the Tang-wai about the appropriate route to power and influence.  Supporters 

of Kang argued that the activists needed to work within the system and gradually, an 

incrementalist approach that did not sit well with younger and more ideologically 

radical members who advocated mass demonstrations and mass movements rather 

than electioneering.  The government’s propensity to cancel elections at times of 

‘social upheaval’ 105 undermined the unity of the opposition and further exacerbated 

the differences between incrementalists and radicals within the Tang-wai movement. 

These differences became expressed in factional politics within the movement that 

pulled the Tang-wai, and later the DPP, in different directions as each faction sought 

to establish its influence and control over the party hierarchy.  The first two major 

factions to emerge were the Kang faction (moderates) and the Formosa faction led by 

Huang Hsin-chieh 106.   Following the Kaohsiung Incident in which a number of 

leading Tang-wai politicians and activists were arrested and given long jail sentences, 

two new groups emerged: the defence attorneys (such as Chen Shui-bian and Hsieh 

Chang-ting) who had taken on the defence of those arrested, and the young radicals.  

The 1980 Provincial Assembly elections proved to be a setback for the Government as 

voters used it to express sympathy for the defendants, propelling many of the new 

factional members into office and raising their profile and influence within the Tang-

wai movement (Rigger 2001, 22).  Internal rivalry for power and influence as well as 

ideological differences between members led to the creation of yet more factions in 
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104 This has become the tour de force argument of the KMT against the DPP both during elections and 
in intervening periods ever since.  It is ironic that this charge is levelled by a party that has a clear and 
proven record of links to underworld organisations such as the Bamboo Union and direct involvement 
in the murders of a number of individuals both in Taiwan and abroad.  Furthermore, it is members of 
the KMT such as Legislator at large Chiu-yi and and KMT Honorary Chairman Lien Chan that used 
violence and physical force to contest the 2000 and 2004 Presidential election outcomes.

105 See the December 1978 Legislative Elections which finally took place in december 1980.  At the 
time, Kang argued for working with the Government to defend the ROC in its new found international 
isolation whilst critics of Kang saw in the cancellation KMT exploitation of the crisis in the face of a 
looming tough election battle.

106 Magazine publications served as a loci of factional cohesion.  Kang’s faction published The Eighties 
whilst Huang consolidated support around the Formosa Magazine.  Both magazines were quite radical 
in terms of the profound degree of social and political change that they advocated, differing only in 
terms of strategy: electioneering and communication with the regime vs. mass-based activism. 
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the mid-1980s including writers for Deep Plow - a magazine that attacked Kang and 

advocated a yet more radical agenda.  Disagreements in the Tang-wai Campaign 

Assistance Group (DCAG) 107 about how to select candidates for the Tang-wai slate 

(Kang preferred automatically renewing incumbents whilst newcomers preferred a 

more democratic bottom up system of party primaries) led to the creation of the 

Alliance of Tang-wai Writers and Editors which later became the hugely influential 

New Tide faction.   There were also disagreements over the campaign platform and 

whether to include the phrase ‘self determination which Kang and mainstream 

moderates saw as unnecessarily provocative to the KMT Government.  It is here that 

the first official seeds of a Taiwan sovereignty or independence ideology took root 

within the Tang-wai movement.  The division within the movement contributed to a 

poor showing in the elections though candidates supported by the Alliance of Writers 

and Editors faired reasonably well whilst Kang himself lost his legislative seat.  By 

1984, there were four main factions within the movement: the Writers and Editors 

Alliance, the Tang-wai Public Policy Research Association (DPPRA), the Progress 

Faction and the imprisoned Formosa Faction (Rigger 2001, 23).  Continuing the trend 

of using publications to consolidate factional support in 1984 the New Tide Magazine 

was established - it supported a faction that exercised strict internal discipline and a 

commitment to struggle on the basis of the most ideological platform of all the 

factions - the explicit building of a Taiwan sovereignty (Cheng and Hsu in Tien ed. 

1996, 146)- and a fast-track towards Taiwanese independence, emphasising the role of 

social movements to bring about political change.  It was opposed to putting 

parliamentary participation ahead of other goals (Rigger 2001, 24).    Meanwhile the 

defence attorneys via the DPPRA took the opportunity presented by criticisms of the 

mainstream leadership to raise their influence in the organisation and build the 

foundations of a political party.  Again, upcoming elections in 1985 brought the 

factions together as they sought to select candidates, the defence attorney Yu Ching 

(one of my interviewees) acting as an important mediator to allay factional disputes 
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107 This was set up to coordinate the opposition’s electoral activities in 1982 Legislative elections.
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and rivalries.  The ability of the party to put aside factional differences and work 

together results arguably in their best electoral results up to that time, securing seats 

for all of its eleven candidates for the Taipei City Council and eleven out of eighteen 

seats for candidates to the Provincial Assembly.  Notably, these successes were born 

from a platform slogan of “New Party, New Atmosphere, and self-determination will 

save Taiwan”.  The Tang-wai had set a course for establishing itself as a bona fide 

political party and formal opposition.  Despite ongoing disagreements and the first 

seeds of a rivalry between Hsieh Chang-ting (later Kaohsiung Mayor, Premier and 

2008 DPP Presidential Candidate) and Chen Shui-bian (Taipei Mayor and two-term 

President), in the summer of 1986 the DPPRA established a Taipei office and a 

committee for organising the party. On September 28 1986, 135 members of the Tang-

wai party announced the establishment of the Democratic Progressive Party.  Parris 

Chang argues that “emboldened by the mood of the public and by their support for 

change, these leaders decided that they would attempt to dictate the pace and  

direction of political development. It was they who would pick the issues, choose the 

arenas, and set the rules, appealing to masses to support these bold 

initiatives” (Rubinstein 2007, 446) 108.   Despite this open breaching of the rules 

against the formation of opposition political parties, Chiang did not respond. What 

had once been a disparate bunch of dissidents and opponents of the KMT dictatorship 

had now become Taiwan’s first formal opposition party, a vital feature necessary for 

the later establishment of democracy within the country.  It was this party that allowed 

the public to have a real choice at elections and put pressure on President Lee for 

further democratic and constitutional reforms.  Within the new party, three distinct 

groups worked alongside each other: the mainstream faction of elected members 

(Kang), the New Tide and the Progress Faction (the Formosa faction was still largely 

incarcerated).  The mainstream faction focused on election activities whilst the New 

Tide was more interested in leading social movement (Interview, Chen Ming-tong, 
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108 International events may have also been an inspiration for the Tang-wai, notably rising resistance to 
the Marcos regime in the Philippines.
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Rigger 2001, 25).  A new rivalry emerged as Formosa faction members were released 

from prison and joined with other moderates and mainstream members to restrict the 

influence of the New Tide as represented by the General-Secretary  and Deputy 

General-Secretary.  The Formosa Faction grew rapidly in the late 1980s and early 

1990s and divisions within the party became acute and acrimonious.  The differences 

between the Formosa and New Tide Factions were often strategic.  The Formosa 

faction had little internal discipline and relied on charismatic personalities, focussing 

on winning elections and often changing its positions on issues to fit public opinion.  

The New Tide took a more ideological approach at the expense of having less of its 

members elected; a result of prioritising mass movements ahead of electoral victories.  

It was this competition between factions that greatly shaped the party’s political 

agenda and its positions on Taiwan sovereignty, as we shall see in the next section.  

The impact of factions upon the party and its electoral performance gradually came to 

be seen during the later 1990s and early 2000s by party leaders and members as a 

hinderance rather than an asset and, following the success of the party in having Chen 

Shui-bian elected twice as President, the party finally made a resolution on July 23rd 

2006 to disband all factions and forbid the establishment of offices, recruitment and 

fundraising in the name of a faction as well as membership of factions.  Accordingly, 

the New Tide, Formosa and other factions disbanded themselves and a new era of 

party central organisation emerged.  The DPP was now, at least officially, a formal 

national centralised political party. 

6.2 - The DPP and Taiwanese Sovereignty 

Although the DPP’s struggle for Taiwan’s sovereignty was not aimed at establishing a 

plurinational country, Tierney’s (2007) analysis of the core demands of ‘sub-state 

national societies’ 109 to some extent reflect the positions of the DPP and advocates of 

Taiwanese sovereignty in the early days of constitutional reform.  Tierney finds that a 
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109 A ‘sub-state national society’ can be defined as a demos of citizens that identifies itself as ‘national’ 
in substance but which exists within the territorial and legal/political framework of a larger unitary 
state. 
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nationalist constitutional agenda is more often driven by a demand for control and 

influence:

Indeed, the nationalist constitutional agenda is not driven primarily (or 
even, in some cases, significantly) by the notion of cultural differences 
among national societies. The key feature of any claim for the 
constitutional recognition of national pluralism is the demand to have 
extensive control of the decision-making processes within the sub-state 
national territory and significant influence within the central organs of the 
state. This degree of control and influence should be understood in terms 
of autonomy and representation respectively. (2007, 735)

Although he is principally referring to an alternate demos seeking mutuality and 

autonomy as one nation in a national plurality (the DPP’s New Tide faction sought 

replacement of the existing state, not to run their own alongside the ROC), the 

demands for control of the decision making processes and influence in the central 

organs of the state, on the basis of autonomy and representation were the foundations 

of advocates for democratisation in the 1970s and 1980s.    Furthermore, if we borrow 

from the PRC’s nomenclature on Taiwan, whereby those citizens who advocate 

Taiwan independence can be categorised as ‘ethnic separatists‘,  Esman’s definition of 

ethnic separatist movements could be a neat description of the strategies employed by 

the dominant sub-state national society in Taiwan (as represented politically by the 

DPP):

“They seek to achieve or regain effective political, cultural and often 
economic control over their homeland.  Their strategy is to struggle within 
the rules of the system where possible, by civil disobedience and violence 
where necessary, for autonomy from the political centre ranging from 
federal or quasi-federal status to separation and independence.  Their 
ideology is likely to be the powerful modern doctrine of self-
determination of peoples, the illegitimacy of rule by foreigners.” 110

The DPP, faced with rising electoral popularity yet deeply divided by internal 

disagreements between factions, has evolved from a party that initially sought 
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110 Milton J. Esman, “Two dimensions of Ethnic Politics,” Ethnic and Racial Studies,  vol. 8, no. 3, 
(July 1985), pp. 438-40 cited in Brown (1988, 51)
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democratisation and an end to Martial Law to one that has become the primary 

political actor seeking the consolidation of a wholly Taiwan sovereignty.  It has done 

so to a large part by advocating constitutional reform as the mechanism for both state 

and nation building (Interview, Chen Ming-tong).  By expanding democratic 

participation, a sense of national collective consciousness emerged amongst 

Taiwanese which transfored ‘taiwan’ from a geographical unit to a political 

community and recast ‘Taiwanese’ as an ethnic term for pre 1945 residents to a civic 

term for all citizens of Taiwan (Chu and Lin 2001, 123).  How this has happened is a 

story of rivalry between factions in a climate in which the KMT, faced with a crisis of 

legitimacy (Ibid.), transformed from a Chinese based hegemonic party-state apparatus 

to a Taiwanese based electoral competitor.  Within the DPP, the issue of Taiwanese 

sovereignty first emerged in the mid-1980s as the New Tide sought to include the 

term ‘self-determination’ within the party’s election campaign slogans and party 

platform.  However, ever mindful of short-term electoral goals, the DPP struggled to 

come to a consensus about the degree to which the party’s long term ideological goals 

should be allowed to impact their attractiveness to voters as an alternative to the 

conservative KMT.    Rigger argues that whilst the party has always sought autonomy 

for Taiwan, many members were hesitant about seeking formal independence and 

these members ‘lost the argument’ in the early 1990s but later regained influence after 

1996 (2001, 121).  

As the constitutional and political reforms of 1987-1992 took hold the issue of 

democratisation became a less salient electoral tool for the DPP and it sought a basis 

by which to distinguish itself from the KMT.  The basis was found in the issue of 

Taiwan’s national identity and independence which hitherto had not been the defining 

issues of the party platform or manifestos.  The rising influence of the New Tide 

during this time can be seen in the party’s resolution at the 1989 National Party 

Congress: “Taiwan’s international sovereignty is independent; it is not part of the 

People’s republic of China with its capital in Beijing .... Any change in Taiwan’s 

international status must be approved by the entire Taiwanese people”.  It appears 
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though that this move to a greater emphasis on Taiwanese independence may have 

been partly as a result of a misinterpretation of public sentiment about the issue.  

Whereas many Taiwanese were opposed to unification and regarded Taiwan as 

independent this did not, as many in the DPP thought, equate to a majority of 

Taiwanese in favour of formal Taiwanese independence.  A de facto independent 

Taiwan and Taiwanese independence were two separate phenomena in Taiwanese 

minds, something that the DPP learnt at great cost in the 1991 National Assembly 

elections.  This came after the New Tide faction managed to insert the independence 

plank into its party platform at the 1991 National Party Congress:

“In accordance with Taiwan’s actual sovereignty, and independent 
country should be established and a new constitution promulgated in 
order to create a legal and political system appropriate to the realities of 
Taiwanese society, and to return to international society in accordance 
with the principles of international law ... Based on the principle of 
popular sovereignty, the establishment of a sovereingn, independent and 
self-governing Republic of Taiwan and promulgation of a new 
constitution should be carried out by all residents of Taiwan through a 
national referendum.” (Ibid.: 125) 111 

From that point on, the issue of independence verses unification replaced the issue of 

democratic reform verses authoritarianism as the latest, and most insolvable, political 

question in the Taiwan sphere (Cheng and Hsu in Tien ed. 1996, 139).  It was the 

insertion of an independence plank into its party platform that both gave the CCP and 

the international community the excuse to frame the DPP as ‘pro-independence’, and 

which disastrously impacted the DPP’s elections campaigns of the same year.  I would 

like to note here that whilst Rigger has argued that the DPP made its own reputation 

as a ‘troublemaker’ in this regard (2001, 121), dangerously seeking Taiwanese 

independence and threatening a conflict that might embroil the US and other regional 

powers, few balance this observation with the fact that the CCP’s position on the 

DPP’s platform (unacceptable to the Chinese people) is not born of a visceral 

response to provocation but is rather a policy position regardless of what the DPP 
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111 It was Chen Shui-bian that argued for calls for a referendum to be included.
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says.  Indeed, even Rigger herself points out that PRC leaders believe the DPP to be 

an implacable enemy of national unity, no matter what its leaders say (Ibid.).  This is a 

fact that the KMT has successfully exploited during and between electoral campaigns 

ever since.  Yet the KMT may itself have been shaped by the New Tide’s rise 

influence leading to the party shedding its own pro-unification elements (e.g. later 

New Party and PFP members) and allowing the Lee faction to move the party to the 

new centre on identity issues and cross-strait relations (Rigger 1999, 13,16).  After the 

defeat in the 1991 National Assembly elections, the DPP slowly retreated from calls 

for a declaration of Taiwanese independence, finding that it had become an electoral 

burden and instead wooed voters with an issue that played on their sense of 

international isolation: membership of the UN (Rigger 1999, 12) (Ibid.: 12). The 

party’s focus on KMT corruption, international recognition and campaign finance 

abuses helped it to a 36% share of the vote in the 1992 Legislative Yuan elections, 

reversing much of the loses in 1991 (Ibid.: 13). After losing heavily in the 1996 

Presidential elections to Lee Teng-hui, the party sought a more moderate position that 

emphasised the similarities between KMT and DPP positions on Taiwanese 

sovereignty and independence, and perhaps sought to build upon the growing 

perception amongst Taiwanese of China as a bully and threat - a result of the 1996 

missile ‘crisis’.  Rigger concludes that the DPP’s retreat from a formal declaration of 

independence was not a strategic ruse or political manoeuvring but the result of a 

complex evolution of policy:

“A careful reading of DPP statements on the issue reveals a party 
struggling through a protracted search for a position that both preserves 
its commitment to Taiwan’s autonomy and identity whilst acknowledging 
the political realities beyond the party’s control.  Many DPP members 
still dream of an independent Taiwan, but individually and collectively 
they now recognise that this is not a dream they can realise unilaterally or 
soon” (2001, 121-2).

Furthermore, rather than seeing independence as an ever existing plank of core party 

ideology, it was the New Tide that turned the party from one that opposed unelected 
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KMT unilateral rule into a nation-building organisation (Cheng and Hsu in Tien ed. 

1996, 139) - self determination at first simply meant seeking greater political 

participation and power for Taiwanese via equitable campaigns, open elections and 

divestment of KMT business assets, it did not mean Taiwanese independence.  By 

rejecting Taiwanese chauvinism and adopting Lee’s concept of a ‘New Taiwanese’ of 

all residents, inclusive of ‘mainlander’ and other ‘ethnic’ groups, the party jettisoned 

its more radical elements leaving it free to move to the political centre where most 

Taiwanese voters resided (Rigger 2001, 129).  Summarised, this shift to the centre 

was characterised by putting aside the need to declare independence but rather 

acknowledging that Taiwan as the Republic of China was already independent, whilst 

working to cast off its reputation as the party of conflict and reorienting its image to 

appeal to younger voters and the ‘new generation’.  Even the New Tide faction came 

to accept this position, its leader Lin Cho-shui devising the slogan “In sovereignty, we 

already are independent, but we have yet to build a nation” (zhuquan yijing duli, 

jianguo xiang wei chenggong)” (Rigger 1999, 14). The poor results of the 1998 

Legislative elections further convinced the party to shed its stated adherence to 

Taiwanese independence.  By 1999, internal party dialogue over cross-strait relations 

and the best strategy to reduce the possible future impact of the PRC on Taiwanese 

sovereignty had resulted in the party coming to recognise that the Republic of China 

was an acknowledged name for Taiwan, no other choice available (Interview, Hsieh 

Liang-chen 112).  Declaring de jure independence was no longer seen as a priority but 

as something that would likely alienate Taiwanese voters as much as give cause to the 

PRC and international community to take the position of being ‘concerned’:

“Taiwan is a sovereign and independent country ... Taiwan, although 
named the Republic of China under its current constitution, is not subject 
to the jurisdiction of the People’s Republic of China.  Any change in the 
independent status-quo must be decided by all residents of Taiwan by 
means of a plebiscite ... Given the unpredictability of international 
politics ... the DPP believes that Taiwan must take a safe, cautious, 
gradual and well-examined approach to China.  Taiwan should renounce 
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112 Hsieh Liang-chen is a member of the DPP’s Policy and Research Committee.
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the ‘One China’ position to avoid international confusion and to prevent 
the position’s use by China as a pretext for annexation by force.  
Independent and autonomous sovereignty is the prerequisite for national 
security, social development and the people’s welfare ...  in less than ten 
years, the notion of independent sovereignty has become the prevailing 
social consensus” (Ibid.: 125) 113. 

Rigger argues that this has marked the return of the DPP to its original position of 

Taiwanese self-determination free of external, or internal, coercion.  Ironically, the 

party came to accept Kang’s argument that it was through electoral participation and 

winning the seats of power that the party could most effectively promote and further 

its agenda, which still emphasises the need to protect and strengthen Taiwan’s 

independence and sovereignty.  Engagement as a strategy of pursuing reform was the 

modus operandi during the constitutional reform period and became the key operating 

strategy for electoral politics as well.  Above all, the party’s central concern is to 

ensure that Taiwan’s fate is decided democratically, not by outside forces or a 

dictatorial ROC government acting without the endorsement of the Taiwanese people 

(Rigger 2001, 132).   Constitutional reform has greatly shaped the agenda of the party 

and influenced its ability to articulate and defend a Taiwan sovereignty whilst 

working from within the Republic of China state has presented new opportunities but 

also obstacles to achieving that goal.  Whilst Chen Shui-bian was an advocate of 

Taiwanese independence he was never a member of the New Tide and was not an 

independence fundamentalist but rather initially sought election on a moderate 

platform that would not alienate swing voters or appear that he was provoking wither 

the KMT or CCP 114.   In this way, he was building upon the changes in Taiwanese 

politics brought about by the Lee Presidency which engendered a public perception of 

the ROC as a sovereign Taiwanese nation - the DPP being very aware of the debt they 

owed to the legacy of the Lee Presidency (Interview, Hsieh Liang-chen).  Both KMT 
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113 Resolution passed at the 1999 National Party Congress. 

114 In his inaugural address Chen spoke in mandarin rather than his native hoklo language and called 
attention to the shared Chinese heritage of Taiwanese, Chinese and overseas Chinese.  Unification was 
not to be ruled out but only carried forward with the consent of the Taiwanese people.  
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and DPP therefore came to discover Taiwan’s de facto sovereignty and independence, 

nullifying the necessity of formally declaring it (Ibid.: 136).   This middle path 

delivered the DPP into a degree of power but may have come at a cost of 

consolidating a Taiwan rather than ROC sovereignty in a clear and effective 

constitutional system.  Perhaps one of the biggest steps Chen took to protect Taiwan’s 

sovereignty (and build the nation by modifying the state) was to remove some of the 

institutions that still officially guided the nation and its constitutional order towards 

unification.  In 2005, Chen effectively abolished the National Unification Council and 

National Unification Guidelines, setting off the new level of acrimony in relations 

between Taiwan, USA and the PRC that had been to a large extent already 

exacerbated by the PRC’s passing the Anti-succession Law 115.    Whilst the question 

of Taiwan’s sovereignty was not a prime issue for the DPP in the second Chen 

administration, it has become more salient for the party during the KMT Ma 

Presidency (DPP 2008) 116.   This owes itself in large part to the negotiations taking 

place between the KMT and CCP and the ROC and PRC for a series of economic and 

cultural agreements that seek to open up relations between the two parties / states.   

The DPP perceives these exchanges to be a threat to Taiwan’s democracy and 

sovereignty of economic and political control (Chao 2010).  The party is not seeking 

constitutional changes to protect Taiwan’s sovereignty but rather the full and fair 

public use of democratic instruments and institutions to pressure their government 

from enacting policies that they fear will lead to the annexation of Taiwan into the 

PRC as a Special Administrative Region with a permanent KMT party-state 

hegemony similar to Singapore.  Furthermore, the party objects to the use of terms 

such as ‘Chinese Taipei’ which it fears signals a downgrading of Taiwan’s title and 
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115 This placed a legal requirement on the PRC Government to annex Taiwan by force if the country 
appeared to be consolidating its de facto independence and sovereignty.

116 Published online in ‘Democracy & Progress’.  Democracy and Progress is a DPP monthly 
newsletter published by the DPP’s Department of International affairs. 
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Sovereignty (DPP 2008) 117.    In conclusion, the DPP’s relationship towards 

sovereignty has been influenced to a large degree by political pressures within and 

outside of Taiwan.  Initially the party did not have sovereignty as a main priority: 

building a representative democracy and institutional change was considered more 

important.  The goals for the party after 1996 were winning the Presidential election 

and abolishing the National Assembly (Interview, Chen Ming-tong).  As the New Tide 

and other Taiwan independence advocates began to have larger sway upon the party’s 

platform and manifestos, the party made Taiwan’s sovereignty a key goal, to be 

achieved by new constitution and a formal declaration of independence.  This had 

such a negative electoral impact on the party, and was labelled as provocative by 

Washington and Beijing, that by the late 1990s the DPP had retreated to a position 

where it acknowledged that the sovereignty of the ROC was also the sovereignty of 

the Taiwanese people.  It was hoped that this ‘realistic’ approach would attract back 

moderate and less ideological voters.   With the return of the KMT to the Presidency 

and dominance of the Legislative Yuan, the DPP have returned to the issue of 

sovereignty - this time with the aim of protecting the ambiguous ROC/Popular 

sovereignty that exists rather than pushing for independence from both the ROC and 

PRC.  The DPP has learned that sovereignty is important but that it can be realised 

and lost in many different ways.  The DPP’s struggle for a de jure Taiwan sovereignty 

has been replaced with an effort to save Taiwan’s de facto sovereignty. 
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117 In February 2009 the DPP Central Standing Committee declared safeguarding Taiwan’s sovereignty 
the first of three major tasks of the year for the party (DPP 2009).
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CHAPTER 7 - The DPP and Changes to the ROC 
Constitution

7.1 - The 1991 Amendment: The advent of Taiwan-centric representative 

politics and the ‘two-tier’ constitutional order

The end of martial law and the advent of open democratic competition between the 

DPP and KMT in the early 1990s brought to the fore the issue of how end the 

Temporary Provisions (Lin 2003) and to refine the newly revived ROC constitutional 

order to achieve a greater degree of political representation for all Taiwanese in the 

institutions of the state, hitherto dominated by the KMT.   At heart was a struggle for 

power between a KMT fearing that reforms would undermine its long term viability 

as the ruling party and a DPP seeking to transform a constitutional order designed for 

1940s China into one for a 21st century Taiwan.  As Lin Jih-wen illustrates, the early 

constitutional amendments were carried out as much with retaining KMT power as 

they were to ensure genuine democratic reforms:

The Taiwanese constitutional reform enacted under KMT rule 
accordingly  opened the way to democratization, but  it  also had the effect 
of blurring the difference between its authoritarian past  and democratic 
present. Many of the constitutional provisions that had buttressed 
Taiwan’s authoritarian rule were not abandoned but tinkered with, and 
the life of the KMT not shortened but prolonged (2003, 3).

The driving factor, as Gregory Nobel points out, at least behind the first three rounds 

of constitutional reform was to reconstitute elections for all the seats in the legislature 

(1999, 90).   One of the biggest social pressures for the reforms of the 1991 

amendments was the Wild Lily Student Protests which the DPP supported through 

mass, though officially separate, protests.  The Wild Lily protests took place from 

March the 16th to March the 22nd 1990.  At the time of the protest, forming an 

opposition party had only been legal for three years and the colonial Chinese 

Nationalist Party (KMT) still practised almost total hegemony in the political arena 
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and across all arms of Government, including the judiciary, armed forces and police.  

Prompted by reforms started under ROC President Chiang Ching-kuo Taiwan 

emerged in 1987, at least notionally, from thirty eight years of occupation and 

dictatorship into the practice of limited multi-party democracy.  Institutional change 

during this early period of democratic transition was constrained by KMT concerns 

about maintaining KMT hold on power should genuine political choice be extended to 

the level of the National Assembly members or even higher (Rubinstein et al 2007, 

449).  Copper argues that President Lee and the KMT backed new laws to retire 

members of Taiwan’s democratic bodies that were elected on the mainland, called the 

‘elder parliamentarians’ 118, because these statesmen’s influence on the National 

Assembly, Legislative Yuan and Control Yuan was in essence unrepresentative and an 

obstacle to real democracy (Lin 2003, 55).  At the same time, Lee Teng-hui had to be 

cautious because he first needed the National Assembly to elect him as President for 

him to technically assume the power to make greater change.   Many of the problems 

facing Lee were institutional in nature.  The only body with the legal right to amend 

the constitution was the National Assembly, which itself had little legitimacy owing to 

its dominance by members elected in China decades earlier.   Lee argued for a ‘one-

institution, two stages’ reform that would develop a legitimate institution reflecting 

Taiwanese public opinion through popular election that would then develop a program 

of amendments to the constitution (Ogasawara 1998).  It can be argued however that 

Lee and the KMT’s objectives may not have been solely democratic reform but rather 

any reform that strengthened and added to the political capital of the new native 

Taiwanese ruling cadres rising up to replace those traditionally allied to the Chiang 

dictatorships.  In this sense Copper overlooks the utility of democratic change to Lee 

as an instrument to consolidate enough power to break away from the historical 

political and institutional legacies left by the Chiang leaderships.  As Chiang Ching-

kuo’s Vice-President, Lee was in the most favourable position to challenge for control 
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of the KMT and the State, the National Assembly being the forum necessary for the 

realisation of his political ambitions.  He was well aware that the National Assembly 

was being openly criticised as a wasteful and redundant body, too large to be effective 

and a financial burden (Roy 2003, 190). Lee must have keenly appreciated the results 

of the December 2nd 1989 elections for 101 Legislative Yuan seats and 77 in the 

Provincial Assembly which turned out to be very successful for the DPP, sending a 

clear and direct sign to the KMT that substantive political change was underway 

(Rubinstein et al 2007, 449).  To a certain extent it could be argued that Lee wished to 

see where the wind was blowing and then lean in that direction.  Closer examination 

of the political struggles within the KMT at the end of the 1980s reveals that Lee’s 

precedent smashing nominations of Taiwanese members to party leadership in the 

Central Committee, making them the largest block, as well as key cabinet positions 

such as Minister of Foreign Affairs and Finance Minister, drew ire and confrontation 

with a new cadre of second-generation mainlanders, thereby marking the end of strict 

party discipline within the KMT (Rubinstein et al. 2007, 448-9).  Although Lee 

compromised by retaining mainlander Yu Kuo-hua as his premier he had learnt an 

important lesson that he needed to make more large-scale compromises if he was to 

maintain the ability to sustain his own popularity within the party and in the nation as 

a whole.   Rubinstein argues that Lee reacted quickly to his opponents within the 

KMT who regarded his ‘Taiwanization’ as a sign of his weakness as a leader but he 

could not prevent further disagreements over foreign policy, and particularly relations 

with China, resulting ultimately in the evolution of two separate power blocs at the 

highest levels of the ROC Government (2007, 450).    It was Lee’s announcement of 

Lee Yuan-tsu as his running mate for the National Assembly’s Presidential vote which 

set up the confrontation with the mainland faction who then threatened to run non-

mainstream challenger Lin Yang-kang against him, again unprecedented in ROC 

history.  Additionally, a volatile atmosphere was created right from the opening of the 

Assembly when DPP members departed from custom and swore their oaths to Taiwan 

rather than the ROC (Roy 2003, 190).   On the evening of March 20th 1990, a group 
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of students marched to the Presidential office and presented a petition to the 

Presidential Vice-secretary asking Lee to immediately meet with the students.  They 

received no clear response, choosing later that night to dub the 21st of March, the date 

of the Presidential election in the National Assembly, ‘Democracy Shame Day’ (Ibid.: 

118).   In the background, Lee had been working hard to fix the factional divisions in 

the KMT, agreeing on Lee Huan as the party chair, promising that Hao Po-ts’un 

would retain his position as defence minister and himself refusing to run for a second 

full term.  This ensured his election as President of the ROC and his continued control 

of the KMT.  Importantly, it assured he could speak with the students from a position 

of strength (Ibid.: 120).  At 7pm on the 21st of March,  Lee met with fifty-three 

student movement representatives in the Presidential Office for dialogue.  One of the 

most important outcomes of this televised meeting was Lee’s affirmation that he could 

not abolish the National Assembly without first changing the constitution but that he 

did support convening a National Affairs Conference, stating that it had in fact been 

an intention of his for some time.  The students returned to the square lacking a 

feeling of victory but with the achievement that Lee had agreed to attend to two of 

their demands and implied the other two would be dealt with at the forthcoming 

conference.   In contrast, media reports of the evening of the 21st turned negative 

against the students, slating them as ‘gone bad’ and ‘excessive’.   After debating the 

merits of Lee’s offer and the negative media on the movement, the student leaders 

finally voted for a draft withdrawal statement.  Apart from a small number who 

wished to continue (but also left later that day), the students packed up their 

belongings in the morning of March 22nd and left the square.

What did the student’s achieve?  Most importantly they forced ruling elites and 

institutions, through direct democracy and a strategy of peaceful civil disobedience 

and occupation, to be more reflexive to the voice of those who wished to improve the 

representativeness of Taiwan’s fledgling democracy and they set a number of 

important precedents for citizen participation, suffrage and freedom of expression in 

the Taiwanese political arena. By the summer of 1990 the National Affairs Conference 
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came to the following four points of agreement: (1) all seats in the National Assembly  

and the Legislative Yuan should be opened to competitive elections; (2) the ROC 

President, the governor of Taiwan, and the mayors of Kaohsiung and Taipei should be 

popularly elected (but not stating how this would be achieved); (3) the temporary 

provisions be discontinued; and (4) the people of Taiwan rather than the people of 

mainland China should be the Government’s primary concern (Roy 2003, 191).  

Following interpretation 261 by the Council of Grand Justices in June 1990, all 

members of the National Assembly, Legislative Yuan and Control Yuan elected by 

constituencies in China were forced to retire at the end of 1991 119.  The 1991 

Constitutional amendments were significant in that they marked the first in a series of 

changes to the constitutional order that ended the arbitrary rule of the KMT, set a 

precedent of linking political power to representation of Taiwanese voters and, 

critically, began a process whereby the constitutional order became ‘two tier’ - the 

original 1946 constitution was left untouched whilst the country reformulated its 

system of governance via amendments that sat above it.  This ‘solution’ met both 

DPP demands for reform yet satisfied mainlander concerns that the ROC was not to 

be replaced by a Taiwan-centric constitution and polity. Ogasawara (1998) provides 

more illumination as to why the original constitution was left intact at a time when its 

replacement was being seriously considered.  First, retaining the ROC constitution 

would be the best way to ensure continuity of the legal system rather than having to 

build it up from scratch agin.  Second, it was argued that it was only necessary to 

make amendments since they would be temporary until unification was achieved.  

Third was the promise of KMT stalwarts and leadership not to change the 

constitution.  Fourth, there was concern that replacing the constitution would entail 

facing the issue of independence or unification which might in turn cause serious 

social discord or conflict in Taiwan and in cross-strait relations and finally, fifth, “the 

KMT’s official ‘One-China’ policy prevented the Lee administration from discarding 
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119 See Fa Jyh-pin (1991) and Liu Shao-liang (1991) for more information on the influence of judicial 
review and Grand Justices on the process of Taiwan’s democratisation and constitutional amendments.
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the Constitution that purported the fictional rule of Mainland China” (Ogasawara 

1998, 8).   A new constitution would have undermined Taiwan’s claim to pre-date the 

PRC as the internationally recognised government of China (Nobel 1999,99).   

Instead, Lee and the KMT found a middle way of making amendments for those parts 

of the constitution that needed change to apply to Taiwan’s situation and effectively 

ignored the rest.  Whilst this created some contradictions between the original 

constitution and the amendments, it was taken that the amendments would have the 

greater authority.  It was thus that the ROC constitution first came to be directly 

associated with the Taiwan nation via the ten articles of the 1991 Amendments. These 

amendments ended the Temporary Provisions (until then having higher authority than 

the constitution), normalised the legal system, opened legislative seats to election 

within Taiwan only, legitimised the President’s emergency powers, created a National 

Security Council and shifted power incrementally towards the Presidency.  

Importantly it also legitimised the DPPs goal of achieving a popular mandate for 

politicians.  The DPP itself played a significant role in the 1990 National Affairs 

Conference, one of its research groups completing the ‘Grand Charter for 

Democracy’ which proposed that the President be directly elected - a demand that 

became the bottom-line position for the DPP at the conference (Tsai 2008).  Huang 

Huang-hsiung, founder of the Taiwan Research Foundation, was one of the key DPP 

members at the time who pushed for a direct Presidential system along the lines of the 

French political system - the DPP also using an August 1991 party conference to form 

a new Taiwan constitution with enhanced presidential power that at its heart had the 

agenda of periodical re-election, taxpayers right to vote and respect for the results of 

such elections.  The agenda of this conference arguably impacted public opinion and 

upped pressure on the KMT (Ibid.: 2008).  Whilst the DPP did not have the political 

power to force President Lee to make the changes it desired, the 1991 amendments set 

the ball rolling on a further fourteen years of gradual reforms that was to transform 

the ROC into a purely Taiwanese polity in all but name.
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7.2 - The 1992 Amendment: Rise of the National Assembly and the move 

toward a semi-Presidential system

After the December 1991 National Assembly elections, in which the KMT won 75% 

of seats (allowing it to move on with the process of constitutional reform), the 

Assembly passed a second round of constitutional amendments which established 

direct gubernatorial election for the Provincial Government of Taiwan, reduced the 

role of the Control Yuan to a semi-judicial body whose members were to be chosen by 

the President, awarded the National Assembly the power to approve the President’s 

nominations of the Control, Judicial and Examination Yuans and, importantly, 

redefined the electorate of the Presidential election to include only people living in the 

‘free area’ of the ROC.  Once again, disagreement within the KMT led to an impasse 

over how the President should be elected.  Lee and KMT moderates argued for a 

direct election and the move to a more presidential system in which the Legislative 

Yuan could not confirm the President’s choice of Premier (backed generally by the 

DPP which wished for a mixed system whereby the Legislative and Executive Yuans 

counterbalanced each other’s powers) whilst conservatives within the party wished to 

follow the original spirit of the 1946 Constitution and feared (rightly) that a direct 

election would establish a ‘President of Taiwan’ and further empower Lee Teng-hui 

(Ogasawara 1998).  The DPP pushed for Legislative Yuan power to cast a vote of no-

confidence in the Premier and presidential power to dissolve the parliament if the vote 

was passed.  At question was the basic struct and balance of powers of the five arms 

of the state and particularly the relationship between the Legislative and Executive 

Yuan.  Whilst the DPP argued that maintaining the 1946 constitution was a means for 

mainlanders to preempt independence as an option for voters (Lin 2003), 

conservatives sought retention of the status quo - a demand arguably met in the the 

establishment of the National Unification Council, National Unification Guidelines, 

Parade and Assembly Law and the Law Governing Relations between the Mainland 

and Taiwan Areas, all of which attempted to lock Taiwan into a process of gradual 
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unification and limit the ability of opposition forces to utilise electoral success to 

move Taiwan closer to de jure independence.  President Lee sat in the middle of these 

two groups and moved flexibly to maximise the KMT’s political power in Taiwan’s 

new post-martial law civic society whilst seeking to transfer power from the KMT old 

guard toward Taiwanese (Lin 2003).  Strategically speaking, the DPP positions on 

reform at this time took on two aspects: an ideological element of establishing an 

independent Taiwanese democracy and a practical element of siding with Lee and 

KMT moderates to outgun the KMT old guard who were resisting change.  Ironically, 

despite its later abandonment, the DPP were happy to see in the 1992 amendment the 

stipulation that the Governor of the Provincial Government be popularly elected, 

thereby acting as a counterbalance to the power of the central government, despite the 

two bodies having essentially identical electorates.   This was later to cause 

considerable tension once the utility of the Provincial Government came into question 

following the 1994 amendments.  A further problem was that the National Assembly 

had become more empowered by these reforms (against the intention of Lee) taking 

on the form of a permanent legislative body with regular sessions and roles such as 

receiving the President’s National Address, discussing national policy and making 

proposals.  The stage was set for further conflict between competing and overlapping 

institutions of state, all seeking and claiming a legitimate mandate derived, either 

directly or indirectly, from voters.   At a time of social upheaval and in the infant days 

of democratisation, many Taiwanese feared social disintegration as much as, for 

example, abuse of power by the Premier, which was regarded as a partisan position 

exposed to the pressures of ethnic politics.  In this climate, a popularly elected 

President would serve as a symbol of democracy and national unity (Lin 2003).  For 

the DPP, a directly elected President would be an undeniable symbol of national 

sovereignty and a key nodal point around which a Taiwan national identity could be 

built, separate from China.    This then was the DPPs biggest goal for the 1994 

constitutional amendments.
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7.3 - The 1994 Amendment: Paving the way for a Taiwan popular 

sovereignty

In August 1994, at the end of the four month fourth special session of the second term 

of the National Assembly, the third constitutional revision was passed entailing three 

significant reforms: 1) direct election of the President, 2) ending the Premier’s 

counter-signature powers over the President’s appointment or removal of officials 

approved by the Legislative Yuan and 3) required that the removal of the Premier 

would not be valid until the Legislative Yuan approved a new appointee.  Ogasawara 

(1998) argues that whilst the reform to end the Premier’s counter-signature did not 

have a significant impact on power relations, it could be interpreted as a pre-emptive 

move to strengthen the Presidency in case relations between the Premier and 

President became difficult.  Furthermore, the step to allow the National Assembly to 

elect their own Chairman and Vice-chairman may have been an attempt to make the 

National Assembly more permanent - a move that did not apparently protect it from 

abolition as I will detail later.   Above all, these set of reforms were significant 

because they marked the DPP’s achievement of its greatest reform goal.  The 

President of the ROC was to be directly elected by a relative majority of votes of 

citizens of Taiwan only.  Additionally, it was significant that the President could be 

elected by relative majority rather than absolute majority, a fact that entirely 

contributed to the election of the DPP’s Chen Shui-bian in the 2000 Presidential 

election on 39.3% of voters, a mere 0.5% (300,000) more votes than the former 

Taiwan Provincial Governor James Soong who ran as an independent thereby splitting 

the KMT vote.  Liao Da-chi and Chang Hui-chih (2010) provide a more nuanced 

analysis of the road to the 1994 constitutional amendments and why the public and 

elites chose a direct election over an indirect method.  Their analysis lends weight to 

the argument that it was the discussion over the method of electing the head of state 

that was the most important not only for the DPP but also for the Taiwan public 
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during the time of the early constitutional revisions 120.   The public had a much 

clearer idea of what a direct presidential election implied for their democracy as 

called for by DPP slogans and campaigning 121 in contrast to the delegated direct 

election proposed by many in the KMT (Liao and Chang 2010, 128).   Furthermore, 

the DPP’s position more closely matched popular sentiment and thus they were able 

to capitalise on denigrating KMT alternatives that were either too new to be 

understood or would have entailed more or less the return of delegates similar to 

current National Assembly members.  In an atmosphere where the public were keen to 

see a greater degree of ‘rule by the people’ a direct election of President most clearly 

appeared to deliver that hope as opposed an indirect method involving the very body 

that had hitherto been criticised for its undemocratic and unrepresentative nature.  The 

DPP wielded considerable soft power (lacking actual political voting strength) by 

virtue of being in step with, and leading, public opinion against KMT proposals.

7.4 - The 1997 Amendment: The Provincial Government’s swan-song and 

the institutionalisation of ambiguity in legislative-executive relations

The fourth constitutional amendment, passed by the May 1997 National Assembly, is 

widely regarded as possibly the most significant 122, certainly for its impact on the 

structure and institutions of the ROC state (Lin 2002; Nobel 1999).  It is also 

significant because after March 1996 National Assembly elections the KMT no longer 

dominated the Assembly to the degree that it could unilaterally pass the constitutional 

reforms it desired. The KMT had 183 seats (down 56) whereas the DPP had 99 (up 

43) and the pro-China New Party had 46. In order to achieve the 75% of votes 
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120 This is illustrated by the fact that this issue was discussed 561 times in the United Daily News 
between 1990 and 1994, far more coverage than any other aspect of constitutional amendment (Liao 
and Chang 2010,114). 

121  Examples here include “You should directly vote for the President”, “Direct election is true 
democracy” and “The President directly voted in by the people, the people truly made master”.

122 Ogasawara (1998) claims that the revisions were tantamount to ‘a new constitution’ for The 
Republic of China in Taiwan.
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required for constitutional amendment, the KMT now needed the DPP’s agreement, 

putting the unofficial Lee-DPP coalition to the test during several stages of 

negotiation at the National Development Conference - which Ogasawara calls an ‘ 

extra-constitutional conference’ (1998, 12) - held from December 1996 to April 1997, 

in response to the Chinese missile crisis that accompanied the election of Lee Teng-

hui and his trip to Cornell University (Lin 2002).    Thus, in contrast to previous 

rounds of constitutional amendment, the DPP played a far greater role in influencing 

the 192 points of consensus derived from the negotiations and had a more visible 

impact upon the results of the amendments. Although the consensus had no legal 

weight it set up a pact for voting patterns in the National Assembly and pressured for 

another round of amendments.  At the heart of the discussion were relations between 

the President, Legislature and Premier and whether to institute a parliamentary or 

presidential system (Noble 1999, 92) 123.  Up to 1997, the constitution had officially  

centred power in the cabinet, Premier and Executive Yuan in which the Executive 

Yuan was responsible to the Legislature and not the President.  This marked the 1946 

constitution as notionally parliamentary rather than presidential, a by-product of the 

contestation for power between parliament and president from 1911 to 1946 (Ibid.: 

94).  Whilst Lee held a strong position within a KMT which was still institutionally 

dominant , the constitutional status of the Presidency was still quite weak, a strong 

motivation for reform that would both enhance the powers of the president (Ibid.: 98) 

whilst also eliminating a potential rival in James Soong, the Governor of Taiwan 

Province (Ibid.: 101).  Lee’s appointment of Vice-President Lien Chan as also Premier 

in 1995 had led to boycotts by the opposition but within his own party Lee’s 

suggestions for a Presidential ‘dual-head’ system (President and Premier) was also 

criticised as power hoarding.  Whilst old-Guard KMT and the New Party favoured a 

cabinet system and Lee a ‘dual-head‘ system, the DPP pushed for a mixed 

Presidential system.  It is arguable that they did this because they saw more utility  in 
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123 See Arend Lijphart (ed.), Parliamentary verses Presidential Government (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1992) for an overview of the debate over the advantages and disadvantages of each 
system. 
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winning the Presidency in a system where the President had more powers than the 

legislature, in which they feared they could not establish a secure long term majority 

and which would be subordinate to the Presidency 124.  Furthermore, in their attempt 

to forge a new Taiwan nation, the DPP recognised the power of having a directly 

elected President as a unifying symbol of the nation (Nobel 1999, 99; Lin 2003).  

Related to this was their request for the implementation of means to hold national 

referendums to uphold the ideal of direct democracy, undermine the KMT’s 

institutional advantages and prepare the way for a plebiscite on independence as set 

out in its party platform (Nobel 1999, 101).  Despite these concerns, the DPP also 

supported more checks and balances to counterbalance excessive extension of 

Presidential powers.   Within the party, there was a split between centrists who 

favoured a semi-presidential system and radicals that called for a parliamentary 

system (Ibid.: 99) 125.  Finally, many in the DPP were cautious not to push the public 

too far and risk appearing to antagonise the PRC thus necessitating an incremental 

approach to reform.  In the end, the DPP’s official position was to support the ‘dual-

head‘ system where the Legislature could not approve the President’s choice of 

Premier but with the condition that the Premier could be removed by a Legislative 

Yuan vote of no-confidence and lowered the threshold by which it could override a 

Presidential veto (Lin 2003, Table 1). The powers and influence of the Control Yuan 

were also to be radically scaled back by transferring the power of impeachment to the 

legislature which Ke Sun-jyi argued was only logical since the President could now 

appoint members of the Control Yuan who would then be unlikely in return to censure 
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124 Ogasawara disagrees with this analysis seeing rather that the DPP bargained with the ambition of 
increasing the number of its seats in the Legislative Yuan (1998, 14).  Nobel argues that some in the 
DPP also feared that the party would have great difficulty winning the Presidency in the near future and 
needed to demonstrate its ability to rule by first entering into legislative alliances and a coalition 
cabinet (Noble 1999, 99). 

125 As can be seen in the differences between party’s Democratic Grand Constitution (semi-
presidential) and the draft constitutional framework (parliamentary).
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their patron (Hwang and Li 1997) 126. These changes arguably turned Taiwan’s 

political system into a semi-presidential / cabinet polity heavily based on the French 

Constitution (Nobel 1999, 93) according similar powers to the President to dissolve 

the legislature.  The key element for both parties was to avoid a situation whereby the 

Legislature dominated by one party could stall and reject the popularly elected 

President’s choice of Premier and prevent the new cabinet taking shape 127.  Noble 

argues that the DPP, with public support, thwarted the creation of a super-Presidency 

but did not eradicate ambiguity about who would control the cabinet if the President’s 

party failed to gain a majority in the Legislative Yuan (Ibid.: 106).   This was later to 

become a critical factor in the conflict between the 2004 DPP administration and the 

KMT controlled Legislature which blocked most of the government’s agenda, 

rendering it unable to carry out its manifesto and undermining its electoral mandate.  

Thus, the 1997 revision set the stage for a showdown between the national unity and 

effective leadership embodied by the President and the Legislature as instrument of 

pluralist representation and legitimate source of checks and balances against the 

Presidency (Lin 2003).   Lin (2002, 149) argues that although the DPPs position at the 

NDC was often more distant from the status quo than the KMT, the lack of formal 

decision making rules increased the DPP’s bargaining power since as a consensus 

building conference any boycott by any party would have severely undermined the 

ability of all parties to continue.  Despite clear disagreements about issues such as 

local elections, electoral system for Presidential elections and the president’s 

independent appointment of the premier, differences between the DPP and KMT did 

not prevent substantial changes being made.  The KMT for their part achieved the 

dispossession of the Legislative Yuan’s power to approve the Premier whilst the DPP 
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126 The article is an interview with National Assembly member Ke Sun-jyi (Professor in the Institute of 
Public Policy Studies and director of the Electoral Research Centre at National Chunghsing 
University.)  One of the reasons for reducing the influence of the Control Yuan, National Assembly and 
Examination Yuan was because these institutions were KMT dominated and the KMT enjoyed a fiscal 
advantage in elections to them whereas the DPP focused its efforts on winning seats in the Legislative 
Yuan.

127 See the comments of John Fuh-sheng Hsieh, professor and chairman of the Department of Political 
Science at National Chengchi University in Huang, Anita (1997).
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achieved its goal of suspending elections of members of the Taiwan Provincial 

Assembly and for Governor of Taiwan Province.  The strategy of the DPP seeking 

changes more divergent from the status quo perhaps restricted the gains it was able to 

make leaving the KMT with results more to its satisfaction.  Of the many issues 

discussed, those that survived the negotiation process where those about which the 

two parties shared the greatest consensus - an example here being the restructuring of 

the Government system and the trimming of the Taiwan Province jurisdiction, which 

discussed separately might have yielded less results for both Lee and the DPP.  It was 

cross-issue vote trading that facilitated the replacement of the status quo with a new 

model (Ibid.: 150).   Although the DPP had previously denied the legitimacy and 

authority of the ROC constitution, its requirement to participate in elections to affirm 

its legitimacy with the public ruled out the possibility of discarding and replacing the 

constitution altogether.  In short, the DPP made a clear concession: it would 

participate in the political system of the ROC and its constitution in order to gain 

power through elections and use that power to introduce further changes rather than 

seek a more impractical path of attempting to ‘overthrow’ the ROC and replace it with 

a Taiwan Republic and constitution.  Pragmatics, moderation and participation (Kang 

and the Formosa Faction’s preferred strategy) won out over confrontation and 

ideological struggle at the expense of the party giving legitimacy to a polity that they 

regarded as essentially illegitimate and a trap (engagement with it leading to later to 

an irrevocable association and acceptance with and of it).   Yet, another factor may 

have played a party in the DDP’s decision to engage with the consensus making 

process.  The prospect winning significant change through a coalition with a newly 

‘Taiwanised’ KMT led by Lee was strong motivation for the DPP to participate owing 

to their lack of sufficient political strength to carry out reform on their own.  The 

process required the collaboration of each party and was facilitated by the agreement 

to allow cross-issue transaction (Ibid.: 153).   For the KMT, the negotiation process 

bore the fruit of ameliorating its eroding legitimacy and governing crisis and giving it 

some degree of ideological protection, whilst for the DPP its strategy delivered, both 
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to its subsequent advantage and disadvantage, more 2nd-tier amendments to the 

constitution that maintained the SNTV electoral system for the Legislative Yuan 128, 

empowered both the Legislative Yuan and Presidency (creating a semi-presidential 

system) and set a date for the Provincial Assembly to be phased out on December 

20th 1998 129. This last reform was significant both politically  and symbolically.  On 

the political dimension it removed a potential competing locus of government power 

that might challenge the authority of the national government and legislature and on 

the symbolic dimension it ‘upgraded’ Taiwan to its own national polity by ending its 

‘provincial status’.   For the DPP, there was a strong ideological motivation in 

eliminating the suggestion that Taiwan was only a province of China and a practical 

one in abolishing elections in which they had never fared well (Noble 1999, 102).  For 

Lee, the abolition cut administrative costs and complexity and returned more control 

of the economy to the central government. Nevertheless, both were careful not to state 

outright that the Provincial Assembly was to be abolished for fear that this would be 

interpreted by the PRC as an institutional move on Taiwan’s part towards de jure 

independence 130.  Following the 1997 revisions, Taiwan was now in practice the main 

geographic area of the ROC, its county borders effectively marked the geographic 

areas of the new ‘provinces’.  This strengthened the impression amongst the public 

that the national area of the ROC was by another name, Taiwan.  This is reflected in 
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128 SNTV refers to Single Non-Transferable Vote, a variation of proportional representation.  This was 
later to be amended to single member districts and party list PR system in the 2005 amendment.

129 The DPP thought that they had also achieved agreement on ending township elections but following 
the KMT’s poor showing in the December 1997 county magistrate elections, the KMT backed away 
from its promise leaving the DPP furious at this protection of what they regarded as KMT factional 
politics that supported KMT candidates in elections.

130 Both Lee and the DPP were careful not to state outright that the Provincial Assembly was to be 
abolished for fear that this would be interpreted by the PRC as an institutional move on Taiwan’s part 
towards de jure independence.  Instead the term ‘downsized’ was used. An example here is Ke Sun-jyi: 
“With reference to mainland China's reactions, we only downsized the provincial government--it still 
has administrative organs, but its size is much reduced and it does not have budgetary and legal 
powers. So the Chinese mainland cannot say we abolished the province. We have not. This is not a 
move toward Taiwan independence. That would entail changing the name of the Republic of China to 
the Republic of Taiwan, as well as other constitutional changes. We are not moving toward Taiwan 
independence, but we are trying to raise our government efficiency and national competitiveness. 
Mainland China has no cause for concern. The people there just don't understand our recent 
constitutional amendments.” (Hwang and Li 1997).
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the fact that both the DPP and KMT were more convergent on the issue of Taiwan’s 

sovereignty, stating that it did not belong to the PRC.  (Lin 2002, 148, footnote 27).  

By implication, if Taiwan did not belong to the PRC, it could not then be regarded as 

a province of a national territory that also included areas obviously outside its control 

(PRC territories). The new national territory of the ROC was de facto accepted as 

congruent with Taiwan, the ambiguity of Article 4 allowing for this by not actually 

stating what the boundaries and the territories of the nation were. Likewise, if the 

PRC at the time did not own or control Taiwan then Taiwanese could not realistically 

make a claim abroad that their government controlled territories that the international 

community recognised the sole ‘China’.  Taiwan was therefore not a part of ‘China’ as 

the world preferred to see it but had its own national government and exercised 

sovereignty with the formal but now ‘outdated’ title of the Republic of China. The 

sidelining of the provincial level of government simplified the organisation of 

government and focused electoral and political competition to three main layers of 

government - township, county and national.   The experience of national democracy 

was one shared solely by the electorate on Taiwan and surrounding islands under her 

control.   

Above all, whilst the DPP played a very significant role in influencing the outcome of 

the negotiations, it is President Lee who to a large degree could be described as the 

architect.  His median positions on ideological issues and his strong base of power 

(Lin 2002, 155) were a combination that facilitated much of the reforms and shaped 

their content.  In doing so, Lee worked with the DPP to salve the burgeoning public 

demand for a representative and regularly elected democratic national legislature and 

government of their own whilst he also ‘relaunched’ the KMT as a ‘Taiwanese‘ 

political party, ensuring its continuing legitimacy in the newly ‘localised’ ROC polity 
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and providing the basis for a two party system 131.  The 1997 reforms however left a 

number of unanswered questions and set in place institutionalised mechanisms that 

invited conflict between various parts of the state.  The revisions left the legislature 

ill-equipped to check the power of the executive and vulnerable to power grabs by the 

National Assembly, each branch impugning the integrity and legitimacy of the other 

(Nobel 1999, 109-10).   There was still no consensus on the basic institutional 

structure of the political system.   Instead the Legislative Yuan was expanded to 225 

seats and the National Assembly became a standing constitutional convention and a 

competitor to the Legislative Yuan.  Perhaps well aware of the issues raised by this 

far-reaching yet ‘incomplete’ set of revisions, both parties signed a side-letter at the 

end of the National Assembly agreeing in principle on further changes to be made to 

the constitution in the future.  These included the not taken up proposal of a two-

round French-style Presidential vote, converting National Assembly seats to pure 

allocation on party lists and provisions for popular referendums.   Noble finds two 

reasons why the constitutional revisions up to 1997 failed to consolidate Taiwan’s 

democratic rule.  First, vital reforms of the constitutional and electoral systems were 

either not in the strategic interests of the DPP or KMT or not of great importance.  

Great vested interests and the role of the National Assembly as both umpire and 

player exerted considerable pressure upon the party’s abilities to achieve more far 

reaching reform.  Second, both parties were restricted by the existing constitution, 

their own party platforms and the issue of relations with the PRC.  The DPP for its 

part was constrained by the priority it placed on increasing Taiwan’s sense of 

independence (owing to its inability to increase it officially) and by the fear that the 

KMT dominated military might actively oppose any future changes a DPP 

administration were to propose (Nobel 1999, 113).  Above all, Noble succinctly puts 
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131 In 1993, a section of the KMT unhappy with Lee split off to form the New Party whilst on the ‘pan-
green’ side the Taiwan Solidarity Union (TSU) represented a fourth party.  However, these two parties 
were both small in size and unable to hold onto any significant share of seats, if any, following the 
2004 constitutional revisions that ‘streamlined’ the Legislative Yuan elections and effectively returned 
Taiwanese politics to a two party system.  Whilst the New Party has all but disappeared the TSU 
remains and is still active, as can be seen in is sponsoring of a referendum on ECFA. 
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his finger on perhaps the greatest underlying problem of the process of constitutional 

revisions up to 1997.  Despite the smooth progress of democratisation and the 

willingness of the parties to abide by the rules and cooperate, it was hard to design a 

stable constitution and consolidated democracy when the main participants, and even 

the public, were not sure what the identity of the country was (Ibid.: 114).  The 

politics of constitutional revisions had left Taiwan’s national identity unresolved, 

thereby allowing both the DPP and KMT to claim their narratives of national identity 

to be current and recognised.   Furthermore, the changes had opened the way for a 

politics of constitutional interpretation in which the DPP and KMT sought to define 

what the changes meant for legislative-executive relations to their own partisan 

advantage.  For the DPP this came at a big cost immediately after the 2000 

Presidential victory of Chen Shui-bian when they found that a minority government 

couldn’t use the power of the Presidency to impose its agenda. Shen Fu-hsiung (in 

2001 a DPP legislator and director of the party's Policy Research and Coordinating 

Committee) argued that whilst the DPP forgot the power of the legislature, for it’s part 

the KMT initially backed the appointment of Premier Chang Chun-hsiung but after he 

terminated construction of the 4th Nuclear Power Plant they then boycotted all bills 

sent down by the Legislature rather than call a vote of no-confidence in the Premier 

and face fresh elections.  Shen uses an analogy to describe the KMT’s tactics. "If I ask 

you to marry me, you can shout out yes, or you can simply pack your things and move 

in with me without saying a word--they mean the same.  You've got the right to accept 

me or reject me, but if you agree to marry me, tacitly or otherwise, the one thing you 

can't do is move into my home and turn the place upside down" (Hwang 2001).  The 

1997 constitutional revisions effectively delivered the DPP into a system in which 

they would find, without a workable legislative majority, almost impossible to 

implement their party platform or election manifestos.   The result of each party 

seeking revision that would strategically benefit themselves in the long run led to a 

political impasse, successive compromises leaving the relationship between 

Executive, Legislature and people ambiguous (Interview, Chen Ming-tong).  

Subsequent revisions did little to ameliorate this situation.
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7.5 - The 1999 and 2000 and 2005 Amendments: The Sixth Month 

Revision, the End of the National Assembly and the Rise of a Streamlined 

Two-Party Legislative Yuan

 
As noted earlier,  following the 1997 revisions it fast became clear that the National 

Assembly was an institutional anomaly that undermined the authority of the 

Legislative Yuan.  On Sept 3th 1999 (and promulgated by the president on September 

15), the Assembly approved in a fifth revision to the Constitution the implementation 

of proportional representation for elections to the Legislative Yuan and, much more 

controversially, a term extension of two years and cancellation of future elections for 

itself that came to be given the moniker a ‘national day of disgrace’ (國恥日) (Wang 

2010).  This came just months before the 2000 presidential election and was roundly 

condemned by both the KMT and DPP Presidential candidates and leadership.  Since 

the KMT enjoyed a majority in the National Assembly, this vote arguably did more 

damage to the campaign of Lien Chan (who was convenor of the KMT’s 

constitutional amendment committee) than Chen Shui-bian or James Soong.   Still, 

the perceived collusion of DPP delegates in the vote did to some extent undermine 

Chen’s pre-election proposals 132.  As it turned out, it was the independent candidacy 

of James Soong that split the KMT vote which propelled Chen into office as a ‘triple-

minority’ winner.   Strategically, the DPP found it hard to entirely replace the National 

Assembly (its end goal to abolish the institution) and instead argued for proportional 

representation to first “subjugate the Assembly members under party control, and then 

devitalise the National Assembly through party commands” (Lin 2002, 151).    It 

required the counter-intuitive offer of extending the term of incumbent National 

Assembly delegates to win the KMT’s collaboration.   They did this despite the 

furious response of the public to an outcome that clearly ran against public opinion.  

In the end, on this issue the DPP made the partial gain of achieving proportional 

representation at the cost that seat share would be determined by party seat share in 
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132 Wang argues that the DPP delegates may have voted in this way in order to prevent Lien Chan from 
rewarding his supporters with seats in the National Assembly had he won the Presidency.
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the Legislative Yuan.  Although this was a huge political cost for the DPP in terms of 

future power and influence, ideologically this price was justifiable (Ibid.: 152).  Chu 

writes that the DPP struck a deal as a way to suppress vote buying and move closer to 

the abolition of the National Assembly, arguing that the term extension was a 

necessary evil because the incumbent delegates had to be ‘bribed’ to adopt a PR 

system that would prevent them from seeking reelection (Alagappa ed. 2001, 90).   

Many Taiwanese were very upset at this arrangement keeping the National Assembly 

in power and some legislators requested a Council of Grand Justices interpretation on 

the legality of the amendments.  In a highly charged political atmosphere, the Council 

waited until after the 2000 presidential election to make its judgement in its 

interpretation No.499.  On March 24th 2000 by a vote of 14-2, they stated that the 

term extension was unconstitutional and that the Additional Articles in the fifth 

revision were void effective immediately, rendering the 1997 additional articles again 

relevant. They did this despite the threat of National Assembly delegates to punish 

them (Chu 2001, 91) and DPP factional concerns about the jurisdiction of the Council 

in this matter (Chung 2000).  Furthermore, the Council instructed that the National 

Assembly’s 315 delegates should step down at the end of their terms on May 20th 

2000 and a new election called in accordance with the original provisions of the 

constitution (Chu 2001,100).   The DPP for its part opposed  the new election with the 

argument that it ran counter to its objectives of abolishing the National Assembly and 

creating a unicameral parliament.  It was aided in its objections by the New Party and 

the KMT who both feared that another election would further empower James Soong 

and his new People First Party - one that had successfully ‘robbed’ Lien Chan of 

around 30% of votes in the Presidential election.  Accordingly, at the fifth session of 

the National Assembly on April 24th 2000, the sixth revision to the constitution 

transferred many of the National Assembly’s powers to the Legislative Yuan and 

suspended elections to the assembly, reverting it back to a non-standing and 

contingent deliberative body (Ibid.: 100).  Though the assembly still had the right to 

vote on the impeachment of the President or Vice-president and constitutional 
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amendments, the power to initiate that process was now in the hands of the 

Legislative Yuan.  Future elections to the body would be carried out using 

proportional representation.  The National Assembly, once the dominant legislative 

body in the ROC constitution, effectively castrated itself leading Liu Yi-teh (a leading 

Assembly DPP delegate) to state that “in the future the convening of the National 

Assembly should appear about as often as Halley’s Comet” (Ibid.: 101).  A side effect 

of the ruling was that it put in place considerable obstacles to further amendment of 

the constitution and generally brought to an end a period of incessant tinkering with 

the constitution that had been as much about partisan strategic manoeuvring as it had 

been to build a functional democratic set of political institutions.    The impact of the 

1997 revisions continued to reverberate throughout Taiwanese politics in Chen Shui-

bian’s first term leading to almost one new Premier every nine months.  The ongoing 

standoff between the President and the Legislature put the constitution to a rigorous 

test both in terms of its guiding authority and its institutional adequacy (Ibid.: 111).  It 

is perhaps not surprising then that during his first term of office President Chen made 

constitutional reform once again a major plank of his manifesto.  This however came 

despite an attempt to institute an extra-constitutional nine person committee to 

facilitate relations between Presidency, Executive and Legislature and a Cross-Party 

Alliance for National Stabilisation - an alliance that failed owing to the good 

performance of the DPP and TSU in the 2001 Legislative Yuan elections (Lin 2003).  

In April 2002, Chen pushed through reforms within the DPP that arguably sought to 

recreate, to a limited extent, the same kind of party-government relations that had 

existed under the KMT party-state but at the expense of his cultivated image to be 

above partisan politics as Head of State.  By this time, public impatience with the 

legislative deadlock prompted Chen to suggest further institutional reform in 

amending the electoral system for the Legislative Yuan as well as cutting the number 

of seats from 225 to 113  The rationale for the new electoral system was “its in-built 

tendency to balance the need for stability with the ideal of representativeness and 

raising accountability of the political parties by strengthening 
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competitiveness” (Ibid.).   This is where Chen met an institutional brick wall in so far 

as the only way to enact constitutional reform to break the deadlock was to break the 

deadlock to legislate for reform.  It is perhaps unsurprising then that the President 

made two three key moves: 1) make constitutional reform a major plank of his 

election manifesto, 2) push for a Referendum Law and, 3) campaign for a referendum 

to be held on the same day as the Presidential election.   A Referendum Law had been 

one of the key elements of the DPP for some time offering as it did a means for the 

public to ,at least symbolically, assert the will of the people and impress it upon a 

leadership that wasn’t listening.  It was also another powerful symbol of the national 

sovereignty of the Taiwanese people to vote collectively as a nation on matters that 

concerned everyone.    Chen was greatly aided by the ability to point out that Article 

17 of the original 1946 ROC constitution states “The people shall have the right of 

election, recall, initiative and referendum” and Article 136, “The exercise of the rights 

of initiative and referendum shall be prescribed by law”.   Yet no law existed which 

specified how they should be carried out.  Whilst for many Taiwanese a referendum 

law was necessary as a break on the KMT hegemony over Taiwanese political 

institutions, the KMT viewed the law with suspicion and as a ruse by which to ask the 

public to vote for independence (Eyton 2003).  It was KMT blockading of the 

Legislative Yuan of most of Chen’s government’s policies that led the public to see 

the KMT as opposing for opposing’s sake at the expense of the nation and its relations 

with China (Ibid.).  This thesis agrees with Clark (2007) that the plan to hold a 

referendum on relations with China in tandem with the Presidential vote was a key 

party of Chen’s election campaign, Chen being careful to choose topics 133 that would 

not concern Taiwan’s status (and thereby its sovereignty) or a declaration of 

independence (despite this being somewhat implicit in his previous comments to build 
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133 Clark finds that “the subjects of the referenda that Chen proposed changed considerably over time”.
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a ‘new constitution’) (Ibid.: 513) 134.  The idea of referendums being able to ease the 

political deadlock perhaps seemed attractive especially to moderate Taiwanese voters 

as did the call for constitutional change .  About three months before the election 

President Chen made a statement which I feel is illustrative of how constitutional 

reform and the referendum law were explicitly linked so as to utilise the public desire 

the for the latter to support the former as well.  Two days after the DPP’s seventeenth 

anniversary, Chen’s statement included the following:

At the time we became the ruling party three years ago, the previous 
administration had already circuitously amended the constitution six 
times ... This tortuous process is the path that the people of Taiwan 
have trod to strengthen our country's sovereignty and democratic ...  If 
we take the 1996 direct presidential election to be the most important 
symbol of Taiwan's becoming a sovereign and independent democratic 
country, by 2006 this 'complete' nation will be ten years old ...Why do 
I say that in 2006 we should promote a 'new constitution'? Because all 
the past constitutional alterations attempted to address particular 
issues, and these inconsistent and partial adjustments precluded a 
single cure-all solution and left behind a multitude of unresolved 
problems. This is also one of the reasons that implementation of 
government policies has been so difficult for the current 
administration ... A constitutional framework cannot be decided by a 
president or any single political party, but must be constructed through 
participation by all the people and ultimately directly ratified by the 
people through a referendum. (DPP Website 2003)

 

The key themes here are clear: Taiwan needs a stable democratic system to strengthen 

its sovereignty and legitimacy.  The Taiwanese people are ready for a thorough 

overhaul of the constitutional framework which, importantly, must ultimately be 

ratified by all the people in a referendum.    Chen’s rationale for a ‘new constitution’ 

was that the previous amendments had left an institutional mess preventing 

implementation of the government’s policies. Whilst this may have been true, much of 

it owed to the outcome of the strategies the DPP thought would best maximise its 
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134 An entirely new constitution was regarded as a threat by the KMT and PRC since it would likely 
entail severing the existing legal links between the ROC and mainland China found for example in the 
statement on constitutional articles of amendment that they are "To meet the requisites of the nation 
prior to national unification...”
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goals during the amendment process.   It is likely that in this speech Chen sought to 

galvanise his party’s base and ‘dark-green’ supporters whilst also taking care to talk of 

‘consensus’, ‘civic duty’, a ‘historic mission’ and ‘participation’ to make his message 

as inclusive as possible to moderates.  What more inclusive a mechanism then than a 

Referendum Law?.  In late 2003 the DPP continued to pressure the KMT, questioning 

its democratic credentials for opposing a referendum law and questioning whether the 

KMT thought a referendum law an obstacle to making a later deal with the PRC.  This 

ideological barrage pleased the DPP’s core support as the election campaign 

intensified.  The lack of few utile issues other than national identity and cross-strait 

relations also gave the DPP’s campaign a strong nationalist theme 135, regarded as a 

failsafe for a candidate trailing in early polls by 10% (Clark in Rubinstein ed. 2007, 

512).  One counterproductive outcome of the utilisation of nationalism in the election 

campaign was that the perceived ‘radicalism’ of the TSU and Taiwanese nationalist 

discourse worked against the party in the legislative elections held alongside the 

Presidential election and national referendum (Ibid.: 515).  The slim majority of the 

pan-blue‘ parties in the 2004 Legislative Yuan elections ensured that legislative 

deadlock would continue. As public support began to sway towards Chen, this put the 

KMT on the back foot who finally agreed to a Referendum Law but only the version 

it proposed, and by voting on a clause by clause basis that was more likely to result in 

more favourable clauses for them.  The Referendum Law was passed on November 

28th 2003 (Kao 2004, 591).   Eyton was right in finding that the Pan-green camp were 

concerned to pass a bad referendum law rather than fail to secure one altogether. The 

new law came at a high price for the DPP or any other group hoping that it would 

make administrations responsive to public opinion.  That pro-Taiwan independence 

groups might use a referendum to choose independence was the greatest fear of both 

the KMT and the PRC, the former of which, and its allies,  ensured that the path to a 
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135 Cal Clark in Rubinstein ed. 2007 points to the symbolic and successful 2-2-8 Hand-in-Hand rally 
held to protest China’s military threats, which made unsubtle implicit calls for ‘ethnic justice’ and 
independence from China.  Furthermore, the election eve assassination attempt and deft use of ‘cultural 
symbolic politics’ also greatly aided the DPP’s campaign, one of the most successful outcomes being a 
shift in general public opinion on national identity and cross-strait relations.   
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successful referendum vote be very difficult (Chang 2003) 136.  The threshold of the 

participation of more than 50% of all eligible ROC voters, of which more than 50% 

needed to agree meant that passing a referendum would be almost impossible.  All 

that it would require to force a referendum to fail would be explicit or indirect 

instructions by one party or another to tell their supporters not to participate.  This is 

exactly what the KMT and PFP did for the referendums held in 2004 and 2008 (Kao 

2004, 611) 137.   For the DPP, the fact that institution of national referendums now 

actually existed was itself a substantive and ideological victory.  Chen and the DPP 

also pointed to the one million more voters picking up referendum ballots than who 

voted for them as evidence of a solidification of Taiwan consciousness - they 

interpreted a vote on the referendum as indicating identification with the ‘Taiwan 

first’ philosophy, perhaps a byproduct of Chen’s election platform of “Pick up a 

referendum ballot even if you do not wish to vote for A-Bian” (Ibid.: 612).  Its hard 

not to agree with Kao that all three parties participated in the referendum with election 

goals being the primary motivator (Ibid.).     She argues that the 2004 ‘defensive 

referendum’ was critical to Chen’s presidential election campaign. First, Chen could 

take credit for driving the referendum movement. Second, the popular authority of a 

referendum might have helped the DPP bypass an opposition dominated legislature.  

Finally, deepening institutions of democracy provided a counterpoint to Chen’s 

failures in other policy areas.  Above all, the very presence of a national referendum 

on election day made Taiwan’s claim to self-determination justifiable (Ibid.) - a 

significant symbolic victory for demonstrating the existence of a de facto Taiwan 

sovereignty.  If Chen’s re-election and the passing of the Referendum Law could be 

counted as victories for the DPP, Chen’s call for a Constitutional Reform Committee 

in May 2004 on changes that would not change the nation’s sovereignty or territory 
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136 At the time the Referendum Law was passed, former President Lee Teng-hui fiercely criticised it for 
infringing upon democratic principles and putting the power of the legislative above the people.

137 For an illuminative, pan-green, perspective of the politics of referendums, see Liberty Times 
Editorial in Taipei Times May 30th 2010. The illogical fear of referendums. Online at: <http://
www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/archives/2010/05/30/2003474236>.  Accessed on May 30th 
2010.
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felt flat on opposition from the KMT, PRC and Washington.  The outcome of the May 

2005 National Assembly on constitutional reforms was also a pyrrhic victory for the 

party.  Both the DPP and KMT had come by August 2004 to recognise the need for 

constitutional reform and had voted together to pass a package of reforms in the 

Legislative Yuan.  The 300 member National Assembly was elected by pure party-list 

proportional representation, the DPP winning 42.52%, the KMT 38.92, TSU 7.05% 

and the PFP 6.11%, on a turnout of 23.6% 138.   The low turnout perhaps reflected a 

post-election antipathy amongst Taiwanese towards constitutional issues, voters being 

mostly concerned with good leadership than endless ‘adjustments’ (Interview, Chen 

Ming-tong) 139. The amendments passed by 249 seats to 51, passing the 75% 

threshold. They reduced the number of legislative seats to 113, abolished multi-

member legislative districts and instituted single-member districts and central party 

list for proportional representation (Additional Member System) and changed the 

electoral system for legislative districts to a mixed-member majoritarian system 

(MMM).  The National Assembly also passed a resolution abolishing the itself, 

meeting a key political victory for the DPP, and transferring its votes on ratifying 

constitutional reform to referendums whilst the impeachment procedure for the 

President and Vice-president would be handled by the Constitutional Court under the 

Council of Grand Justices.  The stipulation that a referendum on further constitutional 

change must first be approved by a three-quarters vote of approval in the Legislative 

Yuan and, again, the requirement that more than 50% of all ROC eligible voters 

participate were potentially high costs the DPP paid for attempting to secure a 

legislative majority, in part by engineering a system that would all but eliminate the 

smaller parties as serious political players.  Once again, constitutional reform had 
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138 See Wikipedia. “Republic of China National Assembly Election, 2005”.  Online at: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_China_National_Assembly_election,_2005.  Accessed on May 
30th 2010.

139 It was further suggested to me that the constitutional order was undermined by Taiwanese 
attachment or valuation of it.  That almost no Taiwanese had participated in formulating or applying the 
1946 ROC constitution to Taiwan meant that it lacked the ability to generate a strong enough sense of 
social contract amongst Taiwanese, garantisme instead being seen as residing in the patronage of local 
networks.
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been carried out only because the DPP and the KMT found political opportunity in 

doing so, necessitating their cooperation.  The 2005 National Assembly was no 

different in this respect with the TSU and PFP taking positions against the reform 

whilst the DPP and KMT formed the coalition designed to ensure a workable majority  

to push the reforms through.  The outcome was again another step of incrementalism 

that both aided and disadvantaged both the DPP and the KMT in different ways.  

Common to most of the reforms was the role of public pressure, or at least that which 

was said to exist, in overtaking both the DPP and KMT and leaving them requiring a 

common position so as to both maximise political capital from the public’s apparent 

clamour for reform.  According to KMT Premier Wu Den-yih, the calls for a reduced 

sized legislature “rolled like a huge wave toward the coast” and “no-one dared stand 

against it”, the case for a smaller legislature not having been adequately considered 

(Gao 2007).    In the 2008 elections, the DPP learned the cost of that unstoppable tide 

when it suffered one of its worst ever legislative election results.  It put the DPP in a 

position of almost absolute impotence in a legislature dominated by the President’s 

party, and up against a government that soon set about reversing the cosmetic changes 

to the face of the nation that the DPP had mustered in Chen’s last administration 140.  

The emphatic victory of Ma Ying-jeou and the KMT in the 2008 elections marked a 

reviving of brand ‘ROC’ (with Taiwanese characteristics) and claimed ‘constitutional 

politics’.  With a three-quarters majority in the Legislative Yuan and control of the 

Executive, President Ma has sought to interpret the constitution in a more literal 

manner thus reasserting the narrative of the greater Chinese national sovereignty over 

the popular Taiwan sovereignty built by presidents Lee and Chen.   How far then did 

reforms to the constitution actually change Taiwan’s sovereignty and what was the 

impact and the role of the DPP?
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140 Taiwan Post Office was again renamed back to Chunghua Post and the Taiwan Democracy 
memorial Hall was renamed back to Chiang kai-shek Memorial Hall.  Furthermore, the honour guard 
was re instituted at the mausoleum containing the remains of Chiang kai-shek and Chiang Ching-kuo.
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CHAPTER 8 - Conclusions: The Struggle For A Taiwan 
Sovereignty

This thesis has attempted to address the issue of Taiwan’s sovereignty, focussing on 

the role and impact of the Democratic Progressive Party in constitutional reforms.  It 

has discussed the different ways in which a nation can be said to exist (and the states 

and nationalisms that build it) as well as the role of constitutions in the evolving 

relationships between peoples and their governments.  It has examined the main 

narratives of nations employed in Taiwan today, the DPP’s relationship to the issue of 

Taiwanese sovereignty and the development of Taiwanese sovereignty over the last 

sixty years.  Finally, it has analysed the DPP’s role in the constitutional amendment 

process between 1991 and 2005.    In the following three sections, I will attempt to 

answer the research questions of this thesis.  The conclusions contained within them 

are based on the following perception of the operation of Taiwanese politics. It is the 

constitution and its amendments that provide the framework for the existence of the 

Republic of China on Taiwan.  In law, it is the ROC which makes claim to 

sovereignty over Taiwan. In practice Taiwanese exercise a ‘hollow’ ROC 

constitutional polity in which a Taiwan national sovereignty and politics is practiced.   

This flexible approach to sovereignty, I argue, avoids provoking the PRC whilst 

maintaining a de facto sovereignty for Taiwanese.  This is a direct result of the DPP’s 

role in constitutional amendments.  

8.1 - The Role and Impact of the DPP in constitutional reforms

A constitution is effective to the degree to which a population unanimously agrees 

with its legitimacy and supremacy, and a judiciary is able to uphold its intent and 

authority, free from political influence.  By this measurement, by the late 1980s the 

ROC constitution’s legitimacy and authority was in deep decline. The desire of the 

public to enter a post-Chiang democratic Taiwan was an important stimulus for 
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opposition movements and the DPP.  At the heart of the drive to amend the 

constitution was a desire for constitutional rights unfairly denied under Martial Law 

(Interview, Hsieh Liang-chen).  Constitutional reform was a essential component of 

early DPP party platforms since it was by constitutional reform that the party hoped to 

ensure that the rights of citizens would be protected under law and open up 

government in Taiwan to being representative, democratic and accountable. Whilst 

more radical factions in the party focused on broader ideological issues and looked to 

mass movements around social issues to generate change, and briefly won ascendancy  

in the party hierarchy, it has been the moderates that have most shaped the DPP’s 

engagement with the political process, through elections and negotiations (in and 

outside the Legislative Yuan).  The DPP initially saw in constitutional reform an 

opportunity to rise on a swell of public enthusiasm for democracy and democratic 

freedoms and rights yet the incremental nature of the amendments meant that the 

issue of the constitution kept rearing its head - the constitutional order was not 

providing for an ordered political process.  An example here might be the fact that 

from 1946 to 1987, Grand Justices passed 200 constitutional interpretations but from 

1988 to 2010 over 600 was passed - a phenomenon the DPP attributed to the 

disfunctionality of the constitution and the ambiguous and confusing nature of its 

clauses (Interview, Hsieh Liang-chen).   Conflict between the ruling DPP and 

opposition KMT was exacerbated by the incomplete nature of the reforms, whose 

outcomes put in place an ambiguous semi-presidential system of cabinet government 

that invited a breakdown in legislative and executive efficiency.  Furthermore, whilst 

the institutions of the ROC remained in place, and most importantly the constitution 

itself, the DPP’s narrative of a Taiwan nation and sovereignty in practice had to vie 

for public legitimacy with an ROC nation and sovereignty in law.  For many 

advocates of Taiwanese independence within the DPP, Taiwan will therefore not be a 

genuinely sovereign nation until the ROC constitution is discarded altogether and a 

new Taiwan polity established. Perhaps as a consequence, as late as June 2009, 

academics are still calling for an entirely new constitution to resolve this question (Ko 
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2009, June).  For the New Tide, constitutional reform was a means to establish this 

sovereign Taiwan polity but for the Formosa faction, and the party as a whole since 

1999, first winning the right to fair, open and representative Presidential and 

legislative elections, and changing the system from within, was the preferred strategy.  

Pressures from electoral results, the KMT, China and Washington forced the DPP 

after 1999 to acknowledge the limiting condition of recognising the ROC as Taiwan 

and the reverse so as to ensure their continuing electability.   

The DPP often made strategic choices to maximise their power in envisioned post-

reform political scenarios.  Power, as well as principle, played a large part of the 

DPP’s role and impact on constitutional reform.  This required compromises and a 

friendly opposition who would also benefit from change.  On the table were changes 

that might have deeply impacted the issue of the ownership and location of Taiwan’s 

sovereignty, something that presented a huge and seemingly intractable ideological 

obstacle.  In counter-balance of this electoral pressures drew parties to the centre and 

focused their attention on what could be changed, and how that would affect each 

party’s power in the short term.  Alan Wachman confirms this with his observations 

that “the compromises that were reached between the regime and the opposition were 

made, not on the basis of an acceptance of the validity of the other’s views, but on 

calculations of power” (1994, 260).    Whilst the DPP pursued constitutional reforms 

to first institute democracy and representation and then create the Taiwan nation and 

its sovereignty, the KMT conceded a certain amount of formal power and control 

whilst seeking to retain informal influence upon the state, protect ROC constitution 

and its sovereignty and legal ties to a ‘Greater Chinese’ nation.

The DPP can look at the six rounds of constitutional amendment and see both their 

achievements (abolished the National Assembly and a uni-cameral system with a 

legislative vote of no-confidence in the Premier, direct elections for the President, 

dismantling of the Provincial Government and a law for popular referendums) and 

failures (conflictual semi-presidential constitutional system, retention of original ROC 

constitution, legislative weakness and high restrictions on the feasibility of national 
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referendums)(Interview, Hsieh Liang-chen).  The DPP were arguably more successful 

in the first stage of constitutional  revisions owing in large part to the strong public 

demand for representation and democracy, and the support of KMT President Lee, but 

it was in the second stage of constitutional reform that the DPP failed to solve the 

relationship between Government, President and Parliament, in large part owing to 

the counter-strategies of the post-Lee KMT in and outside the Legislative Yuan 

(Interview, Chen  Ming-tong) 141.   I find that the DPP played two explicit roles in the 

constitutional reform process.  In the first, they were agitators: a loud, and publicly 

supported, opposition movement actively campaigning for reform to make Taiwan a 

democratic and representative nation.  This campaign happened to chime with a large 

part of the public and the political interests of then KMT President Lee.  The DPP 

raised issues and brought a rowdy but expressive democratic process to TV screens 

whilst Lee facilitated negotiations and control of the KMT in important votes.  The 

room to move was small but the will to make a substantial change was present across 

parties - its just that their end goals differed.  In the second role, the DPP were 

instigators: as the party of Government they fell victim to the outcomes of the 

incomplete nature of the constitutional reforms and lacked public support, or a 

legislative majority, to push through further extensive reforms.  The party pushed for 

and facilitated the 2005 amendments which delivered the end of the National 

Assembly but by then the body had in practice long since not held much relevance for 

most Taiwanese.   Tying the 2004 Presidential election to constitutional reform and 

the campaign for a referendum law might have contributed a great deal to Chen’s 

victory but it came at a cost of public cynicism about constitutional reform and a law 

whose conditions made it a symbolic but impotent weapon.  The referendum law is a 

good case study of the the general outcomes of the DPP’s role in constitutional 

reforms.  I argue that it is appropriate to regard the Referendum Law as an important 

element of the process of Taiwan’s constitutional amendments and it represents, if not 

an official amendment, certainly a new institutional mechanism which activates a long 
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dormant aspect of the ROC constitution and symbolically deepens Taiwanese national 

collective decision making - the ability to make their own sovereign choices.  That 

being said, the stipulations that a referendum request must be considered and accepted 

or rejected by a supposedly impartial Referendum Review Committee within the 

Government, and that over 50% of all ROC eligible voters agree to a question for it to 

pass have neutered its practical effect and rendered it more symbolic than substantive. 

The bar for passing the referendum was set so high that it could not be used as a tool 

for the DPP or any other party to fundamentally change Taiwan’s political structure 

and sovereignty.  The reform that was achieved was highly symbolic but delivered the 

DPP little in terms of of the results that the reform had been instigated for.  The 

outcomes of constitutional reform were shaped in this way by the choices and 

sacrifices the DPP made during political negotiations.  The impact of the DPP was 

largely to change the symbolic landscape of Taiwanese politics. It failed to 

institutionalise the changes it was making in a way that would have consolidated the 

Taiwan nation it was building in law, and under an appropriate name.  Though Chu 

and Lin argue that the multi-phased process of democratisation was largely orderly 

(2001, 123), the process of democratic transition and constitutional reform was to a 

large part restricted by pressures from Washington and Beijing not to make official 

changes that would have brought conflict between the two over Taiwan’s unresolved 

status, the process guarded by established elites keen not to legally encode any 

replacement of the ROC or its constitutional order with a purely Taiwanese polity.  As 

a result, the ROC constitution remains in force signifying to the world that Taiwan is 

officially a Chinese nation whose sovereignty belongs to the ROC state. Yet, in 

practice, Taiwanese exercise a popular and practical national democratic sovereignty 

and a clear de facto independence of national self-determination.  The KMT and DPP 

both used the reform of the apparatus of the ROC state to advance the building of 

their respective visions of what nation Taiwan would be in the democratic era.  The 

DPP were forced, by their own electoral and institutional weakness to bargain for the 

best deal, one that kept explicit links to China alive in the constitutional order 
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undermining their narratives of rising Taiwanese national identity and popular 

sovereignty. Unable to start from fresh yet unable to continue with the myth of a ROC 

that would one day retake the mainland, the DPP and President Lee cooperated to find 

a ‘half-way’ solution that raised the constitutional order’s legitimacy amongst 

Taiwanese and gave public representation in the new democracy but left unanswered 

the questions of the identity of the Taiwan nation and the status of her sovereignty.  

8.2 - Did Constitutional Change Modify Taiwan’s Sovereignty?

The amendments to the constitution from 1991 to 2005 were all carried out on a 

‘second-tier’ above the original 1946 document. This was the bottom-line condition of 

the KMT in meeting DPP and public pressure for reform.  Since the KMT’s very 

legitimacy and authority rested on its Chinese identity and its role as protector of the 

ROC, the free part of China, if the party had allowed an entirely new constitution 

under the name Taiwan in 1991, or any date after, it would have meant effective 

political suicide, the end of the ROC and the formal break with China signifying full 

national de jure Taiwanese national independence and sovereignty.  Therefore, 

whatever changes would be made to the constitution, the de jure sovereignty of the 

nation on Taiwan would remain the property of the Republic of China and ‘the 

Chinese people’.  Although the ROC remained in effective international limbo from 

1971 until 2010, the process of democratisation and ‘Taiwanisation’ of Government 

personnel appointments that took place during this time has had the effect of 

‘localising’ the ROC into a political system contained wholly within Taiwan or the 

borders of TPKM 142. Here Chu and Lin provide a succinct description of the process 

of localisation:

“... the transplanted Nationalist state ... was forced to adopt a full-blown 
indigenization strategy as it was totally cut off from its home base, 
territorially confined to the island, confronted with an acute reproduction 
crisis in the recruitment of state and military personnel, barred from 
instituting a de jure apartheid between the mainlander and native 
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Taiwanese by its own notion of Chinese identity and citizenship, and 
steadily more dependent on successful local economic development for 
meeting its military and fiscal requirements.  At the same, while the 
sovereign status of the transplanted Nationalist state was never firmly 
constituted within the post-1949 interstate system, over time other 
sovereign states increasingly engaged Taiwan as a de facto sovereign 
state in functional if not strictly legal terms” (2001, 128).

The formal retention of ROC institutions did not however prevent change on the 

symbolic and subjective levels:

“In time, the indigenization process blurred the artificial divide between 
the local (provincial) and national politics and thus redefined the political 
terrain on which the emigre and native elites engaged with one another, 
compelled the state to redefine the scope of citizenship in closer 
accordance with the de facto territoriality, and subtly undermined the 
official one-China claim while fostering popular aspiration for an 
independent statehood” (Chu and Lin 2001, 128).

Constitutional change did not legally modify Taiwan’s sovereignty but it did imprint a 

symbolic and popular Taiwan national sovereignty within the population that evolved 

as a result not only of domestic but also international events. As a result “Sovereignty 

and democracy [became] the pillars of an overarching consensus among both the 

people and the political parties on what constitutes the Taiwanese nation” (Schubert 

2004, 553).  Following democratisation, the contrast between Taiwan and China, 

previously made in terms of economic systems, became politically more distinct 

moving the Taiwanese to perceive a duality of existence: Taiwan (ROC) separate from 

and threatened by China (PRC).  The PRC’s refusal to recognise the sovereign ROC 

contributed to Taiwanese coming to regard the ROC as a manifestation of Taiwanese 

national self-determination.  Muyard may be right when he claims that “the ROC is 

now defined by Taiwan’s territory, the two names are essentially equivalent if one 

does not forget their mutual implication” (2005, 4).    Distrust or suspicion of China 

played, and arguably still plays, a large role in Taiwanese concerns about conceding 

their national democracy or sovereignty, one that is still notionally Chinese.  The main 

theme that has been stressed to me in my interviews for this thesis is that the 1996 
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Presidential election contributed most to the sense of a subjective Taiwanese nation.  

Whilst the implementation of democracy, largely facilitated by President Lee, created 

an association of the people and state with democracy, Muyard argues that the 1996 

Presidential election had the greatest psychological effects, imprinting amongst the 

population the following normative ideas:

“ ... 1. the Taiwanese, and only us, had the power to elect a head-of-state 
that represents us. 2. the ROC president they elected was the president of 
the Taiwanese people and only of them. 3. consequently the ROC 
represents only the Taiwanese people” (2005, 20)

 

A popular democratic liberal sovereignty centred on Taiwan was built in increments 

by President Lee and the DPP but it was not codified into law as a Taiwan 

sovereignty.  In practice the ROC remained as the state and the generator of Taiwan’s 

national Chinese sovereignty.   The changes to the constitution have however allowed 

two main narratives of national identity to exist alongside each other, each associated 

with one of the two largest political parties.  A Taiwan (ROC) sovereignty exists when 

the DPP are in power but the Republic of China (Taiwan) sovereignty remerges when 

the KMT hold the reins of government.  It is this dynamic that makes elections for 

national government and President such fraught and heated events in which both sides 

perceive that the very political identity of the nation itself to be at stake. At the time of 

writing, the KMT Government’s close relations with the CCP and their signing of an 

ECFA trade agreement have made Taiwanese sovereignty the key issue for the DPP 

and pan-green parties.  President Ma’s sino-centric comments have in their view 

reasserted the Chinese identity of the ROC against the popular sovereignty of 

Taiwanese and downgraded Taiwan to a region under the ROC’s sovereignty. The 

pressures exerted on Taiwan by the state-run and export driven Chinese economy may 

yet drag Taiwan’s political system within both the PRC’s economic and political 

spheres of direct influence and control. Chu and Lin’s forecast in 2001 remains apt in 

2010:
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“Into the next century, the people of Taiwan will continue to wrestle with 
competing claims to their political allegiance and cultural identity. The 
deepening of economic interdependence between Taiwan and mainland 
China ... , and the emergence of a Mandarin-based media industry across 
the Straits 143 will certainly complicate the consolidation of Taiwanese 
identity” (2001, 129).

If, or rather when, this happens, it will likely bring into question the survival and 

sustainability of Taiwan’s de facto national democratic sovereignty (Taiwanese and 

ROC). Whilst this thesis agrees with Schubert that responsible leadership on both 

sides of the Taiwan Strait should acknowledge the broad consensus in Taiwan on 

existence of a Taiwanese nation (2004, 553), ultimately, the constitution will remain a 

site of contention whilst it continues to officially signify the existence of the ROC, 

effectively legally overriding that public consensus. Absent of wholesale change to 

the core text of the current constitution, the competition between two national 

identities will continue to exert a strong influence on Taiwanese democracy and 

Taiwan-China relations.   It is clear that Taiwan’s sovereignty issue has at least two 

dimensions: since 1949 a fairly stable projection of de facto external autonomy in 

practice (but largely officially unrecognised in the international community) and since 

1987 an unstable internal authority undermined by a lack of rule of law and a 

significantly large minority which questions of the historical and political legitimacy 

of the entire constitutional polity. Taiwan is a living laboratory of nation-building in 

which, amongst others, the ideas of representation, the social contract, the relationship 

of people and government, the border and identity of the nation, the legitimacy of the 

constitution and the authority of the law, are currently contested topics.   There 

appears to be no overwhelming consensus on the topics above in the political realm, 

academic community, wider Taiwanese public or international opinion.  Until that 

consensus can be reached, the question of Taiwan’s sovereignty will remain 

unresolved and fluid.
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Appendix 1 - Narratives of National Identity on Taiwan

New Taiwanese Chinese Nation Aboriginal

Name of Nation Taiwan Republic of China Each group of 
aboriginals could 
be described as a 
small nation unto 
itself

Founding Date 1996 1912 Pre-1624

Members All permanent and 
legal residents of 
Taiwan and 
Penghu

All ROC citizens as 
defined by the 1946 
ROC Constitution

Relatives of the 
original pre-1624 
inhabitants

Political 
Proponents

DPP
TSU

KMT, PFP, NPSU Aboriginal 
legislators and 
elites

Key Narratives Japanese 
colonialism 
formed Taiwan as 
a proto-state 
leading Taiwanese 
to see themselves 
as a single 
community.  As 
their second-class 
status becomes too 
costly, this 
collective 
consciousness 
grows. (Eyton 
2008, 109).  
Taiwanese 
nationalism is the 
product of 
modernism and 
the separation of 
Taiwan from 
China.

The ROC, by the 
succession of states 
theory, took over and 
inherited the 
territories of the 
Qing Empire.  It was 
forced by CCP 
aggression to 
translocate to 
Taiwan.  Taiwanese 
welcomed the 
retrocession before 
and after which they 
regarded themselves 
as nationally 
Chinese. 

The diverse 
founding stories of 
the various groups 
describe their 
narratives of origin.  
Whether 
originating from 
Taiwan or coming 
to establish 
permanent (but 
mobile) settlement, 
the island chain 
nation has been 
inhabited for 
thousands of years.
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New Taiwanese Chinese Nation Aboriginal

Legitimacy 
conferred from

The 1996 
Presidential 
election sovereign 
to the TPKM area 
- set the precedent 
of Taiwanese 
democratic 
national self-
determination.

1911 Revolution, the 
writings of Dr Sun 
Yat-sen and the 1912 
Constitution.

Longest period of 
proven continued 
occupation 
extending back 
6000 years to the 
beginning of the 
neolithic period - 
distinct languages, 
historical myths 
and memories.
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Appendix 2  - List of  Key Perspectives on the Status and 
Sovereignty of Taiwan

Status of 
Taiwan

Classification of 
Autonomy

Body that 
exercises 

sovereignty

Territory Considered 
under Sovereignty

Key Proponents

Taiwan is a 
Province of the 
Peoples 
Republic of 
China awaiting 
full 
reunification.

Taiwan currently 
exercises de facto 
independence but 
is part of ‘One 
China’ - its 
sovereignty 
resides with the 
Chinese People 
and with the PRC 
under the 
succession of 
states theory.

Taiwan 
Authorities

Taiwan does not 
exercise meaningful 
sovereignty.

Chinese 
Communist Party

Peoples Republic 
of China

Peoples Liberation 
Army

Taiwan is an 
island that 
forms part of 
the Republic of 
China

The Republic of 
China is a de jure 
independent 
country but which 
adheres to the 
principle of ‘One 
China’ with 
different 
interpretations.

Republic of 
China

Taiwan
Penghu
Kinmen
Matzu
PRC controlled areas

Chinese Nationalist 
Party

President Ma Ying-
jeou

Taiwan is the 
largest part of 
the Republic of 
China

The Republic of 
China is 
equivalent to 
‘Taiwan’ and 
exercises de facto 
independence.

Following direct 
elections for 
President in 1996, 
Taiwan’s 
sovereignty has 
lain solely with 
the residents of 
Taiwan.

People of 
Taiwan 
through the 
Republic of 
China 
(Taiwan) by 
way of 
regular 
direct 
elections for 
local and 
national 
government.

Taiwan
Penghu
Kinmen
Matzu

Democratic 
Progressive Party 
under 
Chairmanship of 
President Chen 
Shui-bian.

The status of 
Taiwan is yet to 
be determined

Taiwan as the 
Republic of China 
exercises de facto 
independence.

Republic of 
China on 
Taiwan 
Government

Taiwan
Penghu

United States of 
America  

Japan
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Appendix 3 - List of Key Agreements that have Influenced the 
Status of Taiwan Sovereignty

Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Signed 
Apr. 17th 
1895

Entry 
into force 
May 8th 
1895

Treaty Treaty of 
Shimonoseki

Article 2 - “China cedes to Japan in perpetuity and 
full sovereignty the following territories, together 
with all fortifications, arsenals, and public property 
thereon:—”

(b) - “The island of Formosa, together with all 
islands appertaining or belonging to the said island 
of Formosa.”

Nov. 26th 
1943

Declaration Cairo 
Declaration

“It is their [the Three Great Allies - USA, UK and 
Republic of China]purpose that Japan shall be 
stripped of all the islands in the Pacific which she 
has seized or occupied since the beginning of the 
First World War in 1914, and that all the territories 
Japan has stolen from the Chinese, such as 
Manchuria, Formosa, and the Pescadores, shall be 
restored to the Republic of China.”

Aug. 1st
1945

Declaration Potsdam 
Declaration

“Section 8. The terms of the Cairo Declaration 
shall be carried out and Japanese sovereignty shall 
be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, 
Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we 
determine.”
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Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Signed 
Sept. 8th 
1951

Entry 
into force 
Apr. 28th 
1952

Treaty Treaty of Peace 
with Japan

aka San Francisco 
Peace Treaty

Article 2 (b) - “Japan renounces all right, title and 
claim to Formosa and the Pescadores.”

Article 7 (a) - “Each of the Allied Powers, within 
one year after the present Treaty has come into 
force between it and Japan, will notify Japan 
which of its prewar bilateral treaties or 
conventions with Japan it wishes to continue in 
force or revive, and any treaties or conventions so 
notified shall continue in force or by revived 
subject only to such amendments as may be 
necessary to ensure conformity with the present 
Treaty. The treaties and conventions so notified 
shall be considered as having been continued in 
force or revived three months after the date of 
notification and shall be registered with the 
Secretariat of the United Nations. All such treaties 
and conventions as to which Japan is not so 
notified shall be regarded as abrogated.”

Article 10 - “Japan renounces all special rights and 
interests in China, including all benefits and 
privileges resulting from the provisions of the final 
Protocol signed at Peking on 7 September 1901, 
and all annexes, notes and documents 
supplementary thereto, and agrees to the 
abrogation in respect to Japan of the said protocol, 
annexes, notes and documents.”
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Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Signed 
Apr. 28th 
1952

Entry 
into force 
Aug. 5th 
1952

Treaty Treaty of Peace 
between the 
Republic of 
China and 
Japan

aka Treaty of 
Taipei

Article 2 - “It is recognised that under Article 2 of 
the Treaty of Peace which Japan signed at the city 
of San Francisco on 8 September 1951 (hereinafter 
referred to as the San Francisco Treaty), Japan has 
renounced all right, title, and claim to Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Penghu (the Pescadores) as well as 
the Spratley Islands and the Paracel Islands.”

Article 3 - “The disposition of property of Japan 
and its nationals in Taiwan (Formosa) and Penghu 
(the Pescadores), and their claims, including debts, 
against the authorities of the Republic of China in 
Taiwan (Formosa) and Penghu (the Pescadores) 
and the residents thereof, and the disposition in 
Japan of property of such authorities and residents 
and their claims, including debts, against Japan 
and its nationals, shall be the subject of special 
arrangements between the Government of the 
Republic of China and the Government of Japan. 
The terms nationals and residents include juridical 
persons.”

Article 4 - “ It is recognised that all treaties, 
conventions, and agreements concluded before 9 
December 1941 between Japan and China have 
become null and void as a consequence of the 
war.”

Article 10 - “For the purposes of the present 
Treaty, nationals of the Republic of China shall be 
deemed to include all the inhabitants and former 
inhabitants of Taiwan (Formosa) and Penghu (the 
Pescadores) and their descendants who are of the 
Chinese nationality in accordance with the laws 
and regulations which have been or may hereafter 
be enforced by the Republic of China in Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Penghu (the Pescadores); and 
juridical persons of the Republic of China shall be 
deemed to include all those registered under the 
laws and regulations which have been or may 
hereafter be enforced by the Republic of China in 
Taiwan (Formosa) and Penghu (the Pescadores).”
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Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Dec. 1st
1954

Statement United States - 
ROC Joint 
Statement

“The United States of America and the Republic of 
China have concluded negotiations for a mutual 
security pact. The treaty will follow the general 
pattern of other security pacts which the United 
States of America has concluded in the Western 
Pacific.

The treaty will recognize the common interest of 
the parties in the security of Taiwan and the 
Pescadores and of the Western Pacific islands 
under the jurisdiction of the United States. It will 
provide for inclusion by agreement of other 
territories under the jurisdiction of the parties. It is 
directed against threats to the security of the treaty 
area from armed attack and provides for 
continuing consultation regarding any such threat 
or attack.”

Feb. 28th
1972

Communiq
ue

Joint 
Communique of 
the United States 
of America and 
the People's 
Republic of 
China

aka Shanghai 
Communique

Section 11 - “The two sides reviewed the long-
standing serious disputes between China and the 
United States. The Chinese side reaffirmed its 
position: the Taiwan question is the crucial 
question obstructing the normalization of relations 
between China and the United States; the 
Government of the People's Republic of China is 
the sole legal government of China; Taiwan is a 
province of China which has long been returned to 
the motherland; the liberation of Taiwan is China's 
internal affair in which no other country has the 
right to interfere; and all U.S. forces and military 
installations must be withdrawn from Taiwan. The 
Chinese Government firmly opposes any activities 
which aim at the creation of "one China, one 
Taiwan", "one China, two governments", "two 
Chinas", an "independent Taiwan" or advocate that 
"the status of Taiwan remains to be determined".”

Section 12 - “The U.S. side declared: The United 
States acknowledges that all Chinese on either side 
of the Taiwan Strait maintain there is but one 
China and that Taiwan is a part of China. The 
United States Government does not challenge that 
position. It reaffirms its interest in a peaceful 
settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese 
themselves. With this prospect in mind, it affirms 
the ultimate objective of the withdrawal of all U.S. 
forces and military installations from Taiwan. In 
the meantime, it will progressively reduce its 
forces and military installations on Taiwan as the 
tension in the area diminishes.”
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Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Jan 1st
1979

Communiq
ue

Joint 
Communique of 
the United States 
of America and 
the People's 
Republic of 
China

aka Joint 
Communique on 
the Establishment 
of Diplomatic 
Relations

Section 2 - “The United States of America 
recognizes the Government of the People's 
Republic of China as the sole legal Government of 
China. Within this context, the people of the 
United States will maintain cultural, commercial, 
and other unofficial relations with the people of 
Taiwan.”

Section 7 - “The Government of the United States 
of America acknowledges the Chinese position 
that there is but one China and Taiwan is part of 
China.”

Apr. 10th
1979

US 
Domestic 
Law

Taiwan 
Relations Act 
(TRA), P.L. 96-8.

Section 2 (b)

Article 3 - “to make clear that the United States 
decision to establish diplomatic relations with the 
People’s Republic of China rests upon the 
expectation that the future of Taiwan will be 
determined by peaceful means;”

Article 4 - “to consider any effort to determine the 
future of Taiwan by other than peaceful means, 
including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the 
peace and security of the Western Pacific area and 
of grave concern to the United States;”

Jul. 14th
1982

‘Blind 
Memo’

Reagan’s ‘Six 
Assurances’ to 
Taiwan

In negotiating the third Joint Communique with 
the PRC, the United States:

1. has not agreed to set a date for ending arms 
sales to Taiwan;

2. has not agreed to hold prior consultations with 
the PRC on arms sales to Taiwan; 

3. will not play any mediation role between Taipei 
and Beijing; 

4. has not agreed to revise the Taiwan Relations 
Act; 

5. has not altered its position regarding 
sovereignty over Taiwan; 

6. will not exert pressure on Taiwan to negotiate 
with the PRC.

(text from Congressional Research Service Report 
for Congress - “China/Taiwan: Evolution of the 
‘One China’ Policy - Key Statements from 
Washington, Beijing, and Taipei. July 9th 2007. 
Shirley A. Kan Specialist in National Security 
Policy Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Trade 
Division. Order Code RL30341.)
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Date Form Official Title Relevant Statements

Aug 17th.
1982

Communiq
ue

Joint 
Communique of 
the United States 
of America and 
the People's 
Republic of 
China

aka 1982 
Communique

Article 1 - “In the Joint Communique on the 
Establishment of Diplomatic Relations on January 
1, 1979, issued by the Government of the United 
States of America and the People's Republic of 
China, the United States of America recognized 
the Government of the People's Republic of China 
as the sole legal Government of China, and it 
acknowledged the Chinese position that there is 
but one China and Taiwan is part of China.”

Article 5 - “The United States Government 
attaches great importance to its relations with 
China, and reiterates that it has no intention of 
infringing on Chinese sovereignty and territorial 
integrity, or interfering in China's internal affairs, 
or pursuing a policy of "two Chinas" or "one 
China, one Taiwan." The United States 
Government understands and appreciates the 
Chinese policy of striving for a peaceful resolution 
of the Taiwan question as indicated in China's 
Message to Compatriots in Taiwan issued on 
January 1, 1979 and the Nine-Point Proposal put 
forward by China on September 30, 1981.”

Nov 10th.
2004

Response to 
a taken 
Question at 
a Daily 
Press 
Briefing

Taiwan - Six 
Assurances

Question:  What is the U.S. position on the status 
of the 1982 "Six Assurances" on Taiwan policy? 
Specifically, is the one pertaining to sovereignty 
still valid?

Answer:  There is no change in U.S. policy, 
including regarding the Six Assurances. The 
United States remains firmly committed to our one 
China policy, the three joint communiques, and our 
responsibilities under the Taiwan Relations Act. 
We oppose attempts by either side to unilaterally 
alter the status quo. We do not support Taiwan 
independence. We have long maintained that 
differences between the People’s Republic of 
China and Taiwan are matters to be resolved 
peacefully, absent the threat
or use of force, and should be acceptable to the 
people on both sides of the Taiwan Strait.
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Appendix 4 - Constitution of the Republic of China (Taiwan)144

The National Assembly of the Republic of China, by virtue of the mandate received from the 
whole body of citizens, in accordance with the teachings bequeathed by Dr. Sun Yat-sen in 
founding the Republic of China, and in order to consolidate the authority of the State, 
safeguard the rights of the people, ensure social tranquility, and promote the welfare of the 
people, do hereby establish this Constitution, to be promulgated throughout the country for 
faithful and perpetual observance by all. 

Chapter I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 1 - The Republic of China, founded on the Three Principles of the People, shall be a 
democratic republic of the people, to be governed by the people and for the people.

Article 2 - The sovereignty of the Republic of China shall reside in the whole body of 
citizens. 

Article 3 - Persons possessing the nationality of the Republic of China shall be citizens of the 
Republic of China.

Article 4 - The territory of the Republic of China according to its existing national boundaries 
shall not be altered except by resolution of the National Assembly.

Article 5 - There shall be equality among the various racial groups in the Republic of China. 

Article 6 - The national flag of the Republic of China shall be of red ground with a blue sky 
and a white sun in the upper left corner.

Chapter II. RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE PEOPLE
Article 7 - All citizens of the Republic of China, irrespective of sex, religion, race, class, or 
party affiliation, shall be equal before the law.

Article 8 - Personal freedom shall be guaranteed to the people. Except in case of flagrante 
delicto as provided by law, no person shall be arrested or detained otherwise than by a judicial 
or a police organ in accordance with the procedure prescribed by law. No person shall be tried 
or punished otherwise than by a law court in accordance with the procedure prescribed by 
law. Any arrest, detention, trial, or punishment which is not in accordance with the procedure 
prescribed by law may be resisted. 
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When a person is arrested or detained on suspicion of having committed a crime, the organ 
making the arrest or detention shall in writing inform the said person, and his designated 
relative or friend, of the grounds for his arrest or detention, and shall, within 24 hours, turn 
him over to a competent court for trial. The said person, or any other person, may petition the 
competent court that a writ be served within 24 hours on the organ making the arrest for the 
surrender of the said person for trial.
The court shall not reject the petition mentioned in the preceding paragraph, nor shall it order 
the organ concerned to make an investigation and report first. The organ concerned shall not 
refuse to execute, or delay in executing, the writ of the court for the surrender of the said 
person for trial.

When a person is unlawfully arrested or detained by any organ, he or any other person may 
petition the court for an investigation. The court shall not reject such a petition, and shall, 
within 24 hours, investigate the action of the organ concerned and deal with the matter in 
accordance with law.

Article 9 - Except those in active military service, no person shall be subject to trial by a 
military tribunal.

Article 10 - The people shall have freedom of residence and of change of residence.

Article 11 - The people shall have freedom of speech, teaching, writing and publication.

Article 12 - The people shall have freedom of privacy of correspondence.

Article 13 - The people shall have freedom of religious belief.

Article 14 - The people shall have freedom of assembly and association.

Article 15 - The right of existence, the right to work and the right of property shall be 
guaranteed to the people.

Article 16 - The people shall have the right of presenting petitions, lodging complaints, or 
instituting legal proceedings.

Article 17 - The people shall have the right of election, recall, initiative and referendum.

Article 18 - The people shall have the right of taking public examinations and of holding 
public offices.

Article 19 - The people shall have the duty of paying taxes in accordance with law.
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Article 20 - The people shall have the duty of performing military service in accordance with 
law.

Article 21 - The people shall have the right and the duty of receiving citizens' education. 

Article 22 - All other freedoms and rights of the people that are not detrimental to social order 
or public welfare shall be guaranteed under the Constitution.

Article 23 - All the freedoms and rights enumerated in the preceding Articles shall not be 
restricted by law except such as may be necessary to prevent infringement upon the freedoms 
of other persons, to avert an imminent crisis, to maintain social order or to advance public 
welfare. 

Article 24 - Any public functionary who, in violation of law, infringes upon the freedom or 
right of any person shall, in addition to being subject to disciplinary measures in accordance 
with law, be held responsible under criminal and civil laws. The injured person may, in 
accordance with law, claim compensation from the State for damage sustained.  

Chapter III. THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
Article 25 - The National Assembly shall, in accordance with the provisions of this 
Constitution, exercise political powers on behalf of the whole body of citizens.

Article 26 - The National Assembly shall be composed of the following delegates:
1. One delegate shall be elected from each hsien, municipality, or area of equivalent 

status. In case its population exceeds 500,000, one additional delegate shall be elected 
for each additional 500,000. Areas equivalent to hsien or municipalities shall be 
prescribed by law; 

2. Delegates to represent Mongolia shall be elected on the basis of four for each league 
and one for each Special banner;

3. The number of delegates to be elected from Tibet shall be prescribed by law;
4. The number of delegates to be elected by various racial groups in frontier regions 

shall be prescribed by law;
5. The number of delegates to be elected by Chinese citizens residing abroad shall be 

prescribed by law;
6. The number of delegates to be elected by occupational groups shall be prescribed by 

law;
7. The number of delegates to be elected by women's organizations shall be prescribed 

by law.

Article 27 - The function of the National Assembly shall be as follows: 
1. To elect the President and the Vice President;
2. To recall the President and the Vice President;
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3. To amend the Constitution; and
4. To vote on proposed Constitutional amendments submitted by the Legislative Yuan 

by way of referendum.
With respect to the rights of initiative and referendum, except as is provided in Items 3 and 4 
of the preceding paragraph, the National Assembly shall make regulations pertaining thereto 
and put them into effect after the above-mentioned two political rights shall have been 
exercised in one half of the hsien and municipalities of the whole country.

Article 28 - Delegates to the National Assembly shall be elected every six years.

The term of office of the delegates to each National Assembly shall terminate on the day on 
which the next National Assembly convenes.
No incumbent government official shall, in the electoral area where he holds office, be elected 
delegate to the National Assembly. 

Article 29 - The National Assembly shall be convoked by the President to meet 90 days prior 
to the date of expiration of each presidential term. 

Article 30 - An extraordinary session of the National Assembly shall be convoked in any one 
of the following circumstances:

1.  When, in accordance with the provisions of Article 49 of this Constitution, a new 
President and a new Vice President are to be elected;

2. When, by resolution of the Control Yuan, an impeachment of the President or the 
Vice President is instituted;

3. When, by resolution of the Legislative Yuan, an amendment to the Constitution is 
proposed; and

4. When a meeting is requested by not less than two-fifths of the delegates to the 
National Assembly.

When an extraordinary session is to be convoked in accordance with Item 1 or Item 2 of the 
preceding paragraph, the President of the Legislative Yuan shall issue the notice of 
convocation; when it is to be convoked in accordance with Item 3 or Item 4, it shall be 
convoked by the President of the Republic.

Article 31 - The National Assembly shall meet at the seat of the Central Government. 

Article 32 - No delegate to the National Assembly shall be held responsible outside the 
Assembly for opinions expressed or votes cast at meetings of the Assembly.

Article 33 - While the Assembly is in session, no delegate to the National Assembly shall, 
except in case of flagrante delicto, be arrested or detained without the permission of the 
National Assembly.
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Article 34 - The organization of the National Assembly, the election and recall of delegates to 
the National Assembly, and the procedure whereby the National Assembly is to carry out its 
functions, shall be prescribed by law. 

Chapter IV. THE PRESIDENT
Article 35 - The President shall be the head of the State and shall represent the Republic of 
China in foreign relations. 

Article 36 - The President shall have supreme command of the land, sea and air forces of the 
whole country.

Article 37 - The President shall, in accordance with law, promulgate laws and issue mandates 
with the counter-signature of the President of the Executive Yuan or with the counter-
signatures of both the President of Executive Yuan and the Ministers or Chairmen of 
Commissions concerned.

Article 38 - The President shall, in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution, 
exercise the powers of concluding treaties, declaring war and making peace.

Article 39 - The President may, in accordance with law, declare martial law with the approval 
of, or subject to confirmation by, the Legislative Yuan. When the Legislative Yuan deems it 
necessary, it may by resolution request the President to terminate martial law.

Article 40 - The President shall, in accordance with law, exercise the power of granting 
amnesties, pardons, remission of sentences and restitution of civil rights.

Article 41 - The President shall, in accordance with law, appoint and remove civil and 
military officials.

Article 42 - The President may, in accordance with law, confer honors and decorations.

Article 43 - In case of a natural calamity, an epidemic, or a national financial or economic 
crisis that calls for emergency measures, the President, during the recess of the Legislative 
Yuan, may, by resolution of the Executive Yuan Council, and in accordance with the Law on 
Emergency Decree, issue emergency orders, proclaiming such measures as may be necessary 
to cope with the situation. Such orders shall, within one month after issuance, be presented to 
the Legislative Yuan for confirmation; in case the Legislative Yuan withholds confirmation, 
the said orders shall forthwith cease to be valid.

Article 44 - In case of disputes between two or more Yuan other than those concerning which 
there are relevant provisions in this Constitution, the President may call a meeting of the 
Presidents of the Yuan concerned for consultation with a view to reaching a solution. 
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Article 45 - Any citizen of the Republic of China who has attained the age of 40 years may be 
elected President or Vice President.

Article 46 - The election of the President and the Vice President shall be prescribed by law.

Article 47 - The President and the Vice President shall serve a term of six years. They may be 
re-elected for a second term.

Article 48 - The President shall, at the time of assuming office, take the following oath:
"I do solemnly and sincerely swear before the people of the whole country that I will observe 
the Constitution, faithfully perform my duties, promote the welfare of the people, safeguard 
the security of the State, and will in no way betray the people's trust. Should I break my oath, 
I shall be willing to submit myself to severe punishment by the State. This is my solemn 
oath."

Article 49 - In case the office of the President should become vacant, the Vice President shall 
succeed until the expiration of the original presidential term. In case the office of both the 
President and the Vice President should become vacant, the President of the Executive Yuan 
shall act for the President; and, in accordance with the provisions of Article 30 of this 
Constitution, an extraordinary session of the National Assembly shall be convoked for the 
election of a new President and a new Vice President, who shall hold office until the 
completion of the term left unfinished by the preceding President. In case the President should 
be unable to attend to office due to any cause, the Vice President shall act for the President. In 
case both the President and the Vice President should be unable to attend to office, the 
President of the Executive Yuan shall act for the President. 

Article 50 - The President shall be relieved of his functions on the day on which his term of 
office expires. If by that time, the succeeding President has not yet been elected, or if the 
President-elect and the Vice-President-elect have not yet assumed office, the President of the 
Executive Yuan shall act for the President. 

Article 51 - The period during which the President of the Executive Yuan may act for the 
President shall not exceed three months.

Article 52 - The President shall not, without having been recalled, or having been relieved of 
his functions, be liable to criminal prosecution unless he is charged with having committed an 
act of rebellion or treason.  
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Chapter V. ADMINISTRATION
Article 53 - The Executive Yuan shall be the highest administrative organ of the state.

Article 54 - The Executive Yuan shall have a President, a Vice President, a certain number of 
Ministers and Chairmen of Commissions, and a certain number of Ministers without 
Portfolio. 

Article 55 - The President of the Executive Yuan shall be nominated and, with the consent of 
the Legislative Yuan, appointed by the President of the Republic.

If, during the recess of the Legislative Yuan, the President of the Executive Yuan should 
resign or if his office should become vacant, his functions shall be exercised by the Vice 
President of the Yuan, acting on his behalf, but the President of the Republic shall, within 40 
days, request a meeting of the Legislative Yuan to confirm his nominee for the vacancy. 
Pending such confirmation, the Vice President of the Executive Yuan shall temporarily 
exercise the functions of the President of the said Yuan.

Article 56 - The Vice President of the Executive Yuan, Ministers and Chairmen of 
Commissions, and Ministers without Portfolio shall be appointed by the President of the 
Republic upon the recommendation of the President of the Executive Yuan. 

Article 57 - The Executive Yuan shall be responsible to the Legislative Yuan in accordance 
with the following provisions:

1. The Executive Yuan has the duty to present to the Legislative Yuan a statement of its 
administrative policies and a report on its administration. While the Legislative Yuan 
is in session, Members of the Legislative Yuan shall have the right to question the 
President and the Ministers and Chairmen of Commissions of the Executive Yuan;

2. If the Legislative Yuan does not concur in any important policy of the Executive 
Yuan, it may, by resolution, request the Executive Yuan to alter such a policy. With 
respect to such resolution, the Executive Yuan may, with the approval of the President 
of the Republic, request the Legislative Yuan for reconsideration. If, after 
reconsideration, two-thirds of the Members of the Legislative Yuan present at the 
meeting uphold the original resolution, the President of the Executive Yuan shall 
either abide by the same or resign from office;

3. If the Executive Yuan deems a resolution on a statutory, budgetary, or treaty bill 
passed by the Legislative Yuan difficult of execution, it may, with the approval of the 
President of the Republic and within ten days after its transmission to the Executive 
Yuan, request the Legislative Yuan to reconsider the said resolution. If after 
reconsideration, two-thirds of the Members of the Legislative Yuan present at the 
meeting uphold the original resolution, the President of the Executive Yuan shall 
either abide by the same or resign from office.
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Article 58 - The Executive Yuan shall have an Executive Yuan Council, to be composed of its 
President, Vice President, various Ministers and Chairmen of Commissions, and Ministers 
without Portfolio, with its President as Chairman. 

Statutory or budgetary bills or bills concerning martial law, amnesty, declaration of war, 
conclusion of peace, treaties, and other important affairs, all of which are to be submitted to 
the Legislative Yuan, as well as matters that are of common concern to the various Ministries 
and Commissions, shall be presented by the President and various Ministers and Chairmen of 
Commissions of the Executive Yuan to the Executive Yuan Council for decision.

Article 59 - The Executive Yuan shall, three months before the beginning of each fiscal year, 
present to the Legislative Yuan the budgetary bill for the following fiscal year.

Article 60 - The Executive Yuan shall, within four months after the end of each fiscal year, 
present final accounts of revenues and expenditures to the Control Yuan. 

Article 61 - The organization of the Executive Yuan shall be prescribed by law. 

Chapter VI. LEGISLATION
Article 62 - The Legislative Yuan shall be the highest legislative organ of the State, to be 
constituted of members elected by the people. It shall exercise legislative power on behalf of 
the people.

Article 63 - The Legislative Yuan shall have the power to decide by resolution upon statutory 
or budgetary bills or bills concerning material law, amnesty, declaration of war, conclusion of 
peace or treaties, and other important affairs of the State.
Article 64 - Members of the Legislative Yuan shall be elected in accordance with the 
following provisions:

1. Those to be elected from the provinces and by the municipalities under the direct 
jurisdiction of the Executive Yuan shall be five for each province or municipality with 
a population of not more than 3,000,000, one additional member shall be elected for 
each additional 1,000,000 in a province or municipality whose population is over 
3,000,000;

2. Those to be elected from Mongolian Leagues and Banners;
3. Those to be elected from Tibet;
4. Those to be elected by various racial groups in frontier regions;
5. Those to be elected by Chinese citizens residing abroad; and
6. Those to be elected by occupational groups.

The election of Members of the Legislative Yuan and the number of those to be elected in 
accordance with Items 2 to 6 of the preceding paragraph shall be prescribed by law. The 
number of women to be elected under the various items enumerated in the first paragraph 
shall be prescribed by law.  
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Article 65 - Members of the Legislative Yuan shall serve a term of three years, and shall be 
re-eligible. The election of Members of the Legislative Yuan shall be completed within three 
months prior to the expiration of each term. 

Article 66 - The Legislative Yuan shall have a President and a Vice President, who shall be 
elected by and from among its Members. 

Article 67 - The Legislative Yuan may set up various committees.
Such committees may invite government officials and private persons concerned to be present 
at their meetings to answer questions. 

Article 68 - The Legislative Yuan shall hold two sessions each year, and shall convene of its 
own accord. The first session shall last from February to the end of May, and the second 
session from September to the end of December. Whenever necessary a session may be 
prolonged.

Article 69 - In any of the following circumstances, the Legislative Yuan may hold an 
extraordinary session:

1. At the request of the President of the Republic;
2. Upon the request of not less than one-fourth of its members.

Article 70 - The Legislative Yuan shall not make proposals for an increase in the expenditures 
in the budgetary bill presented by the Executive Yuan.

Article 71 - At the meetings of the Legislative Yuan, the Presidents of the various Yuan 
concerned and the various Ministers and Chairmen of Commissions concerned may be 
present to give their views. 

Article 72 - Statutory bills passed by the Legislative Yuan shall be transmitted to the President 
of the Republic and to the Executive Yuan. The President shall, within ten days after receipt 
thereof, promulgate them; or he may deal with them in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 57 of this Constitution. 

Article 73 - No Member of the Legislative Yuan shall be held responsible outside the Yuan for 
opinions expressed or votes cast in the Yuan. 

Article 74 - No Member of the Legislative Yuan shall, except in case of flagrante delicto, be 
arrested or detained without the permission of the Legislative Yuan.

Article 75 - No Member of the Legislative Yuan shall concurrently hold a government post.

Article 76 - The organization of the Legislative Yuan shall be prescribed by law. 
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Chapter VII. JUDICIARY
Article 77 - The Judicial Yuan shall be the highest judicial organ of the State and shall have 
charge of civil, criminal, and administrative cases, and over cases concerning disciplinary 
measures against public functionaries.

Article 78 - The Judicial Yuan shall interpret the Constitution and shall have the power to 
unify the interpretation of laws and orders. 

Article 79 - The Judicial Yuan shall have a President and a Vice President, who shall be 
nominated and, with the consent of the Control Yuan, appointed by the President of the 
Republic.
The Judicial Yuan shall have a number of Grand Justices to take charge of matters specified in 
Article 78 of this Constitution, who shall be nominated and, with the consent of the Control 
Yuan, appointed by the President of the Republic.

Article 80 - Judges shall be above partisanship and shall, in accordance with law, hold trials 
independently, free from any interference. 

Article 81 - Judges shall hold office for life. No judge shall be removed from office unless he 
has been guilty of a criminal offense or subjected to disciplinary measure, or declared to be 
under interdiction. No judge shall, except in accordance with law, be suspended or transferred 
or have his salary reduced.

Article 82 - The organization of the Judicial Yuan and of law courts of various grades shall be 
prescribed by law. 

Chapter VIII. EXAMINATION
Article 83 - The Examination Yuan shall be the highest examination organ of the State and 
shall have charge of matters relating to examination, employment, registration, service rating, 
scales of salary, promotion and transfer, security of tenure, commendation, pecuniary aid in 
case of death, retirement and old age pension.
Article 84 - The Examination Yuan shall have a President and a Vice President and a certain 
number of Members, all of whom shall be nominated and, with the consent the Control Yuan, 
appointed by the President of the Republic.

Article 85 - In the selection of public functionaries, a system of open competitive examination 
shall be put into operation, and examination shall be held in different areas, with prescribed 
numbers of persons to be selected according to various provinces and areas. No person shall 
be appointed to a public office unless he is qualified through examination.

Article 86 - The following qualifications shall be determined and registered through 
examination by the Examination Yuan in accordance with law:
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1. Qualification for appointment as public functionaries; and
2. Qualification for practice in specialized professions or as technicians. 

Article 87 - The Examination Yuan may, with respect to matters under its charge, present 
statutory bills to the Legislative Yuan.

Article 88 - Members of the Examination Yuan shall be above partisanship and shall 
independently exercise their functions in accordance with law.

Article 89 - The organization of the Examination Yuan shall be prescribed by law.

Chapter IX. CONTROL
Article 90 - The Control Yuan shall be the highest control organ of the State and shall exercise 
the powers of consent, impeachment, censure, and auditing. 

Article 91 - The Control Yuan shall be composed of Members who shall be elected by 
Provincial and Municipal Councils, the local Councils of Mongolia and Tibet, and Chinese 
citizens residing abroad. Their numbers shall be determined in accordance with the following 
provisions:

1. Five Members for each Province;
2. Two Members for each municipality under the direct jurisdiction of the Executive 

Yuan;
3. Eight Members for the Mongolian Leagues and Banners;
4. Eight Members for Tibet; and
5. Eight Members for Chinese citizens residing abroad. 

Article 92 - The Control Yuan shall have a President and a Vice President, who shall be 
elected by and from among its Members. 

Article 93 - Members of the Control Yuan shall serve a term of six years and shall be re-
eligible.

Article 94 - When the Control Yuan exercises the power of consent in accordance with this 
Constitution, it shall do so by resolution of a majority of the Members present at the meeting.
Article 95 - The Control Yuan may, in the exercise of its power of control, request the 
Executive Yuan and its Ministries and Commissions to submit to it for perusal the original 
orders issued by them and all other relevant documents.

Article 96 - The Control Yuan may, taking into account the work of the Executive Yuan and 
its various Ministries and Commissions, set up a certain number of committees to investigate 
their activities with a view to ascertaining whether or not they are guilty of violation of law or 
neglect of duty.
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Article 97 - The Control Yuan may, on the basis of the investigations and resolutions of its 
committees, propose corrective measures and forward them to the Executive Yuan and the 
Ministries and Commissions concerned, directing their attention to effecting improvements.
When the Control Yuan deems a public functionary in the Central Government or in a local 
government guilty of neglect of duty or violation of law, it may propose corrective measures 
or institute an impeachment. If it involves a criminal offense, the case shall be turned over to 
a law court.

Article 98 - Impeachment by the Control Yuan of a public functionary in the Central 
Government or in a local government shall be instituted upon the proposal of one or more 
than one Member of the Control Yuan and the decision, after due consideration, by a 
committee composed of not less nine Members.

Article 99 - In case of impeachment by the Control Yuan of the personnel of the Judicial Yuan 
or of the Examination Yuan for neglect of duty or violation of law, the provisions of Articles 
95, 97, and 98 of this Constitution shall be applicable.

Article 100 - Impeachment by the Control Yuan of the President or the Vice President shall be 
instituted upon the proposal of not less than one fourth of the whole body of Members of the 
Control Yuan and the resolution, after due consideration, by the majority of the whole body of 
members of the Control Yuan, and the same shall be presented to the National Assembly.

Article 101 - No Member of the Control Yuan shall be held responsible outside the Yuan for 
opinions expressed or votes cast in the Yuan. 

Article 102 - No Member of the Control Yuan shall, except in case of flagrante delicto, be 
arrested or detained without the permission of the Control Yuan.

Article 103 - No member of the Control Yuan shall concurrently hold a public office or 
engage in any profession.

Article 104 - In the Control Yuan, there shall have an Auditor General who shall be nominated 
and, with the consent of the Legislative Yuan, appointed by the President of the Republic. 

Article 105 - The Auditor General shall, within three months after presentation by the 
Executive Yuan of the final accounts of revenues and expenditures, complete the auditing 
thereof in accordance with law and submit an auditing report to the Legislative Yuan.

Article 106 - The organization of the Control Yuan shall be prescribed by law. 
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Chapter X. POWERS OF THE CENTRAL AND LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS

Article 107 - In the following matters, the Central Government shall have the power of 
legislation and administration:

1. Foreign affairs;
2. National defense and military affairs concerning national defense;
3. Nationality law and criminal, civil, and commercial law;
4. Judiciary system;
5. Aviation, national highways, state-owned railways, navigation, postal and 

telecommunication services;
6. Central Government finance and national revenues;
7. Demarcation of national, provincial, and hsien revenues;
8. State-operated economic enterprises;
9. Currency system and state banks;
10. Weights and measures;
11. Foreign trade policies;
12. Financial and economic matters affecting foreigners or foreign countries; and
13. Other matters relating to the Central Government as provided by this Constitution. 

Article 108 - In the following matters, the Central Government shall have the power of 
legislation and administration, but the Central Government may delegate the power of 
Administration to the provincial and hsien governments:

1. General principles of provincial and hsien self-government;
2. Division of administrative areas;
3. Forestry, industry, mining, and commerce;
4. Educational system;
5. Banking and exchange system;
6. Shipping and deep-sea fishery;
7. Public utilities;
8. Cooperative enterprises;
9. Water and land communication and transportation covering two or more provinces;
10. Water conservancy, waterways, agriculture and pastoral enterprises covering two or 

more provinces;
11. Registration, employment, supervision, and security of tenure of officials in Central 

and local governments;
12. Land legislation;
13. Labor legislation and other special legislation;
14. Eminent domain;
15. Census-taking and compilation of population statistics for the whole country;
16. Immigration and land reclamation;
17. Police system;
18. Public health;
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19. Relief, pecuniary aid in case of death and aid in case of unemployment; and
20. Preservation of ancient books and articles and sites of cultural value.

With respect to the various items enumerated in the preceding paragraph, the provinces may 
enact separate rules and regulations, provided they are not in conflict with national laws.

Article 109 - In the following matters, the provinces shall have the power of legislation and 
administration, but the provinces may delegate the power of administration to the hsien: 

1. Provincial education, public health, industries, and communications;
2. Management and disposal of provincial property;
3. Administration of municipalities under provincial jurisdiction;
4. Province-operated enterprises;
5. Provincial cooperative enterprises;
6. Provincial agriculture, forestry, water conservancy, fishery, animal husbandry, and 

public works;
7. Provincial finance and revenues;
8. Provincial debts;
9. Provincial banks;
10. Provincial police administration;
11. Provincial charitable and public welfare works; and
12. Other matters delegated to the provinces in accordance with national laws.

Except as otherwise provided by law, any of the matters enumerated in the various items of 
the preceding paragraph, in so far as it covers two or more provinces, may be undertaken 
jointly by the provinces concerned.

When any province, in undertaking matters listed in any of the items of the first paragraph, 
finds its funds insufficient, it may, by resolution of the Legislative Yuan, obtain subsidies 
from the National Treasury.

Article 110 - In the following matters, the hsien shall have the power of legislation and 
administration: 

1. Hsien education, public health, industries and communications;
2. Management and disposal of hsien property;
3. Hsien-operated enterprises;
4. Hsien cooperative enterprises;
5. Hsien agriculture and forestry, water conservancy, fishery, animal husbandry and 

public works;
6. Hsien finance and revenues;
7. Hsien debts;
8. Hsien banks;
9. Administration of hsien police and defense;
10. Hsien charitable and public welfare works; and
11. Other matters delegated to the hsien in accordance with national laws and provincial 

Self-Government Regulations.
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Except as otherwise provided by law, any of the matters enumerated in the various items of 
the preceding paragraph, in so far as it covers two or more hsien, may be undertaken jointly 
by the hsien concerned.

Article 111 - Any matter not enumerated in Articles 107, 108, 109, and 110 shall fall within 
the jurisdiction of the Central Government, if it is national in nature; of the province, if it is 
provincial in nature; and of the hsien, if it concerns the hsien. In case of dispute, it shall be 
settled by the Legislative Yuan. 

Chapter XI. SYSTEM OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Section 1. The Province 

Article 112 - A Province may convoke a Provincial Assembly to enact, in accordance with the 
General Principles of Provincial and Hsien Self-Government, regulations, provided the said 
regulations are not in conflict with the Constitution.The organization of the provincial 
assembly and the election of the delegates shall be prescribed by law.

Article 113 - The Provincial Self-Government Regulations shall include the following 
provisions:

1. In the province, there shall be a provincial council. Members of the Provincial council 
shall be elected by the people of the province.

2. In the province, there shall be a provincial government with a Provincial Governor 
who be elected by the people of the Province.

3. Relationship between the province and the hsien.
The legislative power of the province shall be exercised by the Provincial Council.

Article 114 - The Provincial Self-Government Regulations shall, after enactment, be forthwith 
submitted to the Judicial Yuan. The Judicial Yuan, if it deems any part thereof 
unconstitutional, shall declare null and void the articles repugnant to the Constitution. 

Article 115 - If, during the enforcement of Provincial Self-Government Regulations, there 
should arise any serious obstacle in the application of any of the articles contained therein, the 
Judicial Yuan shall first summon the various parties concerned to present their views; and 
thereupon the Presidents of the Executive Yuan, Legislative Yuan, Judicial Yuan, Examination 
Yuan and Control Yuan shall form a Committee, with the President of Judicial Yuan as 
Chairman, to propose a formula for solution.

Article 116 - Provincial rules and regulations that are in conflict with national laws shall be 
null and void.
Article 117 - When doubt arises as to whether or not there is a conflict between provincial 
rules or regulations and national laws, interpretation thereon shall be made by the Judicial 
Yuan.
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Article 118 - The self-government of municipalities under the direct jurisdiction of the 
Executive Yuan shall be prescribed by law.

Article 119 - The local self-government of Mongolian Leagues and Banners shall be 
prescribed by law.

Article 120 - The self-government system of Tibet shall be safeguarded. 

Section 2. The Hsien 

Article 121 - The hsien shall enforce hsien self-government.

Article 122 - A hsien may convoke a hsien assembly to enact, in accordance with the General 
Principles of Provincial and Hsien Self-Government, hsien self-government regulations, 
provide the said regulations are not in conflict with the Constitution or with provincial self-
government regulations.

Article 123 - The people of the hsien shall, in accordance with law, exercise the rights of 
initiative and referendum in matters within the sphere of hsien self-government and shall, in 
accordance with law, exercise the rights of election and recall of the magistrate and other 
hsien self-government officials.

Article 124 - In the hsien, there shall be a hsien council. Members of the hsien council shall 
be elected by the people of the hsien. The legislative power of the hsien shall be exercised by 
the hsien council.

Article 125 - Hsien rules and regulations that are in conflict with national laws, or with 
provincial rules and regulations, shall be null and void.

Article 126 - In the hsien, there shall be a hsien government with hsien magistrate who shall 
be elected by the people of the hsin.

Article 127 - The hsien magistrate shall have charge of hsien self-government and shall 
administer matters delegated to hsien by the central or provincial government.

Article 128 - The provisions governing the hsien shall apply mutatis mutandis to the 
municipality. 
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Chapter XII. ELECTION, RECALL, INITIATIVE, AND 
REFERENDUM

Article 129 - The various kinds of elections prescribed in this Constitution, except as 
otherwise provided by this Constitution, shall be by universal, equal, and direct suffrage and 
by secret ballot.

Article 130
Any citizen of the Republic of China who has attained the age of 20 years shall have the right 
of election in accordance with law. Except as otherwise provided by this Constitution or by 
law, any citizen who has attained the age of 23 years shall have the right of being elected in 
accordance with law.

Article 131 - All candidates in the various kinds of election prescribed in this Constitution 
shall openly campaign for their election.

Article 132 - Intimidation or inducements shall be strictly forbidden in elections. Suits arising 
in connection with elections shall be tried by courts. 

Article 133 - A person elected may, in accordance with law, be recalled by his constituency.

Article 134 - In the various kinds of election, quotas of successful candidates shall be 
assigned to women; methods of implementation shall be prescribed by law. 

Article 135 - The number of delegates to the National Assembly and the manner of their 
election from people in interior areas, who have their own conditions of living and habits, 
shall be prescribed by law.

Article 136 - The exercise of the rights of initiative and referendum shall be prescribed by 
law. 

Chapter XIII. FUNDAMENTAL NATIONAL POLICIES

Section 1. National Defense

Article 137 - The national defense of the Republic of China shall have as its objective the 
safeguarding of national security and the preservation of world peace.  The organization of 
national defense shall be prescribed by law.

Article 138 - The land, sea, and air forces of the whole country shall be above personal, 
regional, and party affiliations, shall be loyal to the state and shall protect the people.
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Article 139 - No political party and no individual shall make use of armed forces as an 
instrument in the struggle for political powers. 

Article 140 - No military man in active service may concurrently hold a civil office. 

Section 2. Foreign Policy 

Article 141 - The foreign policy of the Republic of China shall, in a spirit of independence 
and initiative and on the basis of the principles of equality and reciprocity, cultivate good-
neighborliness with other nations, and respect treaties and the interests of Chinese citizens 
residing abroad, promote international cooperation, advance international justice and ensure 
world peace. 

Section 3. National Economy 

Article 142 - National economy shall be based on the Principle of People's Livelihood and 
shall seek to effect equalization of land ownership and restriction of private capital in order to 
attain a well-balanced sufficiency in national wealth and people's livelihood. 

Article 143 - All land within the territory of the Republic of China shall belong to the whole 
body of citizens. Private ownership of land, acquired by the people in accordance with law, 
shall be protected and restricted by law. Privately-owned land shall be liable to taxation 
according to its value, and the Government may buy such land according to its value. 

Mineral deposits which are embedded in the land, and natural power which may, for 
economic purpose, be utilized for public benefit shall belong to the State, regardless of the 
fact that private individuals many have acquired ownership over such land.  If the value of a 
piece of land has increased, not through the exertion of labor or the employment of capital, 
the State shall levy thereon an increment tax, the proceeds of which shall be enjoyed by the 
people in common.
In the distribution and readjustment of land, the State shall in principle assist self-farming 
land-owners and persons who make use of the land by themselves, and shall also regulate 
their appropriate areas of operation.

Article 144 - Public utilities and other enterprises of a monopolistic nature shall, in principle, 
be under public operation. In cases permitted by law, they may be operated by private 
citizens.

Article 145 - With respect to private wealth and privately operated enterprises, the State shall 
restrict them by law if they are deemed detrimental to a balanced development of national 
wealth and people's livelihood.  Cooperative enterprises shall receive encouragement and 
assistance from the State.
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Private citizens' productive enterprises and foreign trade shall receive encouragement, 
guidance and protection from the State.

Article 146 - The State shall, by the use of scientific techniques, develop water conservancy, 
increase the productivity of land, improve agricultural conditions, develop agricultural 
resources and hasten the industrialization of agriculture.

Article 147 - The Central Government, in order to attain a balanced economic development 
among the provinces, shall give appropriate aid to poor or unproductive provinces.
The provinces, in order to attain a balanced economic development among the hsien, shall 
give appropriate aid to poor or unproductive hsien.

Article 148 - Within the territory of the Republic of China, all goods shall be permitted to 
move freely from place to place.

Article 149 - Financial institutions shall, in accordance with law, be subject to State control.

Article 150 - The State shall extensively establish financial institutions for the common 
people, with a view to relieving unemployment.

Article 151 - With respect to Chinese citizens residing abroad, the State shall foster and 
protect development of their economic enterprises. 

Section 4. Social Security 

Article 152 - The State shall provide suitable opportunities for work to people who are able to 
work.

Article 153 - The State, in order to improve the livelihood of laborers and farmers and to 
improve their productive skills, shall enact laws and carry out policies for their protection.
Women and children engaged in labor shall, according to their age and physical condition, be 
accorded special protection.

Article 154 - Capital and labor shall, in accordance with the principles of harmony and 
cooperation, promote productive enterprises. Conciliation and arbitration of disputes between 
capital and labor shall be prescribed by law.

Article 155 - The State, in order to promote social welfare, shall establish a social insurance 
system. To the aged and the infirm who are unable to earn a living, and to victims of unusual 
calamities, the State shall give appropriate assistance and relief.
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Article 156 - The State, in order to consolidate the foundation of national existence and 
development, shall protect motherhood and carry out a policy for the promoting of the welfare 
of women and children.

Article 157 - The State, in order to improve national health, shall establish extensive services 
for sanitation and health protection, and a system of public medical service. 

Section 5. Education and Culture 

Article 158 - Education and culture shall aim at the development among the citizens of the 
national spirit, the spirit of self-government, national morality, good physique, scientific 
knowledge and ability to earn a living.

Article 159 - All citizens shall have an equal opportunity to receive an education. 

Article 160 - All children of school age from 6 to 12 years shall receive free primary 
education. Those from poor families shall be supplied with book by the Government.  All 
citizens above school age who have not received primary education shall receive 
supplementary education free of charge and shall also be supplied with books by the 
Government.

Article 161 - The national, provincial, and local government shall extensively establish 
scholarships to assist students of good scholastic standing and exemplary conduct who lack 
the means to continue their school education. 

Article 162 - All public and private educational and cultural institutions in the country shall, 
in accordance with law, be subject to State supervision. 

Article 163 - The State shall pay due attention to the balanced development of education in 
different regions, and shall promote social education in order to raise the cultural standards of 
the citizens in general. Grants from the National Treasury shall be made to frontier regions 
and economically poor areas to help them meet their education and cultural expanse. The 
Central Government may either itself undertake the more important educational and cultural 
enterprises in such regions or give them financial assistance.

Article 164 - Expenditures of educational programs, scientific studies and cultural service 
shall not be, in respect of the Central Government, not less than 15 per cent of the total 
national budget; in respect of each province, not less than 25 percent of the total provincial 
budget; and in respect of each municipality or hsien, less than 35 percent of the total 
municipal or hsien budget. Educational and cultural foundations established in accordance 
with law shall, together with their property, be protected.
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Article 165 - The State shall safeguard the livelihood of those who work in the field of 
education, sciences and arts, and shall, in accordance with the development of national 
economy, increase their remuneration from time to time. 

Article 166 - The State shall encourage scientific discoveries and inventions, and shall protect  
ancient sites and articles of historical, cultural or artistic value.

Article 167 - The State shall give encouragement or subsidies to the following enterprises or 
individuals:

1. Educational enterprises in the country which have been operated with good record by 
private individuals;

2. Educational enterprises which have been operated with good record by Chinese 
citizens residing abroad;

3. Persons who have made discoveries or inventions in the field of learning and 
technology; and

4. Persons who have rendered long and meritorious services in the field of education.

 Section 6. Frontier Regions 

Article 168 - The State shall accord to various racial groups in the frontier regions legal 
protection of their status and shall give special assistance to their local self-government 
undertakings.

Article 169 - The State shall, in a positive manner, undertake and foster the develop of 
education, culture, communications, water conservancy, public health and other economic and 
social enterprises of the various racial group in the frontier regions. With respect to the 
utilization of land, the State shall, after taking into account the climatic conditions, the nature 
of the soil, and the life and habits of the people, adopt measures to protect the land and to 
assist in its development. 

Chapter XIV. ENFORCEMENT AND AMENDMENT OF THE 
CONSTITUTION

Article 170 - The term "law" as used in this Constitution, shall denote any legislative bill that 
have been passed by the Legislative Yuan and promulgated by the President of the Republic.

Article 171 - Laws that are in conflict with the Constitution shall be null and void. When 
doubt arises as to whether or not a law is in conflict with the Constitution, interpretation 
thereon shall be made by the Judicial Yuan.
 
Article 172 - Ordinance that are in conflict with the Constitution or with laws shall be null 
and void.
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Article 173 - The Constitution shall be interpreted by the Judicial Yuan. 

Article 174 - Amendments to the Constitution shall be made in accordance with one of the 
following procedures:

1. Upon the proposal of one-fifth of the total number of delegates to the National 
Assembly and by a resolution of three-fourths of the delegates present at a meeting 
having a quorum of two-thirds of the entire Assembly, the Constitution may be 
amended.

2. Upon the proposal of one-fourth of the members of the Legislative Yuan and by a 
resolution of three-fourths of the members present at a meeting having a quorum 
three-fourths of the members of the Yuan, an amendment may be drawn up and 
submitted to the National Assembly by way of referendum. Such a proposed 
amendment to the Constitution shall be publicly announced half a year before the 
National Assembly convenes.

Article 175 - Whenever necessary, enforcement procedures in regard to any matter prescribed 
in this Constitution shall be separately provided by law.  The preparatory procedures for the 
enforcement of this Constitution shall be decided upon by the same National Assembly which 
shall have adopted this Constitution. 
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Appendix 5 - Additional Articles of the Republic of China 
(Taiwan) Constitution

Adopted by the second extraordinary session of the First National Assembly on April 
22, 1991, and promulgated by the president on May 1, 1991

Adopted by  the extraordinary session of the Second National Assembly  on May 27, 
1992, and promulgated by the president on May 28, 1992

Adopted by the fourth extraordinary  session of the Second National Assembly on July 
28, 1994, and promulgated by the president on August 1, 1994

Adopted by the second session of the Third National Assembly  on July  18, 1997, and 
promulgated by the president on July 21, 1997

Revised by the fourth session of the Third National Assembly on September 3, 1999, 
and promulgated by the president on September 15, 1999

The Council of Grand Justices, in its Constitutional Interpretation No. 499 on March 
24, 2000, announced that the Additional Articles of the Constitution approved on 
September 15, 1999, were void, effective immediately. The revised Additional 
Articles promulgated on July 21, 1997 would remain in effect.

Revised by the fifth session of the Third National Assembly on April 24, 2000, and 
promulgated by the president on April 25, 2000.

Revisions to Articles 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8 of, and addition of Article 12 to, the Additional 
Articles of the Constitution of the Republic of China, proposed and announced by the 
Legislative Yuan on August 26, 2004, adopted by the Fourth National Assembly on 
June 7, 2005, and promulgated by the president on June 10, 2005.

To meet the requisites of the nation prior to national unification, the following articles 
of the ROC Constitution are added or amended to the ROC Constitution in 
accordance with Article 27, Paragraph 1, Item 3; and Article 174, Item 1:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Article 1.

The electors of the free area of the Republic of China shall cast ballots at a 
referendum within three months of the expiration of a six-month period following the 
public announcement of a proposal passed by the Legislative Yuan on the amendment 
of the Constitution or alteration of the national territory. The provisions of Article 4 
and Article 174 of the Constitution shall not apply.
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The provisions of Articles 25 through 34 and Article 135 of the Constitution shall 
cease to apply.

Article 2.

The president  and the vice president shall be directly  elected by the entire populace of 
the free area of the Republic of China. This shall be effective from the election for the 
ninth-term president and vice president in 1996. The presidential and the vice 
presidential candidates shall register jointly and be listed as a pair on the ballot. The 
pair that receives the highest number of votes shall be elected. Citizens of the free 
area of the Republic of China residing abroad may  return to the ROC to exercise their 
electoral rights and this shall be stipulated by law.

Presidential orders to appoint or remove from office the president  of the Executive 
Yuan or personnel appointed with the confirmation of the Legislative Yuan in 
accordance with the Constitution, and to dissolve the Legislative Yuan, shall not 
require the countersignature of the president of the Executive Yuan. The provisions of 
Article 37 of the Constitution shall not apply.

The president may, by  resolution of the Executive Yuan Council, issue emergency 
decrees and take all necessary measures to avert imminent danger affecting the 
security of the State or of the people or to cope with any serious financial or economic 
crisis, the restrictions in Article 43 of the Constitution notwithstanding. However, 
such decrees shall, within ten days of issuance, be presented to the Legislative Yuan 
for ratification. Should the Legislative Yuan withhold ratification, the said emergency 
decrees shall forthwith cease to be valid.

To determine major policies for national security, the president may establish a 
national security  council and a subsidiary national security bureau. The organization 
of the said organs shall be stipulated by law.

The president may, within ten days following passage by the Legislative Yuan of a no-
confidence vote against the president of the Executive Yuan, declare the dissolution of 
the Legislative Yuan after consulting with its president. However, the president shall 
not dissolve the Legislative Yuan while martial law or an emergency decree is in 
effect. Following the dissolution of the Legislative Yuan, an election for legislators 
shall be held within 60 days. The new Legislative Yuan shall convene of its own 
accord within ten days after the results of the said election have been confirmed, and 
the term of the said Legislative Yuan shall be reckoned from that date.

The terms of office for both the president and the vice president shall be four years. 
The president and the vice president may only be re-elected to serve one consecutive 
term; and the provisions of Article 47 of the Constitution shall not apply.
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Should the office of the vice president  become vacant, the president shall nominate a 
candidate(s) within three months, and the Legislative Yuan shall elect a new vice 
president, who shall serve the remainder of the original term until its expiration.

Should the offices of both the president and the vice president become vacant, the 
president of the Executive Yuan shall exercise the official powers of the president and 
the vice president. A new president and a new vice president shall be elected in 
accordance with Paragraph 1 of this article and shall serve out each respective original 
term until its expiration. The pertinent provisions of Article 49 of the Constitution 
shall not apply.

Recall of the president or the vice president shall be initiated upon the proposal of 
one-fourth of all members of the Legislative Yuan, and also passed by  two-thirds of 
all the members. The final recall must be passed by  more than one-half of the valid 
ballots in a vote in which more than one-half of the electorate in the free area of the 
Republic of China takes part.

Should a motion to impeach the president or the vice president initiated by the 
Legislative Yuan and presented to the grand justices of the Judicial Yuan for 
adjudication be upheld by the Constitutional Court, the impeached person shall 
forthwith be relieved of his duties.

Article 3.

The president of the Executive Yuan shall be appointed by the president. Should the 
president of the Executive Yuan resign or the office become vacant, the vice president 
of the Executive Yuan shall temporarily  act as the president of the Executive Yuan 
pending a new appointment by the president. The provisions of Article 55 of the 
Constitution shall cease to apply.

The Executive Yuan shall be responsible to the Legislative Yuan in accordance with 
the following provisions; the provisions of Article 57 of the Constitution shall cease to 
apply:

(1)The Executive Yuan has the duty  to present to the Legislative Yuan a statement on 
its administrative policies and a report on its administration. While the Legislative 
Yuan is in session, its members shall have the right to interpellate the president of the 
Executive Yuan and the heads of ministries and other organizations under the 
Executive Yuan.

(2)Should the Executive Yuan deem a statutory, budgetary, or treaty bill passed by the 
Legislative Yuan difficult to execute, the Executive Yuan may, with the approval of 
the president of the Republic and within ten days of the bill's submission to the 
Executive Yuan, request the Legislative Yuan to reconsider the bill. The Legislative 
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Yuan shall reach a resolution on the returned bill within 15 days after it is received. 
Should the Legislative Yuan be in recess, it  shall convene of its own accord within 
seven days and reach a resolution within 15 days after the session begins. Should the 
Legislative Yuan not reach a resolution within the said period of time, the original bill 
shall become invalid. Should more than one-half of the total number of Legislative 
Yuan members uphold the original bill, the president of the Executive Yuan shall 
immediately accept the said bill.

(3)With the signatures of more than one-third of the total number of Legislative Yuan 
members, the Legislative Yuan may propose a no-confidence vote against the 
president of the Executive Yuan. Seventy-two hours after the no-confidence motion is 
made, an open-ballot vote shall be taken within 48 hours. Should more than one-half 
of the total number of Legislative Yuan members approve the motion, the president of 
the Executive Yuan shall tender his resignation within ten days, and at the same time 
may request that the president dissolve the Legislative Yuan. Should the no-
confidence motion fail, the Legislative Yuan may  not initiate another no-confidence 
motion against the same president of the Executive Yuan within one year.

The powers, procedures of establishment, and total number of personnel of national 
organizations shall be subject to standards set forth by law.

The structure, system, and number of personnel of each organization shall be 
determined according to the policies or operations of each organization and in 
accordance with the law as referred to in the preceding paragraph.

Article 4.

Beginning with the Seventh Legislative Yuan, the Legislative Yuan shall have 113 
members, who shall serve a term of four years, which is renewable after re-election. 
The election of members of the Legislative Yuan shall be completed within three 
months prior to the expiration of each term, in accordance with the following 
provisions, the restrictions in Article 64 and Article 65 of the Constitution 
notwithstanding:

(1)Seventy-three members shall be elected from the Special Municipalities, counties, 
and cities in the free area. At least one member shall be elected from each county  and 
city.

(2)Three members each shall be elected from among the lowland and highland 
aborigines in the free area.

(3)A total of thirty-four members shall be elected from the nationwide constituency 
and among citizens residing abroad.
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Members for the seats set forth in Subparagraph 1 of the preceding paragraph shall be 
elected in proportion to the population of each Special Municipality, county, or city, 
which shall be divided into electoral constituencies equal in number to the number of 
members to be elected. Members for the seats set forth in Subparagraph 3 shall be 
elected from the lists of political parties in proportion to the number of votes won by 
each party that obtains at least 5 percent of the total vote, and the number of elected 
female members on each party¡¦s list shall not be less than one-half of the total 
number.

When the Legislative Yuan convenes each year, it  may  hear a report on the state of the 
nation by the president.

Following the dissolution of the Legislative Yuan by the president and prior to the 
inauguration of its new members, the Legislative Yuan shall be regarded as in recess.

The territory  of the Republic of China, defined by its existing national boundaries, 
shall not be altered unless initiated upon the proposal of one-fourth of the total 
members of the Legislative Yuan, passed by  at least three-fourths of the members 
present at a meeting attended by at least three-fourths of the total members of the 
Legislative Yuan, and sanctioned by electors in the free area of the Republic of China 
at a referendum held upon expiration of a six-month period of public announcement 
of the proposal, wherein the number of valid votes in favor exceeds one-half of the 
total number of electors.

Should the president issue an emergency decree after dissolving the Legislative Yuan, 
the Legislative Yuan shall convene of its own accord within three days to vote on the 
ratification of the decree within seven days after the session begins. However, should 
the emergency decree be issued after the election of new members of the Legislative 
Yuan, the new members shall vote on the ratification of the decree after their 
inauguration. Should the Legislative Yuan withhold ratification, the emergency decree 
shall forthwith be void.

Impeachment of the president or the vice president by the Legislative Yuan shall be 
initiated upon the proposal of more than one-half of the total members of the 
Legislative Yuan and passed by more than two-thirds of the total members of the 
Legislative Yuan, whereupon it  shall be presented to the grand justices of the Judicial 
Yuan for adjudication. The provisions of Article 90 and Article 100 of the Constitution 
and Article 7, Paragraph 1 of the Additional Articles of the Constitution shall not 
apply.

No member of the Legislative Yuan may be arrested or detained without the 
permission of the Legislative Yuan, when that  body is in session, except in case of 
flagrante delicto. The provisions of Article 74 of the Constitution shall cease to apply.
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Article 5.

The Judicial Yuan shall have 15 grand justices. The 15 grand justices, including a 
president and a vice president of the Judicial Yuan to be selected from amongst them, 
shall be nominated and, with the consent of the Legislative Yuan, appointed by the 
president of the Republic. This shall take effect from the year 2003, and the 
provisions of Article 79 of the Constitution shall not apply. The provisions of Article 
81 of the Constitution and pertinent regulations on the lifetime holding of office and 
payment of salary  do not apply to grand justices who did not transfer from the post of 
a judge.

Each grand justice of the Judicial Yuan shall serve a term of eight years, independent 
of the order of appointment to office, and shall not serve a consecutive term. The 
grand justices serving as president and vice president of the Judicial Yuan shall not 
enjoy the guarantee of an eight-year term.

Among the grand justices nominated by the president in the year 2003, eight 
members, including the president and the vice president of the Judicial Yuan, shall 
serve for four years. The remaining grand justices shall serve for eight years. The 
provisions of the preceding paragraph regarding term of office shall not apply.

The grand justices of the Judicial Yuan shall, in addition to discharging their duties in 
accordance with Article 78 of the Constitution, form a Constitutional Court to 
adjudicate matters relating to the impeachment of the president or the vice president, 
and the dissolution of unconstitutional political parties.

A political party shall be considered unconstitutional if its goals or activities endanger 
the existence of the Republic of China or the nation's free and democratic 
constitutional order.

The proposed budget submitted annually by the Judicial Yuan may  not be eliminated 
or reduced by  the Executive Yuan; however, the Executive Yuan may indicate its 
opinions on the budget and include it in the central government's proposed budgetary 
bill for submission to the Legislative Yuan for deliberation.

Article 6.

The Examination Yuan shall be the highest  examination body of the State, and shall 
be responsible for the following matters; and the provisions of Article 83 of the 
Constitution shall not apply:

(1)Holding of examinations;

(2)Matters relating to the qualification screening, security of tenure, pecuniary  aid in 
case of death, and retirement of civil servants; and
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(3)Legal matters relating to the employment, discharge, performance evaluation, scale 
of salaries, promotion, transfer, commendation and award of civil servants.

The Examination Yuan shall have a president, a vice president, and several members, 
all of whom shall be nominated and, with the consent of the Legislative Yuan, 
appointed by the president of the Republic; and the provisions of Article 84 of the 
Constitution shall not apply.

The provisions of Article 85 of the Constitution concerning the holding of 
examinations in different areas, with prescribed numbers of persons to be selected 
according to various provinces and areas, shall cease to apply.

Article 7.

The Control Yuan shall be the highest control body of the State and shall exercise the 
powers of impeachment, censure and audit; and the pertinent provisions of Article 90 
and Article 94 of the Constitution concerning the exercise of the power of consent 
shall not apply.

The Control Yuan shall have 29 members, including a president and a vice president, 
all of whom shall serve a term of six years. All members shall be nominated and, with 
the consent of the Legislative Yuan, appointed by the president of the Republic. The 
provisions of Article 91 through Article 93 of the Constitution shall cease to apply.

Impeachment proceedings by the Control Yuan against a public functionary in the 
central government, or local governments, or against personnel of the Judicial Yuan or 
the Examination Yuan, shall be initiated by two or more members of the Control 
Yuan, and be investigated and voted upon by a committee of not less than nine of its 
members, the restrictions in Article 98 of the Constitution notwithstanding.

In the case of impeachment by the Control Yuan of Control Yuan personnel for 
dereliction of duty or violation of the law, the provisions of Article 95 and Article 97, 
Paragraph 2 of the Constitution, as well as the preceding paragraph, shall apply.

Members of the Control Yuan shall be beyond party affiliation and independently 
exercise their powers and discharge their responsibilities in accordance with the law.

The provisions of Article 101 and Article 102 of the Constitution shall cease to apply.

Article 8.
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The remuneration or pay  of the members of the Legislative Yuan shall be prescribed 
by law. Except for general annual adjustments, individual provisions on increase of 
remuneration or pay shall take effect starting with the subsequent Legislative Yuan.

Article 9.

The system of self-government in the provinces and counties shall include the 
following provisions, which shall be established by the enactment of appropriate laws, 
the restrictions in Article 108, Paragraph 1, Item 1; Article 109; Article 112 through 
Article 115; and Article 122 of the Constitution notwithstanding:

(1)A province shall have a provincial government of nine members, one of whom 
shall be the provincial governor. All members shall be nominated by the president of 
the Executive Yuan and appointed by the president of the Republic.

(2)A province shall have a provincial advisory council made up of a number of 
members, who shall be nominated by the president of the Executive Yuan and 
appointed by the president of the Republic.

(3)A county shall have a county  council, members of which shall be elected by the 
people of the said county.

(4)The legislative powers vested in a county shall be exercised by the county council 
of the said county.

(5)A county shall have a county government headed by a county magistrate who shall 
be elected by the people of the said county.

(6)The relationship between the central government and the provincial and county 
governments.

(7)A province shall execute the orders of the Executive Yuan and supervise matters 
governed by the counties.

The modifications of the functions, operations, and organization of the Taiwan 
Provincial Government may be specified by law.

Article 10.

The State shall encourage the development of and investment in science and 
technology, facilitate industrial upgrading, promote modernization of agriculture and 
fishery, emphasize exploitation and utilization of water resources, and strengthen 
international economic cooperation.
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Environmental and ecological protection shall be given equal consideration with 
economic and technological development.

The State shall assist and protect the survival and development of private small and 
medium-sized enterprises.

The State shall manage government-run financial organizations, in accordance with 
the principles of business administration. The management, personnel, proposed 
budgets, final budgets, and audits of the said organizations may be specified by law.

The State shall promote universal health insurance and promote the research and 
development of both modern and traditional medicines.

The State shall protect the dignity of women, safeguard their personal safety, 
eliminate sexual discrimination, and further substantive gender equality.

The State shall guarantee insurance, medical care, obstacle-free environments, 
education and training, vocational guidance, and support and assistance in everyday 
life for physically and mentally handicapped persons, and shall also assist them to 
attain independence and to develop.

The State shall emphasize social relief and assistance, welfare services, employment 
for citizens, social insurance, medical and health care, and other social welfare 
services. Priority  shall be given to funding social relief and assistance, and 
employment for citizens.

The State shall respect military  servicemen for their contributions to society, and 
guarantee studies, employment, medical care, and livelihood for retired servicemen.

Priority  shall be given to funding education, science, and culture, and in particular 
funding for compulsory education, the restrictions in Article 164 of the Constitution 
notwithstanding.

The State affirms cultural pluralism and shall actively preserve and foster the 
development of aboriginal languages and cultures.

The State shall, in accordance with the will of the ethnic groups, safeguard the status 
and political participation of the aborigines. The State shall also guarantee and 
provide assistance and encouragement for aboriginal education, culture, 
transportation, water conservation, health and medical care, economic activity, land, 
and social welfare, measures for which shall be established by law. The same 
protection and assistance shall be given to the people of the Penghu, Kinmen, and 
Matzu areas.
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The State shall accord to nationals of the Republic of China residing overseas 
protection of their rights of political participation.

Article 11. 

Rights and obligations between the people of the Chinese mainland area and those of 
the free area, and the disposition of other related affairs may be specified by law.

Article 12. 

Amendment of the Constitution shall be initiated upon the proposal of one-fourth of 
the total members of the Legislative Yuan, passed by at least three-fourths of the 
members present at a meeting attended by at least three-fourths of the total members 
of the Legislative Yuan, and sanctioned by electors in the free area of the Republic of 
China at a referendum held upon expiration of a six-month period of public 
announcement of the proposal, wherein the number of valid votes in favor exceeds 
one-half of the total number of electors. The provisions of Article 174 of the 
Constitution shall not apply.
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